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Phase One (P1) – Transcribed Data with Initial Categorisation

Analysis Methods
6.4.2.1. Perceived Material Properties of the Work
P1DQ-2 – What sounds or images did you recognise in the composition?
P1DQ-3 – If you heard sounds that were strange and/or unnatural, please describe (if you can)
one/some/any of them?
Analysis: Using the methodology of qualitative content analysis, keywords are listed in a third
column affording the comparison between individual comments and highlighting the appearance
of trends in the responses. These are presented alongside the original responses directly
transcribed and unedited within the (second column).
Within the third column, major and explicitly stated trends are listed in normal font. Minor
keywords — those present, but less frequent within the data set — are surrounded by square
brackets. Implied keywords — those not explicitly recorded by participants but that suggest a
keyword present in other responses — are listed with their actual original keyword present
within rounded brackets. Anomalous responses are listed within curly brackets.

6.4.2.2. Perceived Meaning and Emotional Response
P1DQ-1 – What might this piece be about?
P1DQ-4 – Did the relationships of sound and image work to signify anything? If so, please
describe.
P1DQ-5 – Did the piece communicate a meaning? Did you have any emotional responses to
the piece? If so, please describe them.
P1DQ-6 - Did the composition suggest a narrative, be it a story or any other time-based
discourse? If so what might this concern?
Analysis: Responses to each of these three questions are distributed across four columns and
can be related to the listening strategies identified by Delalande’s. A discussion of Delalande’
listening strategies and other hearing intentions can be found in chapter three of volume one
(Vol. 1, p.71). Three main types of interpretation were identified: ‘Intra-musical’ (Taxanomic),
‘Emotional’ (Empathetic) and ‘Contextual’ (Figurative). Responses have been divided and
spread across these three columns (and a fourth ‘other’ column) in order to provide a picture of
the trends of strategies with which participants respond to the test works:
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Phase One

•

Analysis Methods

Contextual: responses that make reference to a context or situation external to the work
itself.

•

Intra-musical: responses that refer to the intra-musical properties of the work (forms and
structures), and relationships between the sounds and images within the piece.

•

Emotional: responses that relate to the mood or feelings of the participant while the
piece is presented to them.

•

Other: contains negative responses, or responses that are not appropriate for any of the
above three sections. Responses form the ‘Other’ column were not highlighted in any
percentage or ratio calculations but any interesting comments were highlighted within
the discussion.

Please note: where individual responses fell within multiple columns, the appropriate portions
were kept white, while inappropriate sections were greyed out.
Further trends were drawn highlighting keywords. These are included within the main body of
the text in Volume One.

6.4.2.3. Engaging aspects and desire to see more/keep listening
P1DQ-7 - What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find most engaging in the composition?
P1DQ-8 - What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find least engaging in the composition?
	
  
Analysis: Responses to these questions have been presented and divided in a very similar way
to that of the previous set of questions (DQ-1,4,5 & 6 see above, Vol. 2, p.1), but contain some
extra, subtle, variations which will be highlighted. Responses are distributed across the same
four columns representing the content and style of the response, however all intra-musical
responses have been further separated between those responses regarding the musical
materials and those regarding the musical form of the work. Responses in italics relate to the
materials of the work, and those in non-italic relate to the forms of the work.
Please note: where individual responses fall within multiple columns the appropriate portions
have been kept white and inappropriate sections greyed out
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Analysis Methods

P1DQ-9 – Did the composition make you want to keep listening? Why?
P1DQ-11- Now that you have heard the composition, would you choose to listen to a similar
type of composition again in the future? If yes, why? If no, why not?
Analysis: Responses to these questions were assigned a score between one and five, relating
to the positive or negative nature of the response. Keywords that qualify these scores were then
listed in a final column.
1 – Strong Positive Response
2 – Positive Response
3 – Neither Positive nor Negative Response
4 – Negative Response
5 – Strong Negative Response
6.4.2.4. Desire for contextual information and reflection upon this desire after its
provision.
P1DQ-10 - Do you think that having more information about the composition might help you to
understand it? If yes, why? If no, why not?
P1DQ2-2: Would you have preferred to have been given access to this information before being
presented with the piece?
P1DQ2-3: How do you feel about the volume and content of the information that was provided?
Analysis: Responses to these three questions were analysed in a similar way to the responses
to DQ-9,11 (see above) with responses rated based upon their positive or negative nature and
keyword contextualisation provided to support this classification.
P1DQ2-1: Has access to this information from the composer influenced your appreciation for
their composition? How?
Analysis: Responses to this question were more varied than simple value judgements and so
content analysis was used in order to extract keywords from the texts. These were
subsequently appended with either a positive or a negative assertion relating to the influence of
the information.

N.B. Because the responses have been transcribed directly, in some instances words or
sections of the text contain have been scored out (a line through their middle). These are direct
transcriptions of portions of text, which participants have themselves sought to cross through.
Where discernable, the text was reproduced and included with a single strike through its centre.
Responses or sections of responses highlighted in maroon are anomalous responses. These
have been judged as anomalous because they relate to their appropriate question or are clearly
out of context. Where possible all attempts will be made to infer some perspective from these
responses.
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Work A
1. Perceived Material Properties of the Work
P1DQ-2 – What sounds or images did you recognise in the composition?
P1DQ-3 – If you heard sounds that were strange and/or unnatural, please describe (if you can)
one/some/any of them?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-2, P1DQ-3.
Keywords Column Key: Keywords, [minor keywords], Implied keywords (utilised keyword), {anomalous responses}.

Participant
EXP1-1
EXP1-2
EXP1-3
EXP1-4
EXP1-5
EXP1-6
EXP1-7
EXP1-8
EXP1-9

EXP1-10

EXP2-1

EXP2-2

EXP2-3
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Response
Clinking glasses, water
Glass, water, plastic bottles, ice, tins, glassware,
watery sounds -> glassy texture

Keywords
Glass, Water, [clinking]
Glass, Water, Ice, [plastic],

Glass, water, Metal, [sparkling] Musical
Polyphony of glass, bells, water bubbles, sparkling instruments (bells),
sounds, concrete images of sounds
Technique/technology (polyphony, concrete
images of sounds)
Glass, Water, Ice, [rustling]
Glass, rustling, glass, ice, wood? lack of Lf content
Technique/technology (lack of lf content)
Glass, Ice, Water
Glass, ice, sounds had natural qualities mostly,
Technique/ technology (natural sounds, some
some granular
granular)
Glass, metal, water, ice, stone, paper (same
Glass, Water, Metal, Ice, [Stones/pebbles]
visually)
Granular processes in sounds from glass, pebbles, Glass, Pebbles
ice etc. bubbly watery sounds
Technique/technology (granular processes)
Glasses + sound of glass, in context of EA no
Glass
sounds unnatural
Technique/technology (EA context)
Ice, leaves
Granulation, digital filtering reverb, usual EA
Technique/technology (granulation, digital
predictable palette, ice, leaves
filtering, reverb)
Glass, Ice, Metal (steel),
Drinking glasses, ice cubes, splattered paint drops,
Technique/technology (EA sounds, granular
crystalline shapes, table, steel, containers. Generic
textures)
EA sounds + granular textures
Trickling water, drops in vast caverns, insects, bells, Glass, Water, Ice, Musical instruments (bells),
Marbles. Glass, Ice crystals, ice melting, particles of [insects]
dust.
Rain, glasses, ellipses, ice. Rain, Gloop’s (liquid
Glass, Ice, [Rain], [crackling]
Sounds), fire crackling (ice?). Sound seemed to
Technique/technology (film/TV outer space)
have references to films/ TV programmes
concerned with (outer) space. Circular element
within the piece.
Main sound source glass impact sounds, possibly
ice in glass. Images consist of glasses and some
Glass, Ice,
other table top items. Some processed sound
Technique/technology (Granulated + deep
includes granulated gravel like sounds + deep
harmonic sounds).
harmonic sounds.

Phase One

Work A

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-2, P1DQ-3.
Keywords Column Key: Keywords, [minor keywords], Implied keywords (utilised keyword), {anomalous responses}.

Participant

Response

Keywords

Rainfall, underwater, glasses, rattling sounds of
Glass, Water, Rain
bottles, underwater swimming.
Glasses, glasses clinking, water. Crackling noises. Glass, Water, [crackling]
Change of state, glass, metal, light, warping effect, Glass, water, Metal, [light]
ripples, water. Knives
Technique/technology (warping effect)
Rain? Running water? Glasses
Glass, Water, Rain
Glasses moving, beads running in a tube, rain, bath
emptying, glasses, copper, saw screeching on
Glass, Rain, Water (implied: bath), Metal
metal.
Clinking glasses, pebbles dropped in a glass,
Glass, Water, [Stones/pebbles]
pebbles dropped in water, spinning coins. Sounds Technique/Technology (sounds slowed/sped
slowed down and sped up.
up)
Water bubbling, glass being struck = bell like sound Glass, Water
It seemed to owe a debt to previous electronic
artists such as BBC radiophonic workshop. Dated
Technique/technology (Radiophonic
images did not fit with the sounds. Overt use of bass
workshop)
tone that felt unnatural and did not fit well with the
rest.
Clanking glasses, screachy noise, spade on
concrete, water moving, bubbles, drain pipes,
Glass, Water, Rain, Metal (implied:spade)],
unclogging sink sound, dripping, wading through
[screeching]
thick liquid. Rain, speckles of colour, distortion of
Technique/technology (distortion of image)
glass images circles coming out of background
floating around. Lots of distortion!!! Vortex sounds
near start like sending radio waves + screech
sound, didn't seem to fit with other water sounds.
Glasses scraping/ rattling, 'singing' glasses dropping
Glass, Water (implied: plughole draining),
+ rolling of marbles, plughole draining, noise of
[cracking], [electronic beeps]
submerging in and out of water, rain electronic
beeps, cracking ice.
Metal/glass sounds, sounds like a kitchen, gloopy/
Glass, Rain, Metal, {Armadillo}
swamp like, rain falling, cereal/falling rice. Drinking
(swirling point)
glasses, swirling point, bubbles, fish, armadillo.
Sounds made from glass (various). Distortions on
still images of glass, intact forms of glass at
Glass,
beginning, more broken forms towards ends. Hollow Technique/technology (distortions of image)
beginning sound that occurs halfway through the
piece - seemed slightly out of place to the rest of
composition.
Water pouring into bottle/glass, ice into liquid or
empty glass, cracking ice, pouring rain, drops of
water, horror sound. Various views of glasses,
Glass, Water, Rain
Images of ice in various situations a) cube b) frozen Abstract (some sounds strange)
C) stones? Shattered glass small rocks. Some
sounds strange gave feeling of horror and nostalgia.
Water falling something, Ice melting, metal bending,
stones colliding. Water. Liquid ripples, ice cracking,
metal surfaces, small round shapes. Few unnatural
Water, Metal
sounds, one strong + surprising and cut the flow of
(unnatural sounds)
the other sounds. I felt uneasy with it. It sounded
like metal ship sinking and being swallowed by the
water.
Man made objects: glass tube, marble, metal object, Glass, Water, Metal
water trickling. There was a sound like heavy falling Technique/technology (fuzzy electric rain)
rain but not quite, it sounded fuzzy and electric.
I - shot glasses, champagne glasses, a pan, ice (?),
ground. S- glass sounds: glass on glass, object
Glass, Water, Rain
(spoon) on glass. Bottle cap in glass or on table,
Technique/technology (editing/replaying/echo)
water, rain, ice. Unnatural due to editing/ replaying/
echo's etc. but nothing else.
Glasses, rain, water, ice, pipes. No the sounds were
Glass, Water, Rain [pipes (implies: Metal?)]
appropriate to what was happening visually.

1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1
2-2

2-3

3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

4-1

4-2

5-2

5-3

5-4
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S - breaking glass, glass beads rolling/hitting,
Glass, Water, Metal
metallic sounds, water. I - glass, copper/brass,
Technique/technology (water pools(fake
water pools (fake effect), broken glass or ice.
effect))
Breaking, water, rain, freezing, bells, glass, ice,
Glass, Water, Rain [breaking]
water, phete?. None unrecognisable
s - breaking of ice, old tv with more noise than
voice, metal gong through pipe, coins falling, many
objects falling, fast movement of a sharp long object Glass, Water, Rain, Metal, [mystical sounds,
cutting through the air, water mixture with air
ghosts, ufo’s]
bubbling with going through a pipe, rain, waves,
Technique/technology (digitised fireworks)
fizzing. I- glasses, ice (breaking), digitised fireworks.
Unrecognisable: mystical sounds, ghosts UFO's.
Dripping water, dropping coins into glass, ringing
telephone, rain, communal talking. Unnatural - the Glass, Water, Rain, [voice/chatter]
deep boom midway through. It sounded like a large Technique/technology (deep boom from sci-fi
device often seen in sci-fi movies. This helped
movies)
describe a more sinister + menacing feel for this
section.
Glass, Water [Cracking]
s - drips, gurgles, glasses of water played on
(image motion similar to water)
instruments, ice cracking/melting. I - Glasses
Technique/technology (glasses of water
crystals, motion similar to water. Several unnatural.
played on instruments).
S- draining liquid, ice being shaken within a glass,
sounds made by rubbing fingers around the edge of Glass, Water, Metal, [light]
glasses with water, ice cracking, something like
(Paper burning)
bursting bubbles. I - glasses, rays of light, liquid,
Technique/technology (rubbing fingers around
something metallic; a lighter? Unnatural: a sound
the edge of a glass)
like that of paper maybe burning?
S - water, glass rattling, hollow vases, hollow glass,
breaking glass, water running, water dripping, water
Glass, Water, Metal
stored in a big space. I - glasses, vases, metal,
cups, rust on metal, broken glass, rust on objects.

6-1
6-2

6-3

6-4

6-5

7-1

7-2
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Work A

2. Perceived Meaning and Emotional Response
P1DQ-1 – What might this piece be about?
P1DQ-4 – Did the relationships of sound and image work to signify anything? If so, please
describe.
P1DQ-5 – Did the piece communicate a meaning? Did you have any emotional responses to
the piece? If so, please describe them.
Experienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-1, P1DQ-4, P1DQ-5.
PPT #

Intra-musical

Emotional

Exp11

Q4-I felt that there's too close a
correspondence between sound
and image and that results in
redundancy. The correspondence
sometimes rested on object
reference (e.g. glass sounds with
photos of actual drinking glasses or
water sounds with a scintillating
water surface image). At other
times it (the correspondence)
rested on parallel development. I
would have much preferred if there
had been less correspondence and
more dialogue. As it was the
conjunction of sound and image
didn’t add anything and I think
actually hurt the music. It would be
better to hear it as pure music
without the visuals.

Q5-The emotional
movement was created
by the music just a bit by
the visuals and only that
towards the end, when
the visuals became less
concrete, more abstract.
Before that the concrete
visuals actually killed the
emotional suspense
created by the music;
after all what emotional
response can we expect
to a bunch of glasses
hanging in a bar?!
Concerning the
emotional response to
the music and abstract
visuals by definition it
defies conceptual
specification. The only
thing I can say is that it
aroused suspense and a
sense of riddle mystery
to be solved and its
attendant qualities.

Exp12

Q1-Iteration - repeated short
sounds. Granular
Q4-Materials/objects - clearly
derived from each other. No
synchronisation really, other than
general "sectional" segregation. No
Mickey mousing.

Exp13

Q4-yes, it was interesting;
sometimes there was a
'synchronism' at other times, a new
mixture of new images (very
interesting!), originating - I suppose
- from the concrete object.

Exp14

Exp15

	
  

Contextual

Q1-Abstract contrast between
materials and sounds. Piece
attempts to link the sounds used
through technical processing. The
piece tries to crystallise these and
refine them.
Q1-Exploration of both sound and
visual objects through time in
tandem. Visually - explores the use
of animation to manipulate 'real'
objects. Abstract work, didn’t feel it
was 'about' anything in particular.
Q4-I found to an extent the
relationship between the two
worked to unify them but this
wasn’t consistent. I didn't feel they

Q5-Have trouble with
the word "meaning"! I
found contrast between
spending and 2nd
section quite dramatic
as the music opened out
a little more.
Q5-It does not
communicate meaning.
Emotional response at
the 2/3 past (section
before the end) the
combination of images
(accompanied by
sounds) were really
"magic".

Other
{Q1-I don’t
really bother
'about issues' in
an extra
musical or
extra-visual
way. What I
want to hear is
an interesting
process - which
will take me
with it without
fixing on stable
and specific
objects, be they
concrete or
more abstract.
In this piece I
found the
specific object
references
detrimental to
that end, which
incidentally,
seems to be
shared by the
composer.}

Q1-It's "nice"
without any
more ->
agreeable

Q4-Uncertian, I
would have to
watch it again.
Q5-No

Q5-Not really.
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Exp16

Exp17

Exp18

Exp19
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Q1-It is indeed about
sparkling objects, sonic
and visual; although the
latter are not overtly
sparkling in the video
images, the idea of light
reflection is obtained
but association with
their potential real life
and but the spectral
content and sharp
granular attacks of the
audio.

Q1-the structure of
matter and its relation to
macrocosm, but this is
only in the visual
aspect. Audio is not
"about" anything.
Q4-Only very superficial
connection between
images of glasses and
sounds, which resemble
clinking of glasses.
Q1-Melting ice and
other such
transformations over
time. Q4-Melting ice.
But to be honest the
processes are so
predictable and heavy
handed that what is
signified to me is not
much more than bad
electronic music.

Work A

signified anything in particular but
this is partly due to having 'real'
images projected in front of us.
Q1-I think it's about gradual
transformations, how different
materials gradually transform and
charge when their materialities
change radically (in spite of smooth
gradual change). Q4-first they
seemed as more separated, but
then they started to be in some
kind of synchronisation, the water
that changed to ice was very
concrete sound and image
collaboration, I could almost sense
how the liquid material altered to
cold hard (but still thin) ice.
Q1-It is indeed about sparkling
objects, sonic and visual; although
the latter are not overtly sparkling
in the video images, the idea of
light reflection is obtained but
association with their potential real
life and but the spectral content
and sharp granular attacks of the
audio.
Q4-Yes. There were
synchronisation points e.g.
bubbling in both sound and image
and other gestures, such as
changes in shape accompanied by
changes in pitch. Also ascending
spectra a corresponding to
ascending visual ghosts of visual
images. Another relationship is that
mentioned in question1. Regarding
suggestions of the light reflection
but the spectromorphological
context of sounds and the potential
behaviour of light on the objects
depicted visually.
Q5-The meaning is mostly intramusical that is within the
coherence created within the
music. Of course the recognisable
images and assumed sources
conveyed the idea of light
reflection/refraction, but that was
not the mechanism that propelled
the discourse or determined the
structure.

Q5-The responses I got
were sensual. These
material elements made
strong tactile
connotations and
warmness, coldness,
smoothness, hardness
etc. I think you can’t
separate the
tactile/sensational from
the emotional. The
sense of smoothness is
pleasurable etc.

Q4-Only very superficial
connection between images of
glasses and sounds, which
resemble clinking of glasses.

Q5-I don’t perceive any
descriptive meaning
such as could be
translated into words,
within the given space +
time. Emotional
Response: a
combination of light
entertainment and
?????

Q4-Melting ice. But to be honest
the processes are so predictable
and heavy handed that what is
signified to me is not much more
than bad electronic music.

Q5-Meaning - No.
Emotion - frustration
because of the
predictability of the
sounds, boredom heard
it all before.

Phase One

Exp110

Exp21

Exp22

Exp23

Total
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Q1-If I hadn’t read the
composers notes before
hand I would have said
that the piece was
About drinking glasses.
Accompanying ice
cubes Imagine a slice of
lemon and a G + T!
Visual splatter textures
reminded me of
paintings with spray
paints. Piece moved
from being recognisable
to mostly abstract
material with many
granular textural
soundtrack.
Q4-Some obvious
diagetic, parametrically
mapped sounds to
image ca. 3 mins
crystalline structure
moving up to top left of
the screen
accompanied by
gestural sound
increasing in frequency.
Several of these
movements. Clinking
glass sounds with visual
representation fairly
literal.
Q1-water, possibly ice
melting in a cavern/
underground and
trickling into the light.
Q4-As before the sound
of water/ice and then
images of ice/glass;
moving in both cases.
Q1-Possibly
resisting/denying us the
potential to recognise
the image/sound (can't
quite locate it within our
normal frames of
reference)
metamorphosis/ flux.
Q4-Metamorphosis.
Reduction and renewal
Q5-I felt the piece was
about change in a
mostly organic way. I
wasn’t aware of a
particular emotional
response.
Q1-It appears to be
exploring an everyday
scene - some glasses
on a table. Something
like a still life. This is
then explored to find
hidden aspects of the
scene by various
manipulations of the
original image and
sound.

Q1-If I hadn’t read the composers
notes before hand I would have
said that the piece was about
drinking glasses. Accompanying
ice cubes Imagine a slice of lemon
and a G + T! Visual splatter
textures reminded me of paintings
with spray paints. Piece moved
from being recognisable to mostly
abstract material with many
granular textural soundtrack.
Q4-Some obvious diegetic,
parametrically mapped sounds to
image ca. 3 mins crystalline
structure moving up to top left of
the screen accompanied by
gestural sound increasing in
frequency. Several of these
movements. Clinking glass sounds
with visual representation fairly
literal.

Q5-No real
meaning
communicated.

Q5-It was enjoyable but
nothing deep. Gentle
light, relaxing.

Q4-the processed sound
sometimes helped to emphasise
the manipulations and explorations
of the image.
Q5-The meaning comes from the
initial unmanipulated video- this
sets a context. An increased
awareness of the objects is gained.

Q5- The
meaning comes
from the initial
unmanipulated
video- this sets
a context. An
increased
awareness of
the objects is
gained.

Contextual: 1
Intra-musical: 2
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 4
Contextual + Emotional: 1
Emotional + Intra-musical: 4
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 2
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Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-1, P1DQ-4, P1DQ-5.
PPT
#

Contextual

1-1

Q1-At first something to do with
being high or drunk
Q4-I was unsure in this video
what was going on with the
pictures and sound. With the
distortion and moving shapes
and parts of shapes, thought of
drugs.

1-2

Q1- Change of state?

1-3

Q1-Drinking? Had pictures of
glasses and sounded like
glasses clinking together

Intra-musical

Emotional

Q5-NO
RESPONSE

Q4-Synchronised images
with the sound?
Q5-Surreal - warping of
images mixed with the
piercing staccato sounds
created an engaging piece Q4-Images + sounds related
to each other but I didn’t
know if they signified
anything

Q5-could not look
away - hypnotising.
Q5- Couldn’t see a
meaning, no
emotional
response.
Q1- Not sure
Q4-I couldn’t
fathom anything
from this piece
particularly.
Q5-I felt fairly
indifferent towards
it, as I wasn’t really
sure about the
piece at all.
Q5- The piece did
not communicate
meaning to me. The
piece did not evoke
any emotional
response other than
confusion.

1-4

Q1-Water and its journey?
Unclear
Q4-Water filling up a glass.

1-5

Q1-water?? To be honest the
piece left me cold and I had no
real desire to
understand/interpret the
motives behind the piece.
Q4- I do not feel the piece
worked on any real level, other
than to remind me of bad
1980's sci-fi programming.
Q1-Pebbles in a rock pool, {a
gigantic egg timer.}
{Q4- An egg timer for a giant
(slowed down)}

2-1

2-2

3-1

Q1-Glass or transparency.

3-2

Q1- The life of a bottle?

10	
  

Q5- The piece itself
left me cold and I
could not/ did not
wish to fathom any
meaning.

Q5- Relaxing, not
really an emotional
response.
Q4- The images of glasses
fitted in with the sound of
clinking glass/ice to give a
cold, crystalline feeling.

2-3

	
  

Other

Q4- Sound and imagery felt
very connected with some
distortions in both parts of
the composition to question

Q4- The images of
glasses fitted in with
the sound of
clinking glass/ice to
give a cold,
crystalline feeling.

NO RESPONSE
FOR P1 DQ-5
Q1- visual
perception Q4- how
we perceive what is
everyday material.
Q5-how we look at
a material that
everyone takes for
granted - taking a
different
perspective on
things
{Q4- I think the
imagery did not

Phase One

Work A

help to describe the
visual}. It seemed
like a weak link
between the two.
Q5- No
Q1- Seeing magic +
peculiarity in the
mundane.
Q4- Exaggerating
sounds of mundane
images, made them
appear so much
more magical.
Q5- Look beyond
the ordinary. It was
pleasant and
enjoyable except
the swamp like part

3-3

Q1-Movement of water…
Q4- Not really to be honest, the
only relation I got that water or
liquid usually goes in a glass
before you drink it.
Q5- That water is everywhere,
without water there would be no
life. There are many sounds
water can make when not still.

3-4

Q4- Maybe it could be signifying
something old, maybe and old
bar.
Q5- Watching the piece gave
me a response that of nostalgia
and horror, maybe it gave me
the feeling that it was in an old
bar in an old street somewhere.

Q1- I couldn’t figure a
specific theme for this piece,
but in a general view I could
say that it was focused on
the various sounds and
visual output you can get
using water, more
specifically iced water
colliding with glasses or
frozen lake water cracking
up sound. Seeing the
images in comparison with
the sound kind of reminded
me of a horror film with a
little touch of nostalgia too it.

4-2

Q1- Sense of space, movement
in time and space, objects
colliding, moving,

Q1- different materials
producing sounds (metals
bending, strings, water,
glass stones sliding down a
hill, ice melting, water
becoming ice), Liquid and
solid materials, natural or
not.
Q4- Yes I could associate
some of the visuals to the
sound and they were
complementing each other.

5-2

Q1- It suggests a process or
travel
Q4- Something moving from
one state to another

4-1

Q1- Drinking/water related but
not much of a story.

5-3

Q1- I think it’s about glass items
melting and becoming liquid
and then becoming solid again
as ice.
Q5- I'm not sure. Maybe its

5-4

	
  

Q5-I felt as if I have
become hyper
sensitive to sounds
and I could hear
everything and all
the little unnoticed
changes in my
environment. It was
as if I shrunk down
into a little
Lilliputian and I
could hear all the
sounds no one else
could hear.
Q5- No emotional
response, it actually
felt sterile

Q4- The images showed
many glasses in the
beginning and sounds of
them. Then sounds of
water/rain/ice but less
images of them but both did
not work together that
much…more parallel.

Q5- Not sure…It
might have but I do
not know what
message would not
be surprised if it
was intended to tell
a story but I haven’t
understood / seen
it.

Q4- Yes when the glass was
solid the sounds reflected
this, we then heard it
twisting and becoming liquid
and then ice in each case
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about something/someone
being reduced to a weak state
and then reforming/rebuilding

6-1

Q1- Didn’t pick up any particular
meaning. Reminded me briefly
of Pink Floyds Time at one
point. Almost sounded like a
storm, but with glass/metal
creating the noise.

6-2

Q1- I think it could be about
breaking relationships or
anything in life but on the other
hand everything seems to be
connected again.

6-3

Q1- What nature gives - starting
from ground with earthly
suggestions - noise of glass,
metal, then movement out of
space through some mystical
way, ghostly, then back to earth
through rain and then a freezing
process.

6-4

Q1- A theme that came to mind
was tracing the life of a liquid
from the noisy pub backwards
to when it was rain, with the
loud mid section being the
distillation process.
Q4- For me they signified what
the surroundings of the water
were at each stage of the
process, looking like a bar at
the start, an unknown darkness
in the middle + a cobbled river
way at the end.
Q1- General impression is that
it is about water.
Sounds/images of liquid ice (?)
and glasses.
Q4- Possibly something to do
with the cycle of water.

6-5

Q1- A night out, or working as a
bar tender in a pub
Q4- In a sense it did. Even
though I didn’t see any alcohol I
kept thinking about it and about
partying.
Q5- It was a bit disturbing as I
related to alcoholism problems
Q1- Process of water and/or
fluids and how water eventually
finds its way and filters itself out
decomposes objects through
time. Even those made to
"safely" contain it.
Q4- Yes relationship between
water and objects made to

7-1

7-2
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the sound/video matched

Q4- The sounds related to
the images that were shown,
but didn’t seem to have a
significance overall.

Q4- The music change
corresponded to the object
movement changes.
Sometimes that music went
quite loud there wasn’t much
of a relationship, but
afterwards, as the music
changed, you could realise
the change.

Q5- No meaning
came across.
Overall the piece
gave the feeling of
unease, Many of the
sounds came
across as irritating
and grated on
nerves, possibly
due to the high pitch
of many. The sound
of thunder (deep
bass at least) lead
to a moment of
surprise.

Q5- Emotional
response was like
we alone in the
universe. Everything
is still to be
discovered
everything is still a
myth.

Q4- Yes
Q5-It
communicates a
meaning but I didn’t
have any emotional
responses to the
piece.
New ways of seeing
the world (implied
by: Q5- Emotional
response was like
we alone in the
universe.
Everything is still to
be discovered
everything is still a
myth.)

Q5- None really,
although the
midpiece section
did grab my
attention again

Q5 -The piece did not
communicate a meaning to
me. In general I found some
of the sounds unpleasant.
The images seemed vaguely
distorted as if viewed
through water.

Q5 -The piece did
not communicate a
meaning to me. In
general I found
some of the sounds
unpleasant. The
images seemed
vaguely distorted as
if viewed through
water.
Q5- It was a bit
disturbing as I
related to
alcoholism
problems
Q5- Just didn’t like it
saw it as funny
experiment of image
filtering and good
audio manipulation,
although at some
point made me a bit
tense too many

Phase One
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contain it but also the effect of
fluids on objects through time
rust lime scale etc.
Q5- Just didn’t like it saw it as
funny experiment of image
filtering and good audio
manipulation, although at some
point made me a bit tense too
many sharp sounds as rattling
objects on vases
Total

sharp sounds as
rattling objects on
vases

Contextual: 7
Intra-musical: 0
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 6
Contextual + Emotional: 4
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 4

Other: 2
Emotional + Intra-musical: 1

P1DQ-6 - Did the composition suggest a narrative, be it a story or any other time-based
discourse? If so what might this concern?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-6
PPT #

Contextual

Exp11
Exp12

Intra-musical
I don't care about narrative in the 'story'
sense. It did convey a sense of temporal
drama of qualities e.g. darkness/mystery
light/ clarity, fear, suspense etc. None of
them attached to personae or agents.
Development of materials from almost
recognisable through to treated.
Structure no obvious narrative.

Exp14
Despite the obvious movement through
time & the manipulation of the objects I
didn't feel it was overtly narrative. It was
abstract. Also felt the visuals and audio
moved at different paces so hard to find
a succinct narrative.

Exp15

I didn't find any linear
plot of any from one
point to another
structure. I felt it was
more like tiny
moments events that
happened after each
other

Exp16

Mostly musical time-based discourse. In
fact, I was convinced by the composers
statement that the main articulation was
provided by the audio.

Exp17

I wasn’t exactly
searching for
narrative in the piece
did not really try to
force one onto me.

Exp18
Only that of melting ice/
thawing frost.
abstract work. as mentioned before
some structuring between real
recognisable video and more abstract.

Exp110
Exp21
Exp2-

	
  

Other

{There was no
narrative in it. Ars
Gratia artis.}
{Any abstract
narrative was lost by
the writing process sorry!}

Exp13

Exp19

Emotional

yes water moving from
being in one state to
another, change/
metamorphosis.
The shot of drinks
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glasses might imply a
potential narrative
although that didn’t work
for me as the piece
progressed. I felt the
piece might be dealing
with the passage of time
in terms of
change/renewal etc.
Nothing very specific, but there is an
overall increase in abstraction leading to
a sense of an underlying meaning in the
image.

Exp23

Total

Contextual: 3
Intra-musical: 6
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Other: 4
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-6
PPT
#

Contextual

Intra-musical

Other

Distraction and how we
can abuse or poison our
minds.
change of state?

1-1
1-2

couldn’t see a
narrative.
possible but nothing I
could work out for
myself.
no.
see above. “Q5- The
piece itself left me cold
and I could not/ did not
wish to fathom any
meaning.”

1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1
passing of time.

2-2

I felt that it did seem to 'burn out'
and 'fizzle' at the end with the
crackly sounds so I had a feeling
of a start and build up which the
pictures intensified.

2-3

No particular narrative
I'm aware of.

3-1
I felt like I could imagine
the composer playing
with glasses, bottles
marbles etc. and their
bath tub. Other than that
no.

3-2

no

3-3
Not really, seemed very
random. Although it may
symbolise movement of
water, like from tap to a
sewer to evaporation
and then rain.
As I mentioned before it
gave me the thought that
I was located in an old
bar.

3-4

4-1

I believe it was more of
presentation, and orchestrated
collection of sounds of events,
changes, natural or unnatural
materials within a space all
happening simultaneously or in
sequence. It did not give me the
impression of a story, but it was

4-2
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rather more of an experience.
The story of a person
with complicated
psychology.

5-2

No response

5-3
as above i.e. the making of itself
and what's possible technically
(but not even stretching that to the
edge of what is possible, only
showing a possibility - the
artist/composers possibility).

5-4

No narrative. Definitely
a process of time
based events i.e. a
sequence.

6-1
Time based discourse yes. From
drinking/glasses/ shots to
water/ice. Narrative…humm not
sure!

6-2
Yes we saw the objects
move through three
states solid (glass),
liquid, solid (ice).

6-3

I didn’t particularly get
any story or narrative.

6-4
it might be some sort of
story maybe just some
life experience.
the cycle from earth to
space and back. see q 1
“Q1- A night out, or
working as a bar tender
in a pub”
The story of a drink, told
backwards.

6-5

7-1

7-2

Total

	
  

Contextual: 11
Intra-musical: 4
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Other: 9
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0
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3. Engaging aspects and desire to see more/keep listening
P1DQ-7 - What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find most engaging in the composition?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-7.
PPT #
Exp1-1
Exp1-2

Contextual
The transit

Intra-musical

Emotional

Other

Treatment of glassy sounds
Polyphony of diff sound types +
themes
Certain visual techniques to
shift/move/ fold images.
Juxtaposition of granular textures
and resonances
Pace of movement, non stable
atmosphere

Exp1-3
Exp1-4
Exp1-5
Exp1-6

Points of synch with audio + visual
independence, beauty of audio,
completative yet dynamic
atmosphere generated by audio
and image.

Exp1-7

Points of synch with
audio + visual
independence,
beauty of audio,
completative yet
dynamic atmosphere
generated by audio
and image.

Exp1-8
Exp1-9
Exp110

No Response
No Response
No Response
The key element and narrow
language of sound

Exp2-1

Sense of
mysteriousness and
disturbance

Exp2-2
The glass sounds when they were
not overly processed.

Exp2-3
Total

Contextual: 1
Intra-musical: 7
Emotional: 1
Other: 3
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Emotional + Intra-musical: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Exp – DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C
Exp DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C
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Materials
37.5% 3/8
50% 6/12
50% 6/12
Sound
5
4
2

Form
62.5% 5/8
50% 6/12
50% 6/12
Image
1
5
7

Sound + Image
1
5
7

Phase One
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Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-7.
PPT
#

Contextual

Intra-musical

Emotional

Other

Light across the screen representing
music.
Connection of music with images,
Hypnotising.
Sound and image relationships

1-1
1-2
1-3

Music itself quite pleasing, I liked the rain
noises.

1-4
1-5
2-1

Music itself quite
pleasing, I liked
the rain noises.

Movement of glasses + colours
No Response
Sped up/down dropped coins/pebbles
interesting - Audio manipulation (sped
up/slowed down).
Twinkly sound of glasses sound like
chiming musical icicles.
Sound held my attention, largely made
from the sounds that glass can make in
various forms either intact or in pieces
How moving images came from the still
trying to figure out what were used and
how they were made
The opening part sounds of drinks glasses
and the rain falling and cereal falling
Just the funny sounds water can make
sometimes
Crystal clear sounds of water and ice that
were captured and added to the strange
kind of odd picture slideshow of the
presentation
Contrast of visual and sounds. Detail of
events and changes e.g. ice melting, metal
bending etc.
Watching the glass ball move around the
screen.
Water, sound, glasses (but a bit too much
after a while).
Sounds accompanying the piece, though a
bit shrill at times.

2-2
2-3
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
4-1

4-2
5-2
5-3
5-4
Trying to figure out
what the various
images were. Some
became clearer with
sounds.

6-1

Creaking and water sounds
Metal objects or stones through pipe, water
+ air bubbles through some limited space,
long sharp object cutting air.

6-2
6-3

None

6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2

More images than sounds
Different sounds of water.
None

Total

Contextual: 1
Contextual+ Intra-musical: 0

Inexp – DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C
Inexp DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C

	
  

Intra-musical: 19
Emotional: 0
Other: 3
Contextual + emotional: 0
Intra-musical + Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Materials
80% - 16/20
71% - 10/14
39% - 7/18
Sound
11
5
4

Form
20% - 4/20
21% - 3/14
61% - 11/18
Image
4
7
8

Sound + Image
4
3
9
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P1DQ-8 - What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find least engaging in the composition?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-8.
PPT #

Contextual

Exp1-1
Exp1-2
Exp1-3
Exp1-4
Exp1-5
Exp1-6
Exp1-7
Exp1-8
Exp1-9
Exp1-10
Exp2-1
Exp2-2

Other

Too recognisable shots and sounds
In some sections the sound was too active
+ monotonous for the static image that
went with it.

Total

Contextual: 0
Intra-musical: 11
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Exp – DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C
Exp DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C

	
  

Emotional

No Response
No Response

Exp2-3
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Intra-musical
Too specific objective references of visuals
and sounds
Visuals distracted and did not add
anything
Nothing happens, no evolution, no point of
change
Audio tedious + repetitive (less direct
correlation would have been better)
Visuals distracted, didn’t like colours
Visuals distracted
Dislocation between slow temporal
evolution of the visuals compared with the
detailed and dynamic activity of the audio.
Too much colour, sound + image do not
belong together
Technique, tool selection and lack of
individuality or adventure

Materials
100% 11/11
50% 5/10
80% 4/5
Sound
3
8
3

Other: 2
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0

Form
0% 0/11
40% 4/10
20% 1/5
Image
5
3
1

Sound + Image
4
2
0

Phase One

Work A

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-8.
PPT #
1-1
1-2
1-3

Contextual

Intra-musical

Emotional

(abstract) Disliked floaty shapes
Images were bizzare and there
was not always a direct link
between sound and image.

1-4

Other
No Response
No Response

Bizzare
Didn’t have a
point (lack of
understanding)

1-5
Piece dated, neither visuals or
tones worked well in the context
of the piece.
No real changes

2-1
2-2
2-3

None
Some of the images seemed
very low budget
Images flat and did not relate
very well except for the literal
glass in video -> glass in sound.
Spinning objects

3-1
3-2
3-3
Clanking of glasses
together sounded like
glasses being collected in
a bar.

3-4

Nothing

4-1
Some sounds harsh and
unpleasant, but perhaps that
was associated with the nature
of the material?

4-2

Overall not much was
engaging.

5-2
Too much repeating, too coarse
in terms of video editing, not
enough change.
Graphical effects a lot poorer
than the other two. I found these
a bit detracting.

5-3
5-4

Many sounds quite
high pitched and so a
bit unnerving

6-1

No Response

6-2
6-3
6-4
6-5

{Living organisms.}
Unsure
Start jarring with harsh sounds.
Images of something like
snowflakes.
Sharp sounds and image
filtering…too many…

7-1
7-2
Total

Contextual: 2
Contextual+ Intra-musical: 0

Inexp – DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C
Inexp DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C

	
  

Intra-musical: 12
Emotional: 2
Other: 7
Contextual + emotional: 0
Intra-musical + Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Materials
54% 7/13
64% 9/14
55% 5/9
Sound
2
6
4

Form
54% 7/13
29% 5/14
55% 5/9
Image
8
7
3

Sound + Image
2
1
0
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P1DQ-9 – Did the composition make you want to keep listening? Why?
P1DQ-11- Now that you have heard the composition, would you choose to listen to a similar
type of composition again in the future? If yes, why? If no, why not?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-9, P1DQ-11
PPT

Desire to See More

Exp1-1

Listening yes, throughout there was suspense because
the sound transformation was continuous with no
repetitions. Viewing less so

3

Exp1-2

Yes but just listening. I enjoy this type of sound world as
a composer I wanted also to hear how this composer
continues to work with the sounds

3

Exp1-3
Exp1-4
Exp1-5
Exp1-6
Exp1-7
Exp1-8
Exp1-9
Exp1-10
Exp2-1
Exp2-2

Exp2-3

Score

No, boring no development no evolution
Listening, maybe not watching. Yes I would like to see a
more detailed investigation
Yes really liked the sound material + juxtaposition of
granular and pure resonances. Pace of the audio much
more fluid than visuals. Visuals distracting
Yes I liked the certain sincerity. Yes there was
something peaceful, relaxing, smooth about it.
Yes because it made use of time. Yes I find audiovisual
music compelling.
Yes but mostly because of professional interest in
hearing more pieces
No too predictable and just not exciting, interesting or
innovative in any sense.
Not really. Sure why not it wasn’t 'that' bad.
Yes it has a narrative and I wanted to know what
happened. Yes I found it pleasant and relaxing.
Yes I was interested in where it might lead. Yes I could
relate visually to the audio
Initially and towards the end because the
transformations were more progressive less repetitive.
Possibly I thought the video and audio transformations
were a little 'canned' but still enjoyable.

1 Strongly Positive
4
31%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative

2 Lightly Positive
1
8%

5
38%

5
3
2
1
1

Keyword/ reason
Materials Audio positive
Technique/technology Transformation
Materials Video Negative
Materials Audio positive
Technique/technology Transformation
Materials Video Negative
Lack of development
Materials Audio (listening)
Materials Video Negative
Materials Audio positive
Materials Video Negative
Emotion (peaceful, relaxing,
smooth)
Emotion (Audio-visual music
compelling)

3

{Professional interest}

5

Form negative.

4
1
1

3

Form Narrative/development
Emotion (pleasant and relaxing)
Form Development
Sound and image interaction
Form – Development, Lack of
development
Technique/technology Transformation

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
1
8%

2
16%

Positive Keywords
Negative Keywords
Emotion
Sound and Image
interaction
Materials Audio

3
2

Form
Materials Video

4

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A: P1DQ-9, P1DQ-11
PPT

Desire to See More

Score

Keyword/ reason

1-1

No, no didn’t appeal
Yes, unexpected pieces of sound kept happening,
couldn’t stop looking but didn’t understand. Was
hypnotising but didn’t really connect.

5

Lack of engagement

3

Material Audio negative
Lack of understanding.

Not really, didn’t understand.

5

Lack of understanding.

1-2
1-3
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1-4

Was not as engaging as work B, didn’t enjoy it as a
whole.

4

Lack of engagement (Not as
engaging as B)

1-5

No found it annoying. No didn’t like it.

5

Lack of engagement -annoying

2-1

No I did not like it
Not really. Didn’t find it that engaging. Didn’t find it
moving but quite a relaxing ambient piece.
Yes I liked the sounds and the feeling of music.
Yes, because I found it interesting that there was
virtually no musical instrument in the piece. Yes not for
frequent listening but just out of interest.
Not particularly. No I would end up being distracted by
something more interesting.

5

1

Negative (Did not like it)
Lack of engagement.
Emotional relaxing
Materials Audio

1

Materials Audio concrete

4

Lack of engagement

2-2
2-3
3-1
3-2

2

3-3

Yes it was quite relaxing, easy to listen too, nothing
unpleasant. Yes I enjoyed it.

1

3-4

No it got very boring and the visuals were of un-interest.
Yes in terms of different interesting sounds made by
something that you can relate to. Almost like guess
work.

5&1

Keep listening wouldn’t be the feeling I got. But I became
curious as to what I could hear next. Though it was a bit
annoying. No, because of abstract sound like this isn’t
really the kind I like to hear.
Yes out of curiosity and emotional excitement. Yes
because I’m more familiar with it and I’m more curious.
I would like to understand what was occurring but I am
not concerned if I do not find out. I am not trying to be
difficult I really am not bothered. No it was not appealing.
No, boring. No, not a very similar work.

4-1
4-2
5-2
5-3
5-4
6-1
6-2

6-3

6-4

6-5
7-1
7-2

Emotional (Relaxing easy to
listen to you)
Audio
Lack of engagement (Boring,
visuals of un-interest)
Materials Audio (interesting
sounds made by something you
can relate to)

4

Curious but piece a bit annoying.
Materials Audio Negative

1

Curiosity
Emotion

3

Desire to understand
Lack of engagement

5

Lack of engagement

Not really, I got bit bored. No
No the piece did not engage me and I didn’t find it
interesting. No didn’t grab my attention I didn’t find it
interesting.

4

Lack of engagement

5

Lack of engagement

No it is not my type of art. It was strange for me.
Yes time flew and I wanted to hear more and more.
There was always something new to reveal and the
associations that come at the beginning were building a
continuous storyline. Yes it was interesting to open your
mind to new associations and emotions being built in
your mind and feelings.
Yes but only to see if my idea of the backwards life of a
drink would remain true. No I did not find it grabbing my
attention on its own merits, only because it is part of a
survey.
No it did not engage me as it was not to my musical
taste. Probably not. This did not seem like music to me.
There seemed to be more of a series of sounds rather
than a tune or riff.
No because it made me feel uneasy. NO I don’t think so
I didn’t quite enjoy it.
No but I never felt like shutting it off either. No I just
didn’t find it appealing although it seemed a nice piece
for an art installation.

5

Lack of engagement

1

Form
Materials Audio

4

Lack of engagement
Form

4

Lack of engagement
Audio Negative (did not seem
like music)

5

Lack of engagement

5

Unappealing as piece. Better as
an installation?

Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly Positive
6
25%

2 Lightly Positive
1
4%

2
8%

Positive Keywords
Materials Audio
Emotion

	
  

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
6
25%

10
42%
Negative Keywords

3
3

Lack of engagement
Lack of Understanding
Materials Audio

14
2
3
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4. Desire for contextual information and reflection upon this desire after its provision.
P1DQ-10 - Do you think that having more information about the composition might help you to
understand it? If yes, why? If no, why not?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A – P1DQ-10
PPT
1-1
1-2
1-3

Response

Rating

Yes, didn't know what was going on.
Yes, didn’t understand it at all.
Definitely, apart from recognising sound and image I saw no
meaning
Possibly, did not feel engaged
Yes point of the piece should be explained.
No having heard the piece I can honestly say I do not like it
and no wish to interpret or understand it therefore more info
unnecessary.
Yes seems like there may be a story behind

1
1
1

Desire to understand
Desire to understand
Desire to understand

3
1
5

Lack of engagement
Desire for meaning
No desire to understand further

1
1

3-1

Yes more info would help as images tied closely with sounds
and maybe influenced the sounds and how I interpret them.
Yes, why make a composition using everyday materials?

3-2

Yes I failed to see the composers concept.

1

3-3

I don't feel I want to understand it further. Taking it at pace
pleases me enough.
Yes because I would love to find deeper meaning in it, one
which I couldn’t find.
Yes there is some sort of mystery to it an explanation would
clear this up
Yes it could but this will depend whether the info will be
about the creators intention. However the piece
communicated enough by itself.
Yes because it would be more clear the purpose/ meaning of
the sound. It would be better to include more sounds.
Yes I do not understand the process, if there is one.
Yes might have helped me to understand the intention.

5

Desire for meaning - Hidden
narrative
More information
Sound and image relationship
Desire to understand (use of
concrete materials)
Desire for meaning (composer
intention)
No desire to understand further

I doubt it. I wasn't interested in this piece as much as the
others. It was less immersive and less engaging.
Yes, knowing what the composer wanted to convey might
help see other parts to the piece.
Yes
It would be interesting to know what it was supposed to be
and by listening to the composition would prove wrong and
you would be able to really give meaning to each sound and
image and see it through the composers eyes.
Yes because I will be able to attach my own meaning to the
established and intended one.
Yes I did not really understand this piece and some
additional information may help to understand the meaning
better.
I don't know, {depending on the response you were looking
for.} I think not knowing the context generates a more
genuine response, a truly aesthetic response.
Yes it could probably have a disturbing effect that seeks to
make people aware of something that I just couldn’t
understand.

4

1-4
1-5
2-1
2-2
2-3

3-4
4-1
4-2
4-3
5-2
5-3
5-4
6-1
6-2
6-3

6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2

1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

18
75%

1
4%
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3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
1
4%

1

1

Desire for meaning (deeper
meaning)
Desire for meaning (mystery)

1
2

Desire for meaning (composer
intention)

1

Desire to understand (sounds/
concrete materials)
Desire to understand (process)
Desire to for meaning
(composer intention)
Lack of engagement

1
1

1

Desire for meaning (composer
intention)

1
1

Desire for meaning (composer
intention)

1
1

Desire for meaning, compare
with own interpretation.
Desire for meaning

5

Own interpretation

1

Desire for meaning (message
behind)

4 Lightly Negative
1
4%

5 Strongly
Negative
3
12%

Phase One

Work A

P1DQ2-2: Would you have preferred to have been given access to this information before being
presented with the piece?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A P1DQ2-2
PPT
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1
2-2
2-3
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
4-1
4-2
4-3
5-2
5-3

5-4
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2

Response
Yes would have had a better understanding while
watching.
Yes, would have appreciated visuals and sound rather
than searching for meaning.
Yes, might have been able to look for intentions
Maybe would have helped, didn't know what to expect.
Would have helped, didn't know what to expect, would
have aided appreciation.
Only to know the composers reasons behind the piece.
Would not have changed my opinion
Yes
Not necessarily though it is interesting to read information
after listening.
No prefer to leave an open mind about it first.
Yes I think it would have made it more enjoyable
No it was fun to find the meaning then to be told I got it.
In this case yes because it may have made the experience
less boring.
Yes
No
No, I like to understand the piece in my own way
Yes, I didn't understand much whilst watching so this may
have helped.
Yes, the information told me about the intention and that I
do not need to expect a story. I would have seen it with
different eyes (but probably wouldn't have liked it much
then either).
No I don't think it would have added to the experience.
Yes
Yes
No I liked making my own story on the movie. But it is
always interesting to read the information afterwards and
why not watch it again.
No as the best part of the piece was trying to work out
what it was about
Yes
No I think it was more "honest" this way
No

1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

12
50%

2
8%

	
  

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
0
0%

Rating
1

Increased understanding

1

Appreciation of materials

1
2

Search for intentions
Provision of context for art form

2

Composer intention

1
4

Interesting after

5
1
5
1

Own interpretation
More enjoyable
Own interpretation
Increased understanding

1
5
5
1

Own interpretation
Increased Understanding

1

Provision of context and
increased appreciation of
materials

5
1
1
4

No influence

5

Own interpretation

1
5
5

Own interpretation

Own interpretation, interesting
afterwards.

4 Lightly Negative
2
8%

5 Strongly
Negative
8
33%
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Work A

P1DQ2-1: Has access to this information from the composer influenced your appreciation for
their composition? How?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A – P1DQ2-1
PPT

Response

1-1
1-2

Yes, now I understand better, didn't have a clue during.
Thought there would be a deeper meaning

1-3
1-4
1-5

No, point is still unclear
Realise should not worry about explicit meaning + just enjoy.
No, still find piece pointless, shows no meaning or technical
ability.
No the piece left me cold and I had no desire to receive any
further information.
Yes, interesting to know that cellophane paper was used.

2-1
2-2
2-3
3-1
3-2

Yes the title seems to fit with the pictures
It has only confirmed my initial feelings for the piece.
Yes it has helped me to understand it. I felt some of the concept
before the context was given but did not understand the
relevance.
No I pretty much guessed it right.
A little, made me rethink behaviour of objects rather than sound,
but still think the visual image was very boring and I couldn’t get
a message from it. It didn’t seem to match the sounds, minus
the glass mentioned before.
Yes gave me a better understanding of the meaning and goal
the creator has set for me to see
No because I have already felt and saw the intentions in the
actual piece. Reading the information has reinforced what I felt
this piece was about. In this respect the piece is successful
because It speaks by itself.
No I have the same feeling for this piece as before.
I liked their inspiration - the nature of things. The openness to
interpretation is great.
No
No, although once again I interpreted a narrative where there
wasn’t one.
The sparkle part now comes clear. In the video I hadn’t realised
that the shinning parts were highlighted, I thought that it was
just random. The whole point of the video becomes clearer now
and improves my impression of it.
It helped me a lot to understand what author was trying to
express because I understood it totally differently.
Now I understand some parts of the whole idea that I didn’t
closely understand from the movie itself. I liked the composition
from the beginning, but If I was to see the animation again I
would appreciate the means of getting everything, interpret his
idea more, the way he seems to highlight the idea.
It has lessened my appreciation as I find the project not to be as
interesting as I imagined.
A little, it has made the work clearer but does not enhance my
enjoyment of this piece.
Not really because I already had the "experience"
In a way it disclosed things that I've sensed in the beginning.

3-3
3-4

4-1
4-2

4-3
5-2
5-3
5-4
6-1

6-2
6-3

6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2
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Yes - Increased understanding
Yes - Negative influence
disappointment
No - Lack of understanding
Yes - appreciation of materials + form
No - lack of understanding and
appreciation.
No - lack of appreciation
Yes - Increased appreciation of
materials and technique.
Yes - Title
Confirmation of own interpretation
Yes - Increased understanding
Confirmation of own interpretation
Yes - Appreciation of materials (sound)

Yes - Increased understanding
Confirmation of own interpretation

No - lack of appreciation
Yes - Increased Appreciation,
composers intention.
No
Yes – Negative influence
disappointment (Desire for narrative)
Yes - Increased understanding,
increased Appreciation
Yes - Increased understanding
Yes - Increased understanding,
appreciation of technique and form.

Yes - Negative influence
Disappointment
Yes - Increased understanding
No
Confirmation of own interpretation

Phase One

Work A

P1DQ2-3: How do you feel about the volume and content of the information that was provided?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work A – P1DQ2-3
PPT

Response

1-1

Good amount

Rating
1

Good

1-2

Right amount

1

Good

1-3

More info about the intentions

4

More (intentions)

1-4

Right amount

1

Good

1-5

Not enough information given 'WHAT IS THE POINT!?"

5

More Information

2-1

Probably a fair level.

3

Okay

2-2

Okay

2

Okay

2-3

Good.

1

Good

3-1

Easy to understand and concise.

1

Good

3-2

brief but concise

2

More Information?

3-3

Good length, informative but not dull.

1

Good

3-4

Pretty standard, I'm personally not interested in the subject
matter, it doesn’t appeal to me. Wouldn’t have made any
difference to how I viewed the piece.

3

Average

4-1

Very informative, it gave me a better understanding of what I
have just seen

1

Good

4-2

Satisfactory

2

Okay

4-3

It was understandable.

2

Okay

5-2

Fine

1

Good

5-3

Volume is fine. Content is simple and understandable

1

Okay

5-4

Good

1

Good

6-1

I thought the information was a bit shoddy.

5

Poor

6-2

Good. It gives everything I would hope for.

1

Excellent

6-3

Positive I got all the information

1

Good

6-4

I think it is quite informative while still staying brief

1

Good

6-5

Appropriate for my level of knowledge of the genre

2

Good

7-1

Adequate

2

Average

7-2

A bit too much, especially for someone not related to music
studies.

4

Too much

1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

13
54%

6
24%

	
  

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
2
8%

4 Lightly Negative
2
8%

5 Strongly
Negative
2
8%
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Work B

Work B
1. Perceived Material Properties of the Work
P1DQ-2 – What sounds or images did you recognise in the composition?
P1DQ-3 – If you heard sounds that were strange and/or unnatural, please describe (if you can)
one/some/any of them?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-2, P1DQ-3.
Keywords Column Key: Keywords, [minor keywords], Implied keywords (utilised keyword), {anomalous responses}.

Participant

EXP1-1

EXP1-2

EXP1-3

EXP1-4

EXP1-5

EXP1-6

EXP1-7

EXP1-8

EXP1-9

EXP1-10
EXP2-1
EXP2-2

EXP2-3
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Response

Keywords

Vocal Utterance (Voice, sobbing, laughing),
Human Form (skin, freckles, hair, ear, chin,
mouth, blinking eye, face),
Technique/technology (Minor chord), Concretè
sounds (train brakes, rain)
Vocal Utterance, Human Form (Hair, skin,
Sine tones, female vocal utterances, "analogue
female facial parts), Synthesised sounds (sine
synth" type sounds. Hair, skin, female facial parts,
tones), Technique/technology (analogue
head.
synth).
Human Form (visage, face, feminine portrayal)
Just "boredoms" of different origins and gutteral
Vocal utterance (gutteral rhythmic impulses)
rhythmic impulses. Visage face etc. concrete things
[scratchings] Concretè sounds (concrete
or a feminine portrayal, scratchings
things)
Vocal Utterance (voice), Human Form (human
human face, body, hair, silhouetted form. Use of
face, body, hair, silhouetted form),
voice and processing techniques. Sustained
Technique/technology (sustained),
synthetic notes, with 'real' picture of female.
Synthesised sounds (synthetic notes)
shapes angles, abstracting real world form, female, Vocal Utterance, Human Form (female face,
face, eyes, ears, jaw, portrait, vocal utterances, car, eyes, ears, jaw), Concretè sounds (car
squeaks, grainy glitches, electronicsynth sounds,
squeaks) Synthesised sounds (electrosynth
sub bass drones.
sounds, sub bass drones).
Vocal Utterance (laugh, speech, gutteral
breath, laugh, speech, different gutteral sounds,
sounds), Human Form (face hair skin),
face, hair, skin, synthesised 'strange' sounds.
Synthesised sounds (strange sounds)
Woman’s features, vocal sounds, environmental
Vocal Utterance (vocal sounds), Human Form
sounds (eg. Street). If the intention is to
(woman’s features), Synthesised sounds,
unrecognisable sounds. there were some
Concretè sounds (street)
synthesised sounds.
Vocal Utterance (laughter, exclamation),
Woman’s, hair, eyes, eyelashes, skin, face,
Human Form (woman’s hair, eyes, eyelashes,
laughter, bubbling, exclamation
skin, face)
Vocal sounds, synth sounds, reverberation,
Vocal Utterance (vocal sounds), Human Form
reversed sounds, granulation, possible time
(female face and hair, Synthesised sounds
stretching. Female face and hair. Deep bass synth (deep bass synth pad with reverb),
pad with reverb, granular samples, processed vocal Technique/technology (gating and
sounds - gated and reverberated.
reverberation)
Body parts, shoulder, face, hair etc. Gutteral vocal Vocal Utterance (gutteral vocal sounds),
sounds.
Human Form (body parts, shoulder, face, hair)
hair, face, eyes, skin, freckles. Breathing but as in Human Form (hair, face, eyes, skin, freckles),
tube, fragmented short.
breathing
Hum increasing, wind, silence, metallic clanking +
Vocal Utterance (voice), Human Form
squeaks, voice. Fragments of the body, make up,
(fragments of the body), Concretè sounds
layering, Black. Fragments of voice layered
(wind, metal clanking squeaks)
together.
Various recorded sounds including hair, but mostly Vocal Utterance (vocal sounds + laughter),
synthesised/ heavily processed. Vocal sounds +
Human Form (parts of a girls face),
laughter. Images centred around parts of a girls
Synthesised sounds (low drones, buzzing
face. Initial low drones, scratchy small sounds, hard sounds), Technique/technology (heavy
low buzzing sounds.
processing).
Minor chord, rain, train brakes, car (advancing+
receding), woman’s voice, sobbing, laughing, skin
freckles, hair, ear, chin, mouth, blinking eye, eye
open, full face lonely, full face smile.

Phase One

Work B

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-2, P1DQ-3.
Keywords Column Key: Keywords, [minor keywords], Implied keywords (utilised keyword), {anomalous responses}.

Participant

Response

Keywords

Human Form (woman’s face),
Abstract sounds (static sounds, echoing
noise), Concretè sound (rustling, scraping
sound) Technique/technology (continuious
echoing noise)
Concretè sound (train sounds, crashes), Vocal
Train sounds, crashes, breathing, talking, laughing,
Utterance (talking, laughing), Human Form
human body, face, hair, train crashing.
(body, face, hair)
Emotional (bad/scary events)
About woman, bad/scary events, multiple
Vocal utterance (crying)
personalities, electronic, noise, woman, crying.
Abstract sounds (electronic, noise)
Piano, Vocal Utterance (human voice),
Piano, human voice, persons parts -> face reveal, Human Form (persons parts),
Feedback, white noise
Technique/technology (face reveal),
Feedback, white noise
Vocal Utterance (crying laughing), Human
Car breaking, motorbike, bagpipes, electricity wires,
Form (person, ear, hair), Concretè sound (car
crying laughing, foreign voice, flapping bird wings,
breaking, motorbike, bagpipes, electricity
person, ear, hair, Ghost's wailing.
wires, flapping bird wings, ghosts wailing).
Static vocal whines, heart beats. Skin, hair, eyes,
Vocal Utterance (vocal whines, vocal
use of light and shade. Majority of sounds especially passages), Emotional (uncomfortableness),
vocal passages + high pitched buzzes seemed to Human Form (skin, hair, eyes),
create a feeling of uncomfortableness
Technique/technology (Light and shade)
Emotional (Fear, happy ending,
Fear, happy ending, claustrophobia. Lots of
clausterophobia), Concretè sound (creaking),
creaking, kind of a beat.
Technique/technology (beat)
Woman’s voice, breathing, echo. Sound of a person
Vocal Utterance (woman’s voice, laughter),
laughing was unsettling as it was repeated and
Emotional (Sinister, unsettling).
intensified, it lost some of its everyday meaning Technique/technology (echo, repetition),
took on a more sinister air.
Vocal Utterance (laughter, talking),
Echo's of voice, breathing, heavy buzz sound. Close
Human Form (close up’s of woman’s face),
ups, various parts of the woman’s face. Echoed
Emotion (unnatural feeling), Piano,
breathing, laughter, talking had an unnatural feeling
Technique/technology (echo), Abstract sound
to it.
(heavy buzz).
Traffic noises, feedback, silence, popping noises
Vocal Utterance (speech, scared laughter),
(mouth), piano, speech, breathing, electrical current, Human Form (images of woman
xylophone (chiming). Images of woman
superimposed, eyes, face, mouth, ears),
superimposed movements looking around,
Concretè sound (Traffic noises, feedback,
expressions, scared laughter, eyes, face, mouth
popping noises, electrical current, parasitic
ears. A parasitic noise near start (something
noise), Piano, Technique/technology
tunnelling through a space where it shouldn’t be). (superimposed images)
Heavy breathing, laughter, sounds like those used
Vocal Utterance (laughter, woman’s ‘puh’
in horror genre, earthy music, deep dial up
sound), Concretè sound (sniffing, deep dial
connection sound, sniffing. Rocks bruised skin,
up connection sound, heavy breathing)
Michael Jackson, big head/ little cave. The woman’s
pain + 'puh' sound repeated, heavy breathing/
{Michael Jackson, big head/ little cave.}
sniffing.
Monotone bassline tone, wind like sounds, silence,
crackling radio, rain, squeaking swinging horror
Vocal Utterance (laughter)
style gate, high pitched ringing - goes through your
Human Form (Facial features, eyes, lips, hair,
head. Laughing, breathing heavily. Facial features,
nose, eye), Concretè sound (monotone
eyes, lips, hair, nose, eye. Overlapping distorted
baseline, wind sounds, crackling radio,
image of face (like broken mirror) darkness. Doll like
squeaking swinging horror style gate),
figure like Jake + Dinos Chapman dolls. Enigmatic
Abstract sound (high pitched ringing, tinnitus)
buzzing (tuning in radio but more hypnotic) High
pitched ringing, tinnitus.
Weird horror like sound, Razor sound? A woman
Human Form (facial expressions),
showing us her facial expressions from various
Concretè sound (horror like sound, razor
angles, All the sounds were strange in some sort of
sound?)
horror scheme.
Voice, laughter, breath, crying, unnatural sounds. Vocal Utterance (voice, laughter, crying),
Face parts of it, close-ups - hair/skin / ear / lips.
Breath, Human Form (Face parts of it, hair,
Feeling of unease.
skin, ear, lips), Emotional (feeling of unease).
Woman’s face, rustling, static sounds, continuous
echoing noise, scraping sound.

1-1

1-2
1-3

1-4

1-5

2-1

2-2

2-3

3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

4-1

4-2
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I- young lady, hair, darkness. S- crackling sounds Human Form (young lady, hair)
like an old record player, intro 10s sounds like pink Concretè sound (Pink Floyd intro, crackling
floyd intro, several sounds from dance, rave music, record player, dance music, rave music).
I- Skin, eyes, mouth, smile, hair, darkness. S- lots of Human Form (skin, eyes, mouth, smile, hair)
bass, low frequencies, sighs, laughs, basic
Vocal Utterance (laughs, sighs) Concretè
"musical" sounds, human sounds, bugs, burning
sound (bugs, burning sounds), Abstract sound
sounds
(basic ‘musical’ sound, bass, low frequencies)
Human Form (face), Vocal Utterance (voices,
I face. S- voices, laughter, engine noises, a record laughter), Concretè sounds (engine noises,
player, unnatural electronic sounds.
record player), Abstract sounds (electronic
sounds)
I - hair, face, ear, lips (red). S - bells, deep bass,
Human Form (hair face, ear, lips), Vocal
incomprehensible words (could be just sounds Utterance (incomprehensible words, laughter,
sounded fearful), laughter. Human sounds, unclear
incomprehensible human sounds)
if they are just noises or foreign language.
Vocal Utterance (voice, whispering), Concretè
s - squeak, sleigh bells, traffic sounds, phone
sound (squeak, sleigh bells, traffic, phone,
sounds, modern sounds, voice, whispering,
knocking), Abstract sound (modern sounds,
knocking. I - eye, hair skin, neck, bones, black hole,
hard to describe unrecognisable sounds),
ear, smile, teeth. Hard to describe unrecognisable
Human Form (eye, hair, skin, neck, bones,
sounds.
ear, smile, teeth), Black Hole.
Vocal Utterance (female laugh, voice cuts)
s - helicopter, heartbeat, squeaking of a swing,
Concretè sound (helicopter, heartbeat,
squeaking of gates, Scottish music, bagpipes,
squeaking swing, squeaking gates, Scottish
electric guitar in the hands of a crazy person just
music, bagpipes, electric guitar, drops of fluid)
making sounds not tuned noise. I - female laugh,
Human Form (skin, face, hair)
sob, drops of fluid, voice cuts, I skin, c=face =, hair. Technique/technology (cut (audio edit),
Electroguitar sound, cut voice only 1/10 of
electric guitar performance)
conversation heard, many others.
Abstract Sound (electric guitar in the hands of
a crazy person)
Vocal Utterance (voice), Concretè sound
s - brakes, vinyl playing, deep bass + dark themes. I (brakes, vinyl playing, electronic bleeps),
- hair, skin, face, eye, electronic bleeps, voice.
Abstract sound (deep bass + dark themes),
Human Form (hair skin, face, eye)
S - air/wind sounds, sleigh bells? Voice but words Vocal Utterance (voice (unclear words))
not clear, beep bass notes. Faces, hair, eyes, lips. Concretè sound (air/wind, sleigh bells)
The crescendo at the end was not natural but well Abstract sound (crescendo at the end)
done.
Human Form (faces, hair, eyes, lips)
s - electronic sounds, breathing, gasps, squeaking Vocal Utterance (laughter), Breathing,
sounds, wind, laughter, swallowing sounds, silence. Concretè sound (squeaking, swallowing)
I - skin, hair, freckles a face, lips, ear, eye, mascara Human Form (skin, hair, freckles, a face, lips,
lashes. Unnatural: most of the electronic sounds but ear, eye, lashes), Abstract sounds (unnatural
I cannot put them into words.
electronic sounds)
s - humming sounds, bass drum, deep, voices,
Vocal Utterance (voices), Human Form (body
static, electronic humm buzz, body sounds. I - body parts, hair, skin, freckles), Abstract sounds
parts, hair, skin, freckles. Unnatural: None, well the (humming and electronic buzz, deep drone –
humming and the electronic, buzz and deep drone NOT SEEN AS UNNATURAL)

5-2

5-3

5-4

6-1

6-2

6-3

6-4

6-5

7-1

7-2
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Phase One

Work B

2. Perceived Meaning and Emotional Response
P1DQ-1 – What might this piece be about?
P1DQ-4 – Did the relationships of sound and image work to signify anything? If so, please
describe.
P1DQ-5 – Did the piece communicate a meaning? Did you have any emotional responses to
the piece? If so, please describe them.
Experienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-1, P1DQ-4, P1DQ-5.
PPT #
Exp11

Contextual
Q1- it presents a intimate
portrait of a woman going
through the nuances of
loneliness and memory
(flashbacks)
Q4- I liked the dialogical
relationship between them.
It suggested for example: a)
a flashback - like the not too
pleasant memory of a lonely
person - we don't really
know if it is a man or
woman., b) the sounds were
more meaningful (sobbing,
crying) the visuals (multiple
juxtapositions of parts of the
woman’s head) didn't do
more than just refer to the
crying etc. to a particular
woman., C) in contrast to
the composers intentions, I
heard/ saw/ felt no conflict.
d) full head 'pop-ups' at the
end, together with car and
rain sound suggests
loneliness, but final smile
suggests a happy end.
Q5- As above nuances of
loneliness, stemming from
the intimacy of entering
inside the woman’s portrait
as it were, with all those
close ups- both visual and
sound.

Exp12

Exp13

{Q1-What tells the title}

Exp14

Q1-The human face and the
emotions it can
communicate. Vision - what
we can see, what can our
subject see? Can she see
more than one thing?
Revelation.

	
  

Intra-musical
Q4- I liked the dialogical
relationship between them. It
suggested for example: a) a
flashback - like the not too
pleasant memory of a lonely
person - we don't really know if it is
a man or woman., b) the sounds
were more meaningful (sobbing,
crying) the visuals (multiple
juxtapositions of parts of the
woman’s head) didn't do more than
just refer to the crying etc. to a
particular woman., C) in contrast to
the composers intentions, I heard/
saw/ felt no conflict. d) full head
'pop-ups' at the end, together with
car and rain sound suggests
loneliness, but final smile suggests
a happy end. Q5- As above
nuances of loneliness, stemming
from the intimacy of entering inside
the woman’s portrait as it were,
with all those close ups- both
visual and sound.

Emotional

Q1- Its continuously looking at the
female face but is clever in that it
does so in a variety of ways. We
are being asked to look at images,
sometimes recognisable parts of
the head, sometimes not but it
seems to be the sound which
contextualises the narrative. Q4Sounds contextualised images. i.e.
when flirtatious laughter heard and
face seen it created a composite
event.
Q4- the accent is put on the
contrasts or on the show evolution
of musical bourdolons and
zooming on details of the portrait

Q5- Strong emotional
response , partially
when the full head was
shown. This first time
this image along created
emotional impact, before
then it was almost as of
the sound teased out an
emotion for a particular
part of the face being
shown.

Q1-The human face and the
emotions it can communicate.
Vision - what we can see, what
can our subject see? Can she see
more than one thing? Revelation.
Q4- A sense of intimacy, of being
close too, and of being observed.
The use of vocal sounds in

Other

{Q5- Meaning as told by
the composition,} the
conflictual disturbing
relationship with the
subject.
Q5- Yes, intimacy
heightened emotion.
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Exp15

Q5- That we don't really
know those close to us.
Familiarity works on many
levels. Whatever you know
physically there is still
another level that you can't
control. I found this film
intriguing and strangely
unnerving.

Exp16

Q1-About being woman as
watched as kind of
performance construction or
perhaps about being woman
as an individual, particular
unsure.

Exp17

Q1-It is clear that this is a
piece about a woman.
Q5- Yes. Mainly, the
exploration of the woman's
features (and perhaps her
inner self).

Exp18

Q1-Mystification and
demystification of
human/female body.
Q5 -

Exp19

Q1-Different aspects of
identity/ cubist styles.
Portrait revealing difference
faces. Q5- I suppose it was
about challenging the
obvious and expected ways
of looking at somebody, and
notions of control of
image/appearance, and
control generally. It started
quite sensual and
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combination with the emotions
suggested we were watching her
reactions. The narrative in this
work is stronger than the first
because the visuals are more
recognisable.
Q1-Play on the perception of the
human body. Making the familiar
unfamiliar and surreal. Abstracting
the human body.
Q4- The sound was equally
abstract as the image. Even the
referential sounds of the female
voice were treated in an abstract
way. This worked well with the
visuals and maintained the
abstract nature of the film. There
were moments where I felt they fell
too far apart (electronic sound and
eye montage). Really liked the
crescendo in the sound that
pushed towards a state of magic in
the visual.
Q4- Yes, I felt the connection
between the process and the
image and very close. The close ups of skin sounded like the close
up mic-ing of skin sound, the
sound of the surface of the skin
when touched for example.

Q4- although there were no direct
relationships between the
image/sounds as materials (rather
than by association) the sonic
material seemed to agree in pace
with the visual imagery. An
exception where there were synch
points is the batting of eyelashes
and corresponding noise bursts:
however in this case I think that
this distracted from the piece,
given the general nonsynchronised nature of audio
visual relationships. Another
feature that worked well is the
transition from non human sounds
to fully woman’s utterances
corresponding to the transition to
extreme close up (making the
images almost abstract) to full
facial display).
Q4- The face almost totally
expressionless, no movement,
static sound pings out something
which is intentional yet one feels
that there is a lot that remains
hidden.

Q4- There was a mismatch form
the start between the pace of the
sound and the pace of the visual
editing + camera movement. The
sound really suggested slow
motion but the action was real
time. Perhaps this signifies the
different perspectives of the
subject, but it felt a bit wrong since
there was enough in the visual to
do that anyway. Good juxtaposition

Q5- First, I think the
bigger video screen
would have affected
more how the sense of
intimacy was somehow
miniaturised. There was
a sense of theatre, or
anxiousness, or tension
but not in an
uncomfortable manner.

{Q5- The
meaning for
me is in the
combination
of the
composers
comment +
my answer
to q1:}

Phase One

voyeuristic but ended with
the subject being in control
and central.

Exp110

Q1-A woman who's lost her
clothes…only joking. An
exploration of the human
body skin and face more
latterly of the mind.

Exp21

Q1-A moment or fragments
of personal experience
which has come too close.
Fear, the unknown.

Exp22

Q1-Sexuality. Pain. Fear.
Pretence. Push and pull
between urges and
consequences.

Exp23

Q1-It seems to be about
aspects of a personality
from physical components
building into self awareness
- then introspection.

Total

	
  

Work B

at the end, and the different use of
vocal sounds worked well to
redirect the emotion/feeling about
the role of the woman from object
being examined to active
controlling factor/ subject.
Q4- Sound and image appeared
unrelated at first didn’t make the
connection that the sound was
recorded 'human sounds' (outlined
in the description) until the honest
vocal gestures were heard. Later
there appeared a more diegetic
discourse between the sound and
image, with the drone like
harmonies enforcing an emotional
link.
Q5- None in the first half (white
background) More so in the
second half with black background.
A greater interplay between the
sonic and visual using the facial
expressions to transfer meaning
into the sound. Using familiar filmic
ideas - in harmonic discord to
represent uncertainty fear etc.
Dark palette reinforcing this.

Q4- Early in the piece, I felt, not
really. The close up of the eye and
intensity of sound created a sense
of disturbance/threat/discord.
When the voice came in it added
to the tension.
Q4- The sounds matched the
emotional content well, initial
mystery, laughter, solitude.

Q1-A moment or
fragments of personal
experience which has
come too close. Fear,
the unknown.
Q4- fear/closeness/not
turning duality, darkness
Q5- Aspects of fear
possible terror duality
Q5- Early on no.
Towards the end I felt a
bit of the anxiety of the
piece.
Q5- The presence of a
personality was
communicated with
different emotional
states which have a
secondary trigger in the
viewer. The end is
slightly strange as it
appears the personality
has separated.

Contextual: 0
Intra-musical: 0
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 6
Contextual + Emotional: 1
Emotional + Intra-musical: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 5
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Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-1, P1DQ-4, P1DQ-5.
PPT
#
1-1

Contextual
Q1- Being scared, going crazy
in the dark or from the dark.
Q4- Near the end there was
voices and multiple heads
showing the eyes the voices
sounded like cries it felt like
she was scared it was eerie.
Q5- It felt strange I picked up
mixed emotions the end was
strange as she was smiling but
at first it was almost tense with
the sound building up. Then it
was a mind game. In darkness
you go crazy
Q1- Girl remembering not a
very pleasant memorysomething happened to her?

1-2

Q1- About the woman. Something bad or scary might
be happening. Got an
impression of two personalities
when there were two of her
face on screen near the end.
One was smiling and One
looked scared.
Q1- Building up a picture of
someone/about someone

1-3

1-4

Q1- This piece might be about
someone hiding of someone
being kidnapped. The tension
in the music suggests danger
or anticipation of an event. The
end suggests she's looking for
something -> eyes moving Q4The sound and images
suggested someone hiding or
constantly searching in a
disturbing place. The sound
however did not seem to be
linked to the images in any
other way about.

1-5

2-1

Q1- being caught. {Journey
into a nose!}
Q4- fear of being caught, but a
happy ending.
Q1- A bad dream? Fearful
thoughts.
Q4- The images led me to
believe this was to do with the
subconcious mind/ oblivion/
sleep/ dreams.

2-2

2-3
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Intra-musical

Emotional

Other

Q5- It felt strange I picked up
mixed emotions the end was
strange as she was smiling but
at first it was almost tense with
the sound building up. Then it
was a mind game. In darkness
you go crazy

Q4- Images of the girl
helped to identify the
voices with - as if it
was her voice - eyes
to link with the
viewer?

Q5- Disturbing mysterious. Feel
sorry for the girl - feel as if she
was trying to connect with the
audience. Alone.
Q4- when sound got louder
made the visual more
uncomfortable to watch. Not
sure what is signified.
Q5- couldn’t see a meaning.
emotional response = found it
quite difficult to watch - a bit
unnerving.
Q5- The piece was quite
menacing and some points
especially with introduction of
the voice track it became quite
freaky and eerie. The piece
probably wouldn't be out of place
in a psychological horror film.
Q5- The work did not directly
communicate any meaning to
me. I found the piece disturbing
and strange.

Q1- Fear/ terror/ a desire to
make the listener feel
uncomfortable/ on edge
Q4- Fear/ terror/ a feeling of
being uncomfortable.
Q5- The piece communicated a
feeling of being uncomfortable
and seemed designed to make
you feel on edge.
Q5- fear but then all is okay.

Q5- Feelings of uneasyness/
unsettled emotions. Fear,
foreboding, even panic at times,
interspersed with reassuring
stillness and calmness.

Q4- Not that I
could discern

Phase One

Work B

Q1- Emotional instability or
feelings of isolation/ insecurity.
Q4- imagery - close up
detailed shots of womans face
provided a raw personal
feeling to the piece. Sounds of
echoed breathing/ talking
signified that this person might
be having personal issues
(coupled with the rawness of
the imagery).
Q1- I found it confusing but got
a feeling it may be about
something like a kidnapping.
There was a lot of
uncomfortable feelings evoked.
At first I thought it might be
something to do with the loss
of senses, sight hearing, etc.
Q4- They made me feel like
the piece was about the
woman, and that all of the
breathing + speech etc was
her's.
Q5- I found it very unnerving
and unsettling. I felt like maybe
she was some hostage driven
mad, with an odd feeling that
she could also not be the
innocent party. Stockholm
syndrome maybe? I think if the
piece played more with these
emotions to a higher level I
could have felt sick or so
uncomfortable as to leave the
room.
Q1- European drug misuse +
after effects

3-1

3-2

3-3

Q1- The mind of a mental
patient. How they feel etc.
Insane Asylum.
Q4- humm, it added to the
weirdness of the piece, almost
made it disturbing. Gives it a
horror style genre both in
visual and audio. The sound of
breathing and laughing made it
more relevant as you could
relate it to the individual on
screen. As if focussed on her
head, it was like hearing her
mind. It influenced your
thought on relating the sounds
to the woman.
Q5- It was very dark and
eeiree and somewhat
disturbing. The monotone
drone almost gave it a hypnotic
feel. But then the cracking and
laughing made me feel like I
was in a mental asylum and
how it feels and thought
processes of the insane. Like
sense of fear bipolar
personality etc.
Q1- The various natures of the
human kind or something
about danger?
Q4- yes the scary side of the
human being
Q1- Emotions and thoughts
and the human mind.

3-4

4-1

4-2

	
  

Q5- Emotional response - mild
discontent - something I would
associate with from a horror film.

Q5- I found it very unnerving and
unsettling. I felt like maybe she
was some hostage driven mad,
with an odd feeling that she
could also not be the innocent
party. Stockholm syndrome
maybe? I think if the piece
played more with these
emotions to a higher level I
could have felt sick or so
uncomfortable as to leave the
room.

Q4- to creep out the viewer!
Q5- fear and unease. It was like
someone was near you when
nobody should be around.
Q5- It was very dark and eeiree
and somewhat disturbing. The
monotone drone almost gave it a
hypnotic feel. But then the
cracking and laughing made me
feel like I was in a mental
asylum and how it feels and
thought processes of the insane.
Like sense of fear bipolar
personality etc.

Q5- Mostly getting scared of the
creepy face the woman was
making all of the time.
Q4- Yes and no. At
points it would

Q5- Fear, uneasiness,
confusion. It communicates a
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Q5- Fear, uneasiness,
confusion. It communicates a
state of mind, perhaps a
psychotic one, obsession, fear,
feeling lost and out of place.
Q1- The emotions of moving to
another place. The initial 1-2
minutes set the scene. I could
not decide what part of a
human this was, I felt it was
female though. There was an
element of withdrawal which
leads me to believe that the
young lady moves to another
place.
Q1- An up and down in life.
Possibly regarding health or
drug abuse.
Q4- Negative feeling - health
problems/drug abuse. A story
sound more than visual. Sound
was much more important for
telling story.
Q5- Negative emotions /
disgust. Some sounds later on
did sound almost erotic (for
short amount of time) but
switched back to negative later
on. A story without a happy
ending but also not quite a bad
ending either. Story of bad
health/abuse/drug abuse.
Q1- Someone in some
discomfort remembering
something that has happened
in the pas that may be painful.
By the end of the film she
seems to have come to some
resolution.
Q4- Yes I think the close ups
of the person combined with
the sound showed us that the
sound was illustrating what
was going on in the persons
head.
Q1- No idea. Seemed to
gradually get darker with a
more claustrophobic feel to it
before lightening up again with
the smile. Almost like a
descent into insanity and then
a realisation at the end.
Q4- Sounds seemed to
become more frantic as
previously said, almost like
signifying a journey into
madness.
Q5- An emotional journey into
insanity
Q1- I had a feeling it's about
changes in the world or just
emotional expression.
Q1- Inner psychological
disturbance looking back at
your life and realising pros and
cons of where you have
reached.
Q4- you could associate the
music with the thoughts and
inner disturbance of pleasure
of the actress. When the music
was becoming loud and more

5-2

5-3

5-4

6-1

6-2
6-3
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communicate some
thing, perhaps a
possible relation or
association but other
times I could not
really understand the
connection.
Q4- Sound helped to
build intensity which
was made negative
through dark imagery
e.g. black

state of mind, perhaps a
psychotic one, obsession, fear,
feeling lost and out of place.

Q5- I felt concerned for the
young lady. She smiled there
was reassuring but slightly
unnerving eerie I don not
understand why.

Q5- Negative emotions / disgust.
Some sounds later on did sound
almost erotic (for short amount
of time) but switched back to
negative later on. A story without
a happy ending but also not
quite a bad ending either. Story
of bad health/abuse/drug abuse.

Q5- Discomfort, the piece often
reminded me of a
suspense/horror film as images
suddenly appeared/disappeared
sometimes accompanied by loud
sounds which made me become
slightly anxious as I was
expecting to jump.

Q1- No idea. Seemed to
gradually get darker with a more
claustrophobic feel to it before
lightening up again with the
smile. Almost like a descent into
insanity and then a realisation at
the end.

Q5- I felt sad, scared and calm
in the same time.
Q5- Emotional responses
include realising once again that
there are so many things people
want to do or do. But think it is
wrong that it shouldn’t be done
like pleasure and pain.

Q4- yes but its
hard for me to
describe.

Phase One

Work B

energetic it seemed to be the
inner conflict of the person
"yes" and "no's" to the
discussion of the present
Q1- It seemed like a journey
from youthful joy at the
beginning (the seemingly
relaxed hair on a shoulder at
the start) progressing to a
more sinister and evil feeling at
the end, possibly the result of
trauma (the section with the
disjointed speech and overlaid
facial features).
Q4- A change in personality
and outlook of the woman in
question.
Q1- Seemed to be about
emotional states happy, sad,
afraid. Possibly also
transformation - face initially
looked male but was actually
female.
Q4- Two possibilities came to
mind. Human emotions OR
male -> female transformation.
Q1- Someone going crazy

6-4

6-5

7-1

Q1- Someone going bonkers?
Outside exploration of
someone's, probably same
persons inner self

7-2

Total

Q5- I was unsettled at the end
as the woman looked directly at
the lens.

Q5- See 4. Seemed to evoke
sadness and tried to evoke fear.
Did not interpret the section with
smiling as joyous to listen too.

Q5- I felt anguish. At first I didn’t
like it at all, then after feeling of
anguish a bit of tension grew in
me.

Q4- Not exactly
although at some
point the high
contrast seemed of
signified some
tension.

Q4- for most of
the time it
didn't at the
end it worked a
little better for
me. The
sounds of a
person
breathing
and/or
laughing,
gasps with the
face of a
woman.

Q5- A bit of tension similar to the
one in a horror movie.

Contextual: 0
Intra-musical: 0
Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 19
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 4

Other: 0
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0

P1DQ-6 - Did the composition suggest a narrative, be it a story or any other time-based
discourse? If so what might this concern?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-6
PPT #
Exp11

Exp12

	
  

Contextual
As I said - memories of
loneliness, separation,
aloneness in the world.
When one can hear
one's eyelashes blink
then it's so quiet that
one must be alone.
Again there is a 'happy
end' or resolution.

Intra-musical

Emotional

No narrative as such, other than
portrayal of many aspects of

No narrative as such,
other than portrayal of

Other
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emotion through sound, driven
interpretation of facial poses.
Certain aspects were clear and
others open to listener/viewers
interpretation. Sense of
development over time from
ambiguity to clear recognition in
both images presented and
emotions being portrayed.

many aspects of emotion
through sound, driven
interpretation of facial
poses. Certain aspects
were clear and others
open to listener/viewers
interpretation. Sense of
development over time
from ambiguity to clear
recognition in both images
presented and emotions
being portrayed.

Exp13
Exp14

No
It is difficult to
tell, I would
have to watch
this a second
time. I think the
narrative is
much stronger.

Exp15

Exp16

Over time, slowly revealing the
whole exposes small bits of the
personality of portrait and
explores then throughout the
piece to recall the full picture at
the end.
I did not capture any
story. The speech and
laughter seemed in a
way strange. The
contract between human
voices and other human
sounds felt strong. I
actually had quite
powerful sense of
performativity.

Exp17

Yes. The transition form isolated
features (physical/psychological)
to their integration into a unified
being.

Exp18
Exp19

Not really
Narrative in the sense of a shift
of observational perspective.
The camera work and editing
provided a shift from object to
subject, and the audio worked in
synchrony with that.
I couldn't detect any narrative
clear structure though with
white/black sections high/muted
details.

Exp110
Exp21
Exp22
Exp23

Total
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No in a real sense it could
happen in a short while or
forever, it is all about
emotion.
Yes sexuality: mis-use?
Abuse?
Yes but as described
above. Ending is
unclear, maybe
intentionally?
Contextual: 4
Intra-musical: 5
Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Other: 3
Emotional + Intra-musical: 1

Phase One

Work B

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-6
PPT
#
1-1

Contextual

Intra-musical

Emotional

Other

A story of a person and how
through time their mind might play
tricks on them.
Train. Something to do with trains.
An attack or memory of an attack?
Looking back, fearing for
something else -> link to voices ->
fear in the voice.
not so much of a narrative but
more portraying a state of mind.
It did, possible suggesting some
sort building up a picture about a
person.

1-2

1-3
1-4

I could not
detect a
narrative at all.

1-5
it seemed to more
suggest a mood
than a narrative.
fear of dark/
unknown.

2-1
2-2
a dream/ train of thought that is
slightly unsettling but never quite
frightening.
I would assume the narrative
would be about isolation and
problems with personal image.
I felt like it was a small piece of
time where she was trapped and
we could see into her head.
a woman was being watched from
all around.
an empty mind - running but not
thinking then it processing a
thought through sound of crackling
radio. Then revealing the thought
of something horrific, disturbing,
eerie creating an idea and an
action through laser, sci-fi section.
Laughing and words - processing
actions and the effects of their
actions. Then the after thought
and realisation of what they have
done they feel scared and alone
and empty.

2-3
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4

No

4-1
4-2

It suggested more a state of mind
than a narrative.
A story of how moving to another
place or environment can be
difficult but exciting. I guess the
smile occurred when something
good happened at a difficult
period. The whole experience for
the young lady brought about
mixed feelings of fear and
happiness, perhaps relief.

5-2

Slowly gaining negative
tendency…becoming worse.
stop…erotic/fun/erratic/euph
oric/sounds…becoming
worse again….ending in not
so bad but not so good way.

5-3

Possibly the person seemed in
torment at the beginning but was
happier at the end of the
film/piece. Maybe they've had a

5-4
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moment of clarity. Though her
smile seemed a little sinister to
me, but maybe that's just me?
same as above. Initially it was like
going inside the person, then an
idea of their inner turmoil - sounds
of fear mixed with laughter. Maybe
an internal conflict of some kind,
then realisation at the end of the
piece.

6-1

Emotional
expression

6-2
the girl was looking back at life.
Remembering her childhood on
the swings growing through the
adolescence trying the new life
which was in contradiction with her
views being in discomfort of
different views growing in her,
different wishes and pleasure. At
the end being in the moment
where is again in the moment of
pleasure and doesn’t know she
should enjoy it or turn to her views.
eventually her new and
troublesome inner personality
takes over.
The narrative appeared to be a
tale of the innocent love being
broken and creating a much more
evil and vindictive person
afterwards.

6-3

6-4

No other than possibly
transformation.

6-5
Well probably someone loosing it.
Might require it to be a time based
discourse.

7-1

Well in a way shows a
gradual disclosure of
abstract images which
reveal nothing more than a
woman’s upper bust and in a
way the sounds are tied up
with this images…

7-2

Total
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Contextual: 16
Intra-musical: 3
Emotional: 2
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Other: 2
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0

Phase One

Work B

3. Engaging aspects and desire to see more/keep listening
P1DQ-7 - What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find most engaging in the composition?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-7.
PPT #
Exp11
Exp12

Contextual

Exp14
Exp15

Other

I found the visuals very engaging
and felt that the sound worked
well. Neither seemed to suffocate
the other, they had a good
relationship.
A sense of continued unresolved
tension, waiting processing being
on a threshold anticipating
something to happen
Initial contradiction between audio
and video that slowly converges
into correspondence.

Exp16
Exp17
Mystification / de
mystification of human/
female body.

Exp19

Deep synth since it connected
taxonomically with the image. The
difference in audio + video pace
kind of worked.
Facial interplay, more could have
been made of this
The breath

Exp110
Exp21
Exp22

The use of points of silence and
black. Visually the girl appearing
in different parts of the screen +
direct gaze
The opening is really appealing
just from an abstract point of view.
The overall narrative is interesting.

Exp23

Total

Contextual: 1
Intra-musical: 12
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Exp – DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C
Exp DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C

	
  

Emotional

Vocal utterances, eye away from
camera most of time but when
person looks at camera towards
the end quite dramatic.
Contrast (e.g. No sound with
image of the ear). Black image
and silence before apparition of
the whole image (head)
Face, use of vocal delays

Exp13

Exp18

Intra-musical
Initial abstract drama/narrative

Materials
37.5% 3/8
50% 6/12
50% 6/12
Sound
5
4
2

Emotional + Intra-musical: 0

Form
62.5% 5/8
50% 6/12
50% 6/12
Image
1
5
7

Sound + Image
1
5
7
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Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-7.
PPT
#
1-1

Contextual

1-2

Girl's eye links audience
to character, empathy,
emotions + human =
human response
Woman’s eye contact
with audience

Intra-musical
Voice sounds and associated
facial expressions.

1-3

Girl's eye links audience to
character, empathy,
emotions + human =
human response
Development of images
Movement engaging +
deciphering what was on
screen.

1-4
1-5
I like the way the piece
made me feel on edge
and made me question
why it had been made.
Reasons behind. Whole
piece grabbed my
attention
Seemed to have a story
(compared with the other
two pieces) lots of
layered sounds

2-1

2-2

I like the way the piece
made me feel on edge and
made me question why it
had been made. Reasons
behind. Whole piece
grabbed my attention.
Seemed to have a story
(compared with the other two
pieces) lots of layered sounds

2-3

Images + noises and how they
fitted together to produce a
feeling of claustrophobia and
unconsciousness

3-1

The visuals and sound effects.
Visuals asking me to guess
what the close up images
were.
Trying to figure out the
significance of the
woman. Is it about her? Is
she evoking these
feelings on us or is she
feeling them herself.

3-2

Images + noises and how
they fitted together to
produce a feeling of
claustrophobia and
unconsciousness

Trying to figure out the
significance of the woman.
Is it about her? Is she
evoking these feelings on
us or is she feeling them
herself.
The very beginning when
shapes weren’t distinguished it
aroused my curiosity

3-3
The eerie horror style,
gave images of haunted
house etc. 'swinging
horror gate'
Spooky facial
expressions made by
woman at end

3-4

4-1

The eerie horror style,
gave images of haunted
house etc. 'swinging horror
gate'

The distortions of the voice +
sounds + breath and the
association of sound and
image of hair, eye, lips, skin.
Close up visuals sloe
interesting.
Intense build-ups with droning
sounds.
Moving skin, low frequency
artificial sounds, euphonic
(extreme
fun/laugh/erotic/weird human
sounds, burning sounds.

4-2

5-2
5-3

Images to give an
impression of the inner
workings of the persons
mind. Music created a
very engaging air of
suspense.

5-4
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Images to give an
impression of the inner
workings of the persons
mind. Music created a
very engaging air of
suspense.

Other

Phase One

Trying to discover if it
was male/female
wondering who the
person was
Eye
Laughter and crying,
human feelings

6-1

6-2
6-3

Work B

Eye
Laughter and crying,
human feelings
Hair on skin at start, woman
looking at screen at end.
The beginning and the end
shared bass notes and the
piece seemed to resolve itself
musically. Generally the
sounds were quite engaging.
Sounds of breathing, laughing,
swallowing, natural sounds
alongside electronic sounds
which created tension.
The deep bass drones but
especially the good contrasted
images, pure black and pure
white.

6-4
6-5

7-1

7-2

Total

Contextual: 3
Contextual+ Intra-musical: 2

Inexp – DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C
Inexp DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C

Intra-musical: 12
Emotional: 0
Other:
Contextual + emotional: 6
Intra-musical + Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Materials
80% - 16/20
71% - 10/14
39% - 7/18
Sound
11
5
4

Form
20% - 4/20
21% - 3/14
61% - 11/18
Image
4
7
8

Sound + Image
4
3
9

P1DQ-8 - What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find least engaging in the composition?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-8.
PPT #
Exp1-1
Exp1-2
Exp1-3
Exp1-4
Exp1-5
Exp1-6
Exp1-7

Exp1-8

	
  

Contextual

Intra-musical
visuals juxtaposed in not very interesting
or meaningful ways. Visual layers would
have preserved sense of mystery.
Sound a little dull and the weaker part of
the piece
The music was boring. There was no
contrast or evolution in the music.

Emotional

Other

N/A
not so keen on the harsher electronic
sounds mainly due to context (or lack of) in
which they were presented.
Speech seemed odd
some audio content which was bland.
Unnecessary synch between electronic
burst and eyelash flick, this is too different
from the other audio-visual relationships
and is not resolved convincingly.
Nothing,
everything was
finely woven,
there was
nothing that did
not fit in or was
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superfluous
Exp1-9

Grainy clicky stuff in the middle was too
predictable + is so overused as to be quite
distracting.
1st half of where shoulders + hair with very
little musical connection.

Exp1-10
Exp2-1
Exp2-2
Exp2-3

No Response
close up's at start and metallic sounds
when the images become concrete they
are maybe too concrete, editing needs to
be really sharp - e.g. camera waver, vocal
sounds were initially too repetitive.

Total

Contextual: 0
Intra-musical: 10
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Exp – DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C
Exp DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C

Materials
100% 11/11
50% 5/10
80% 4/5
Sound
3
8
3

Other: 3
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0

Form
0% 0/11
40% 4/10
20% 1/5
Image
5
3
1

Sound + Image
4
2
0

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-8.
PPT #
1-1

Contextual

Intra-musical
The black overlayers on the face
at the start - Musical process

Emotional

No Response
No Response

1-2
1-3
1-4

Sounds made me feel
uneasy
Foreign language and
crying/laughing - >
disturbing.

1-5

The whole
piece grabbed
my attention
No Response
No Response

2-1
2-2
2-3
3-1

The soundtrack after the first
two minutes. I almost forgot
about it
The beginning imagery,
especially when superimposed
did not seem to provide any
explanation to me of its purpose

3-2

No Response

3-3
3-4

The quite monotone bass drone
and the focus on the individuals
face lasted a bit too long, bored
me after a while
the creepy sound playing
throughout the movie

4-1

Not sure about some of the
sounds and whether they
worked so well with the visual as
I could not make and
interpretation of them
Difficult to understand narrative
Eyes, hair, face, musical/artificial

4-2

5-2
5-3
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the creepy sound
playing throughout the
movie

Phase One

Work B

sounds.
some electronic effects were off
putting
was somewhat slow to start with

5-4
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-5

Nothing
Not natural colours (abstraction)
unsure
The screen faded to black a few
times and the sound stopped
giving the impression that the
piece had finished. This resulted
in a slightly disjointed feel.
The images, especially the
images not working with the
sounds at the beginning.
the very detailed close up of her
eyes.

7-1
7-2

Total

Contextual: 0
Contextual+ Intra-musical: 0

Inexp – DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C
Inexp DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C

Intra-musical: 13
Emotional: 2
Other: 8
Contextual + emotional: 0
Intra-musical + Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Materials
54% 7/13
64% 9/14
55% 5/9
Sound
2
6
4

Form
54% 7/13
29% 5/14
55% 5/9
Image
8
7
3

Sound + Image
2
1
0

P1DQ-9 – Did the composition make you want to keep listening? Why?
P1DQ-11- Now that you have heard the composition, would you choose to listen to a similar
type of composition again in the future? If yes, why? If no, why not?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-9, P1DQ-11
PPT

Desire to See More

Score

Keyword/ reason

Exp1-1

Most of the time, a personal quality (e.g. close up shotsintimate) is always interesting for anyone interested in
people. Enjoyed the start more than the flashback
sequence but both still effective. Yes hoping that the
tools (musical and visual) could be more expandable
and nuanced.
Listening no, looking yes. It’s my job. ((I like …)

2

Human (Personal quality)
Form

3

A little (because of its strangeness). No I don’t like this
style of evident things.
Yes it was not static I enjoyed it.

2

Materials Visual (positive
Materials Audio negative
Strangeness
Materials negative Concretè
Form positive dynamic

Yes and no, some of the sounds were great but I didn't
think the structure of the piece was very strong. Quite
erratic and sometimes got in the way of visuals.
Yes I became curious. The close ups of a human skin
are always interesting inspiring you just to wish to feel
more. Yes I like human sounds their expectational
effects on you, cannot predict how the person feels.
Somewhat I knew after a while what this would be about
though there was a nice retrospective at the end when
the process of close up to full face became apparent.
Not sure, I think that it could be developed in a more
interesting way. Especially the audio.
No because I somehow feel the material justifies exactly

3

Materials Audio positive.
Form negative

1

Human Materials close up’s of
skin (tactile), Form expectational
effects

3

Form negative - predictible
Audio (could be developed
more)

1

Good duration

Exp1-2
Exp1-3
Exp1-4
Exp1-5
Exp1-6

Exp1-7

Exp1-8

	
  

1
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such length. Yes
Exp1-9
Exp1-10
Exp2-1
Exp2-2
Exp2-3

Yes more or less. I suppose because there was a quite
clear development in it that enhanced the viewing
experience. Yes wouldn’t mind, not blown away though.
Yes if only to see the interplay between visual facial
expression + musical counterpoint to continue to develop
further. Second half yes 1st half no.
Yes in as much as wanted to see how the imagery
developed with the sounds or art. Possibly
Only towards the end when the pace changed. Yes it still
raises questions
Yes overall I enjoyed it, good sounds/progressions. Yes,
the use of concrete material in an abstract way without
too much processing is appealing.

2

Form Clear

1

Future development
Sound and image interaction

2

Future development

2

Curious

1

Material Audio (good
sounds/progressions)
Use of abstracted concrete
material

Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly Positive
5
38%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative

2 Lightly Positive
5
38%

3
23%

0
0%

0
0%

Positive Keywords
Form
Materials

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative

Negative Keywords
6
4

Materials

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B: P1DQ-9, P1DQ-11
PPT

Desire to See More

Score

Keyword/ reason

1-1

Yes, mixed emotions very interesting

2

Emotional

1-2

1

Human (Identification with)
Emotional (disturbing)
Curiosity
Emotional (Horror)

1-4

Yes, to find out more, Disturbing start but more
recognisable image more I identified with the character.
Viewer - character connection intensity.
No reminded me of horror which I don't enjoy. No, good in
a surrealist film but not enough to stand alone as a piece.
Yes Curiosity on development, yes different from the norm

1-5

No, disturbing and un-enjoyable.

5

2-1

Yes to find out what happens. Yes l liked the way the piece
was structured and the use of different sounds/images.

1

2-2

Yes seemed to be more of a narrative to tell. With the
knowledge of narrative yes.
Yes but in a rather uneasy way.

1
2

Curiosity
Form
Sound and Image
interaction
Form (narrative)
More info
Emotional (uneasy)

No - not exactly something that I could enjoy or get into.
No not really to my interests.
Yes to find out the significance of the woman. If it evoked
the same feelings for no good reason/ explanation then no,
I would not wish to feel uncomfortable. If I understood it
then yes, I feel it’s important to challenge emotion - good
and bad to know that we are still alive and human.
No it was very unpleasant to witness I wanted it to be over.
No it made me feel uneasy.
No because it seems to end wasn’t much else to get from
it. Feels like it would just go round in circles. Depends on
the visionary side to it. Especially in this piece the visuals
influences your thought on the music.

5

Lack of engagement

2

Human (identification with)
Curiosity
Emotional (uncomfortable)

5

Emotional (uneasy)

5

4-1

No to spooky too creepy

5

4-2

Some sounds unpleasant (+ visual) and some associations

2

Lack of engagement
Form (cyclical, didn’t go
anywhere)
Materials Visual (influence
thought on music).
Emotional (spooky +
creepy)
Sound and Image

1-3

2-3
3-1
3-2

3-3
3-4
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5
1

Curiosity
Different from the norm
Emotional (disturbing)

3

Phase One

Work B

puzzling. At points I was interested to keep listening at
other points no. Maybe if I knew beforehand some more
info about it.
5-2

interaction (puzzling)
Materials audio + visual
(unpleasant)
More Info
Form (desire to identify
narrative)

Yes to identify narrative. Where was she? Why did she
smile? What's the significance of the gammy tooth? Yes I
seek something less arty more informative though.
Not quite due to negative emotional effect on me. But I
wanted to know how it would go on story wise, but having
the choice of this piece I would say no! Maybe others, not
a no.
No I felt slightly uncomfortable as the tense nature of the
piece made me thing any moment I would jump. Possibly
although I felt a little uncomfortable. I do like thrillers/horror
so in that regard it might be something that I'd watch
(which is contradictory!)
Eventually yes. Too slow to begin with though would
probably not have watched the whole thing. Maybe was
reasonably engaging towards the end.
No. No

2

6-3

No it was a little disturbing. Yes it gives me some emotions
and makes me feel and compare them.

6-4

Yes, as it was not apparent what the story was until the
end. Not on its own but it definitely holds the power to grab
attention if joined with another art form that I am interested
in.
It was quite engaging audibly but not visually. Possibly but
with more information and with some context provided.

2

7-1

No I just didn't like it. No it was distressful/

5

Materials Sound (engaging
audibly)
More info
Emotional (distressful)

7-2

Well yes in a way. I wanted to know how it ended. I
wouldn’t mind.

2

Curious

5-3

5-4

6-1
6-2

6-5

2

Emotional (negative)
Curious

3

Emotional (uncomfortable,
tense)

2

Form (slow beginning)

5

No

3

Emotional (disturbing,
makes me feel and
compare emotions)
Form (realisation at the end)

2

Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly Positive
4
17%

2 Lightly Positive
9
38%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
2
8%

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
0
0%

8
33%

Positive Keywords
Negative Keywords
Curious
Human (identification with)
Form
Emotional

	
  

6
2
5
5

Emotional (Distressing,
disturbing, uneasy, negative,
horror)

5
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4. Desire for contextual information and reflection upon this desire after its provision.
P1DQ-10 - Do you think that having more information about the composition might help you to
understand it? If yes, why? If no, why not?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B – P1DQ-10
PPT
1-1
1-2

Response
No can form own interpretation

Rating
5
1

Yes many possible meanings, confusing
Yes needed for clear meaning, just random without.
Yes, background can aid understanding

1-3
1-4
1-5

Yes, who is girl what is going on?
/
Yes I feel it would help me to understand the motives behind
the piece.
Yes. Didn't understand whit it was about.
Would be interesting to find out his meaning but I think its best
to have your own opinions on it first. There is no influence on
the audience
Yes because I am confused about how image and sound
relate. I think there is some kind of short narrative but don't
know what.
Yes but only after viewing the composition to clarify my initial
feelings of the piece
Yes it might give me a less creepy impression, one which I'd
prefer. Knowing the aim of the piece would help me discover
true meaning,

2-1
2-2
2-3
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4

/
1

Composer intention
Desire to understand
Desire to understand
Compare own interpretation
with composer

1
2
1

More information
Sound and image
relationships
Compare own interpretation
with composer
Less unsettling, Desire for
meaning, composer
intention.
Desire for meaning,
Confusion
Desire for meaning,
Confusion
Composer intention, Desire
to understand
Composer intention, Desire
to understand

1
1
1

4-1
Yes because I'm still not sure of the meaning.
Yes because the piece gets you confused in the general
meaning that the woman is trying to show you.
Yes it would narrow down the possible answers to the
questions that arose whilst watching.
Yes it is very abstract. It works through feelings through
sound/visual aids. The intention would have made it more
clear what the intended reaction could be. I would prefer it for
any such abstract work.
Yes I'm not exactly sure what the person is experiencing the
thing she have stated. There's a very good chance I've
completely misinterpreted the piece. If I knew the artist better
this might not be an issue.
Yes interested to know what the meaning is
Yes because I am not into that sort of art, simply didn’t
understand it.
Yes as I might be wrong in interpreting and there were some
associations with the life around which I would want to check
with more information.
Possibly as it may show extra detail for the story but may tell a
different story that is not clear to me from the composition.
Yes meaning clear but some ambiguity.
It depends. I think having context directs the answer.
No I believe it is quite revealing in itself as it unfolds images
and sounds I don't believe any sort of explanation could reveal
more.

4-2
5-2
5-3

5-4

6-1
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2

1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

18
75%

2
8%
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1

	
  

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
2
8%

Own interpretation
Desire for meaning,
(Confusion)
Desire for meaning, unclear
Context useful
Desire to understand
(Who? What!?, Confusion!)

1
1
1

1

Composer intention, Desire
to understand

1
1

Desire for meaning
Desire to understand

1

Desire for meaning,
Composer intention, More
information
Compare own interpretation
with composer
Desire for some information
Own interpretation
Own interpretation

3
1
3
5

4 Lightly Negative
0
0%

5 Strongly
Negative
2
8%

Phase One

Work B

P1DQ2-2: Would you have preferred to have been given access to this information before being
presented with the piece?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B – P1DQ2-2
PPT

Response

1-1

No, good to have own interpretation + compare with
composers.

5

Own interpretation, compare with
composer

1-2

No, womans state of mind clearly shown.

5

Work clear

1-3

Yes

1

1-4

No, as composer mentions interpreting piece in own
way.

4

Influenced by notes - Own
interpretation

1-5

Probably would have connected more with the piece

2

Greater connection

2-1

No

4

2-2

Either would have been fine. Would have been less
'shock value' but I could have spent time concentrating
on the details.

3

2-3

Yes

1

3-1

No because the whole point of this art is interpretation

5

Own interpretation

3-2

It may have made it less unsettling for me.

2

Less unsettling

3-3

No I prefer to have an untainted judgement of the piece
(view with an open mind).

5

Own interpretation

3-4

Yes

1

4-1

Yes because I appreciate it more now although I think it
does not communicate sucessfully the creators
intention.

1

4-2

Yes

1

5-2

I don't think so. seems like fun somehow.

4

5-3

Yes

1

5-4

2
Yes I think so. Though I still like my initial interpretation.

Less unsettling

Greater appreciation

Own interpretation (fun to make)

More information but own
interpretation

6-1

Yes

1

6-2

No

5

6-3

No as the movie talked for itself

5

Clear

6-4

No I enjoyed discovering the meaning for myself

5

Own interpretation

6-5

Yes

1

7-1

No I prefer to be confronted by/ with the piece without
previous knowledge.

5

Own interpretation uninfluenced

7-2

Yes the title at least.

2

Title

1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

8
33%

4
17%

	
  

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
1
4%

4 Lightly Negative
3
13%

5 Strongly
Negative
8
33%
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5. Influence of and evaluation of the volume and content of information
P1DQ2-1: Has access to this information from the composer influenced your appreciation for
their composition? How?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B – P1DQ2-1
PPT
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1

2-2
2-3
3-1
3-2

3-3
3-4
4-1

4-2
5-2
5-3
5-4
6-1
6-2
6-3

6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2
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Response
Yes, increased understanding makes you realise the relevance.
Yes, can now appreciate sound/image interaction
Yes, shown narrative, shown point no longer random or
disturbing.
Yes, greater understanding, now understand composers
thoughts and feelings
Yes, interesting concept
I can see how the composer sees their work as having
similarities to David Lunch's work. The close up and
claustrophobic atmosphere makes me feel slightly
uncomfortable.
Yes I wanted to understand the meaning behind the piece from
the artists perspective.
Yes although I thought the film might be more about something
other than mood.
Yes because they say it is important for audience to interpret
something not first from his point of view.
No I feel like they have created something completely different
to what they intended in some aspects. Although they have
mentioned conflicting relationship with ' subject' and not feeling
what the artists point of view is.
Only to a limited extent. It has confirmed some initial thoughts
but still it's made me aware of some additional meanings within
the piece.
Yes I see it as more of a representation of human life rather
than danger + something not quite right..
Yes because I was not able to read all f the meaning only some.
I understood the point of intimacy and conflict in human nature
but I had no idea about a woman specifically but about a
person.
Not really since it has a lot of interpretations and I mostly found
out what it meant to show us.
The intention of discovering the subject was conveyed in the
composition. I thin that title has a great impact on the work it
adds an element of beauty.
Yes it tells me more about how the creator looks at the 'subject'
and thus its importance. The contradictions (noted as such) are
stronger this way.
A little. I can now appreciate that the piece describes the person
as a whole and not as an individual event/ memory we're seeing
inner conflict.
Not really. I can appreciate why some of the images were used
but it doesn’t add much to my perception of the piece.
I interpret this video different but it was interesting to see
authors point of view.
It didn’t influence me as I already appreciated the composition.
To choose a human is a very great way to express anything. I
think as they can show emotions with bodily movements of
facial expressions. The movie really represented his wish and
didn't need further explanation.
I was pleased to see my version was similar to that which was
intended.
Yes it has clarified the meaning of the piece. Also I
misinterpreted the extreme close up at the start as a male face.
This was an error on my part.
No in a sense because I stick to my first response but I can
understand know what she was trying to do and she eventually
manages to do it.
Yes the title explains more but it also reveals the connection
with the work of Lynch, which is similar, especially the tension.

Yes - Greater understanding
Yes - Greater appreciation, sound and
image interaction
Yes - Greater understanding, less
disturbing
Yes - Greater understanding
Yes - Greater understanding
Yes – association with other artists

Yes - Greater understanding,
composer intention
Yes – Negative influence
disappointment
Yes – own interpretation
Yes – Negative influence
disappointment, mismatch between
work and contextual information
Limited Yes – confirmed interpretation,
increased understanding.
Yes Yes – greater understanding, woman

No – own interpretation sufficient
Own interpretation – Title: yes
Yes – greater appreciation
Little yes – greater appreciation
No
Comparison with own interpretation
No – own interpretation

Compare with own intention
Yes – greater understanding
No – compare with own interpretation
Yes – title – other artist link.

Phase One

Work B

P1DQ2-3: How do you feel about the volume and content of the information that was provided?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work B – P1DQ2-3
PPT

Response

Score

Keywords

1-1

Good amount

1

Good

1-2

Info was clear.

2

Clear

1-3

Enough to portray composers intentions +
enthusiasm.

2

Enough (intentions + enthusiasm)

1-4

Right amount

1

Good

1-5

little more explanation of meaning required

2

More explanation needed

2-1

The information gives some more clarity to the
images: my feelings were that of claustrophobia
and a feeling of unease. This is reflected by the
information I have just read.

2

Greater understanding

2-2

About right

1

Good

2-3

Fine

1

Good

3-1

Good because he states it is about personal
views and interpretations.

1

Good

3-2

It was a nice volume but I'm not sure the
composer fully gets their message across and I
found it almost contradictory.

2

Good but contradictory/obscured?

3-3

Clear and reasonably concise. Brought to light
some points I may have revised

1

Clear + concise

3-4

Nice length, informative but not always so.
Spoke on a level with the but not patronisingly
so.

1

Informative, not patronising

4-1

yes it was satisfactory

1

Good

4-2

Not really useful but reading it before watching
the presentation would still be a good idea

4

{Not useful, but read before
presentation of work {contradictory}}

5-2

The title has a great impact. Interesting to know
the composer had a clear idea that they stick to.

1

Title – great, core cohesive idea

5-3

The content was partially unpleasant… but
because I read the creators notes I know it was
meant this way.

2

Greater understanding,

5-4

Some of it was repetitive. But it is nice that the
artist is open to alternative interpretations.

2

Artist open to interpretations

6-1

it is fine

1

Good

6-2

got all the information

2

Clear

6-3

I think it is always interesting to listen to the
authors idea and what they expect

2

Compare composer intention with own

6-4

Appropriate for my knowledge level

1

Good, appropriate

6-5

the volume is fine and the content helpful.

1

Good

7-1

Again I think it is too much. If given before
watching the piece it could lead or guide the
experience in a negative way.

4

Too much, not before

7-2

Better although not all the information is
necessary.

2

Okay, though excessive.

1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

12
50%

10
42%

	
  

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
0
0%

4 Lightly Negative
2
8%

5 Strongly
Negative
0
0%
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Work C
1. Perceived Material Properties of the Work
P1DQ-2 – What sounds or images did you recognise in the composition?
P1DQ-3 – If you heard sounds that were strange and/or unnatural, please describe (if you can)
one/some/any of them?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-2, P1DQ-3.
Keywords Column Key: Keywords, [minor keywords], Implied keywords (utilised keyword), {anomalous responses}.

Participant

Response

Keywords

EXP1-1

Space sounds (science fiction movies), water,
layered masses of sound from which clearer sound
images emerged. E.g. train bell, romantic full
orchestra at point of arrival + release, romantic
victorious or heroic sound gestures, jet plane,
spacecraft take off. Cliché's of wave diagrams,
clichés of galaxies, impressions of canvas close up
transformations. Turner like clouds at sunrise /
sunset (warm colour) texture very important.
Swarms, spirals of light, clouds, nature of flocking
swarming. All synthesised

Space (sci-fi movies, galaxies, spacecraft)
Waves, Clouds
Technique/technology (Romantic/Heroic
gestures, Texture and Layers)

EXP1-2
EXP1-3

EXP1-4
EXP1-5
EXP1-6
EXP1-7
EXP1-8

EXP1-9

EXP1-10

EXP2-1
EXP2-2

EXP2-3
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Swarms, flocking, Circular Motion (spirals),
clouds
Synthesised
Synthesised sounds, metallic, organ. 2/3 part quasi Synthesised, metallic, organ
symmetric pictures in yellow + white. Emerging +
Symmetry,
vanishing themes + polyphony of sound masses.
Technique/technology (Polyphony of sound
masses)
Waves, Clouds, colours.
Waves
Clouds
All electronically produced (sound + Image) audio Synthesised (electronically produced sound +
suggestive of sea waves at times also rainy
image)
moments
Waves, rain
None in particular changes in light, articulated dots,
sense of particles and space
Synthetic sound, shapes constructed by
Synthesised (synthetic sound)
arrangement of cells.
Technique/technology (arrangement of cells)
Not exactly recognised but images reminiscent of Abstract
water surface, whirlpool, clouds, feathers, clouds, Clouds, water, Circular Motion (whirlpool)
but completely accidental. Everything natural in
Natural in context
context
Pretty abstract, granulation, FM synthesis (80's feel) Technique/technology (granulation, FM synth,
spectral. Particles, pixels + cloud generation
cloud generation algorithms)
algorithms. Monolithic sound.
Cloud
Particles
No real recognisable video, paint dots on canvas, Abstract
looks like it was based on real imagery. Sound was Synthesised (originally generated material)
originally generated material.
Technique/technology (dots on canvas based
on real imagery)
Too abstract really - yet you could say spiders
Abstract
webs/ stars but that is trying to give it a tag. Abstract Spider web, Space (stars)
sound. Too abstract to describe.
sounds: fireworks, waves. Images water/ sea
Waves
surface, light worms/ sperm? Circulatory abstract. Fireworks, Waves, ocean.
Complexity order / chaos fragmentary smaller
Circular Motion (circulatory aspect)
worlds.
order/chaos
The sound is mostly some kind of pitch shift
Technique/technology (pitch shift feedback
feedback synthesis. Low bell sounds that could also synthesis),
be synth. Images are made of many dots moving in Synthesised (bell sounds)
different ways with changes of colour and
Particles (dots)
persistence and viewing angle.

Phase One

Work C

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-2, P1DQ-3.
Keywords Column Key: Keywords, [minor keywords], Implied keywords (utilised keyword), {anomalous responses}.

Participant

Response

Keywords

1-1

Life, space, galaxy, sand, sea life

Space (Galaxy), Life, Sea, [sand]

1-2

1-3

Sound waves, matching audio, space, stars
(shooting), galaxy, spinning on axis, movement,
silhouette, 'zoom' 'whoosh' sounds relating to
spacey feel.
Moving light

Space (Galaxy, Stars, zoom whoosh spacey
sounds), Waves (sound), Sound-image
relationship (Matching audio), [spinning on
axis], movement.
Movement, light

1-4

Nothing obvious

N/A

1-5

Cymbals, moving dots, lines + swirls, looks like
Space, Particles (moving dots), Musical
space.
Instruments (cymbals)
Various waveforms, use of colour, perhaps showing Waves (waveforms), Synthesised (electronic
foliage or similar. Various electronic based sounds, based sounds) Musical Instruments (church
presence of sounds similar to church organs in
organ)
places. A very dissonant passage near the end of Technique/technology (Dissonance ->
the piece with many piercing sounds that gradually resolution)
resolved itself.
Fireworks, solar systems, melting, collapsing
Fireworks, Space (solar systems), Contextual:
building, Antarctic, sparklers, metal aluminium,
transformation (collapsing building, melting),
sperm. Like dipping your head in a bath and
Snow (Antarctic), Sperm, head in bath and
humming. Queasy psychedelia.
humming.
Cymbals, percussion instruments. Some images
Musical Instruments (percussion, cymbals)
reminiscent of icicles/ snowflakes. I heard sounds Snow (Ice/Snowflakes)
which could have been noises recorded and played Technique/technology (played backwards)
backwards
Snow, storm, lights of Las Vegas, swarm of insects/ Snow, Lights, Swarm (insects)
fireflies. All of the sound unnatural
Synthesised (Unnatural sound)
Changes in pitch, fuzzings. Fireworks, clouds,
Fireworks, Clouds, Particles (fuzzings,
particles, space, fibonachi, matrix. Something that particles) Space
sounded like continuous change of pitch.
Technique/technology (Pitch changes),
Metal drums, metal chimes, whale song, rainmaker Musical instruments (metal drums, metal
instrument, water. Arrows, fireworks, semen,
chimes) Sea (whale song, underwater),
underwater, fish, combine harvester.
Fireworks, semen,
Organ, wine glasses, waves crashing, whales, wind, Space, Waves, Sea (whales), Musical
bells, TV crackling, music tuner. Stars, Space, TV instruments (organ, bells), Static
fuzz
Abstract mutated sound like in horror films. Space? Space, Particles (random dots)
Or just random dots? Basically I found that sound Technique/technology (mutated sounds),
from the beginning to end very weird.
the speed of light. Light + colours. All sound
Light, Abstract sound.
unnatural but represented things that don't really
have natural sounds, they described things that
were quite abstract themselves.
Aeroplane, metal, crashing. Space, planets,
Space (planets), aeroplane, firewall
firewalls. None.
Gesture (crashing)

2-1

2-2

2-3

3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
4-1
4-2

4-3
5-2

a spiral that looks like it has cogs on it

Spiral + cogs

5-3

particles (individual but in swarm intelligence
shapes) Artificial sounds. Noise (white/pink or
whatever), artificially generated
sounds/tones/music?

Particle, Synthesised (artificially generated
sounds tones music)
Technique/technology (swarm intelligence,
noise white/pink)

5-4

particles following a mathematically defined path
reminded me of a fluid dynamics or particle physics
model. All sounds seemed to fit in this time with
what was happening.
I - almost images of sky/sea/beach which never
quite coalesced into reality. Some with
space/storms. S- water/beach type sounds. Surf as
waves come in 60's - 80's sci-fi noises.
bells, pieces, universe

Particles, Sound-image relationship
Technique/technology (fluid dynamics or
particle physics).

6-1

6-2
6-3

s- similar to metro approaching I - waves, some
barrier, colloidal object. Much of the sound seemed

	
  

Sea, Clouds (sky, storm) Space, Water,
Space (Sci-fi)
Musical instruments (bells), Space (universe),
Particles (pieces)
Waves, Unnatural sound, train,
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unnatural, very open to space, mythical.
6-4

transporter form star trek, stardust, stars, radio
signal, electromagnetic waves. A very sci-fi-esque
piece many of the sounds seemed to be sci-fi or
magical fantasy film-esque.
possibly some keyboard/ organ notes. The visuals
were all patterns e.g. spirals etc. looked like particle
accelerator trails or galaxies rotating. The majority
of the sounds seemed artificial. Many swirling,
swishing noises.
I - sound waves, dots space tsunami, fireworks,
light, waterlillies. S - electronic sounds, water.
Unnatural: all and none of them. I didn't recognise
any sound in particular but at the same time I'm
familiar some how with all of them.
I - water bugs, little dots, space, expressionism. S Electronic keyboards, electronic bass, sampling
loads of it. Unnatural: sounds were okay, images
were weird very abstract.

6-5

7-1

7-2

Space (stardust, sci-fi, Star trek),
Waves (electromagnetic)
Musical instrument (Keyboard/ organ notes),
Space (galaxies rotating)
Synthesised (sound seemed artificial)
Particle (particle accelerator)
Waves (sounds waves), water, light
Particles (dots)
Space
Synthesised (electronic sounds)
Fireworks
Space, Particles (little dots)
Synthesised (electronic keyboards, electronic
bass), Unnatural sounds.
Technique/technology (sampling)

2. Perceived Meaning and Emotional Response
P1DQ-1 – What might this piece be about?
P1DQ-4 – Did the relationships of sound and image work to signify anything? If so, please
describe.
P1DQ-5 – Did the piece communicate a meaning? Did you have any emotional responses to
the piece? If so, please describe them.
Experienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-1, P1DQ-4, P1DQ-5.
PPT #

Contextual

Intra-musical

Exp11

Q1- floating; a dynamic of
floating and flowing in waves

Exp12

Q1- Swarms/ flocks. Didn't get
any of the waves references but
certainly pitched up on
granulation and how these
fragments can swarm and flock
together. Lots of thoughts
images of birds, fish, worms,
flies…

Q4- At about 1/3 through the piece I
thought that the music became less
interesting than the visual. First third
- music was layered and nuances,
rich in associations and complexity
but visuals were somewhat
stereotypical (the galaxy diagrams).
Rest of piece - the sounds became
more cliché like but the visuals
became more interesting, especially
the "impressionist closeups" and the
introduction of warm colours, lovely
textures. Also the visuals displayed
musical formal design such as
sequence and structural repetition.
The music here was more
back(??ground??). Q5- First 1/3 associations to narrative meaning.
Rest of piece - entering a universe
of sound and especially visual
texture & colour, and thereby,
leaving human existence.
Q4- Yes this was the strongest
element of the work. Opening
section was defined by gentle
swarming/ floating (sound and
image) but middle section worked
really well with much more Mickey
mousing and a glitchy sort of
soundtrack. There was clearly a
symbiotic link between sound and
image which was much stronger
than in the previous two pieces.
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Emotional

Other

Q5-No
Response.

Phase One

Exp13

Q1- fantasies

Exp14

Q1- Cloud, waves, the
relationship of particles to each
other in tension/release/
contraction etc. Q4- Movement.
Dreams, Fantasy

Exp15

Q1- Abstract representation of
sea/ ocean/ space.

Exp16

Q1- Lights and shadows,
changes perhaps, masses,
amounts, larger and smaller
entities.

Exp17

Q1- It does not matter what the
piece is ' about' as much as what
the piece 'is': a beautiful organic
entity made of countless micro
organisms becoming almost an
audio-visual life form.

Exp18

Q1- I didn’t perceive it as being
about anything in the basic
meaning of the word. I don't see
it as representational in any
significant sense, there may be
some associations of space,
astronomical objects as
indicated by the composer but I
believe I would have had these
associations even without the
comments.
Q5- Very difficult to describe
within a few minutes. The self
dissolving image into the
primordial "oceanic" state.
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Q4- yes one helps the other they
are complementary

Q5- Meaning =
none. Emotional
response = YES!
Very exciting,
mesmerising
agreeable,
positive forces.
Q5- No but
it was
beautiful +
very well
constructed.

Q4- Yes it was a very close linked
relationship, sound and visual rely
equally on each other and co-exist.
The whole essence of the piece is
intended between the two.

Q5- No, not really
a meaning - just
abstract. I didn’t
have a huge
emotional
response just
found it
meditative.
Q4- No
Response.
Q5Somehow I
did not feel
anything,
this did not
interest me
in any
particular
way. I
started to
feel sleepy.
(I assume
this was
partly
because of
it being the
last piece in
the
session).

Q4- There is an impressive synergy
between sound and image. As it is
the case with the best examples of
synergy it is difficult to point a finger
at specific features that make it
work. Perhaps the closest I can get
to describe such instance is the
case of pounding sonic and visual
swells.
Q5- the piece had an intra musical
meaning (its inner audiovisual
workings). I had emotional
responses that could be categorised
as elation in the presence of beauty.
Q4- The two were perfectly moulded
together to produce something like
a transcendent experience.

Q5- the piece had
an intra musical
meaning (its inner
audiovisual
workings). I had
emotional
responses that
could be
categorised as
elation in the
presence of
beauty.
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Exp19

Q1- Organic movement patterns
Q4- Didn’t signify anything
much, except waves and wave
like motions.

Exp110

Q1- Waves? Geodesic shapes,
algorithmic composition.

Exp21

Q1- Timelessness through light
and dark Q4- time and
timelessness
Q5- space time universe
emptiness, vastness, complexity

Exp22

Q1- Order chaos.
Cooperation/shared vision ->
blindness or lack of a combined
vision. Seeing a larger picture.
Q4- yes- a rising and falling of
(nature?)/universes. Circularity.
Complexity/ order into chaos or
reorder then disorder. Meltdown
of co-operation where beauty
was established into disharmony
and randomness.
Q5- Emergent structure/
intelligence through complexity.
How simple rules with small
changes can produce a wide
range of behaviour

Exp23

Total

Work C

Q5- Not
really.

Q4- Highly mapped to the swells in
both domains. Several motifs
repeated linked to the second
section (e->a) (diagram of stellar
map section!) then later to swirling
image (same colour pallet)

Q5- No real
meaning,
cracking AV
though

Q5- yes see 4. the
imagery during the
cooperation stage
was stunning.

Q1- Its completely abstract, there
are many different scenes, but no
obvious overall story. Q4complexity, the dots work together,
sometimes in separate groups.
Sometimes the paths are
mathematic- there is a strong math
aesthetic.

Contextual: 4
Intra-musical: 0
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 5
Contextual + Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 3

Other: 5
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-1, P1DQ-4, P1DQ-5.
PPT
#
1-1

1-2

1-3
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Contextual

Intra-musical

Q1- Life, space, people, travel
Q5- It felt busy spinning around and
around made me think of life with
the use of imagery it reminded me
of space and time travel.
Q1- Relationship between light and
sound waves? Light waves/sound
waves?
Q4- Sound related to the movement
in the visuals. Pitch and volume
effected the movement and intensity
of shape and line in the visuals.
Sound waves related to the sound
of the music. The way that the
visuals looked like galaxies/ space
related to the 'spacey feel' of the
music, time travel 'zoom' sounds.

Q4- I thought both sound
and imagery worked well
as the images moved as if
they were the sound.
Q4- Sound related to the
movement in the visuals.
Pitch and volume effected
the movement and
intensity of shape and line
in the visuals. Sound
waves related to the
sound of the music. The
way that the visuals
looked like galaxies/
space related to the
'spacey feel' of the music,
time travel 'zoom' sounds.
Q4- As the lights got
fuzzier, the sounds
seemed to clash more,
and when the picture was
more clear with clear

Emotional

Other
Images moved as if
Sound

Q5- Visually and
acoustically
pleasing piece.
Aesthetically
pleasing.

Q1- No idea.
Q5- I couldn’t see a
meaning. My only
emotional response
was confusion.

Phase One

Q1-Vast journey
Q5- It was very pretty and made me
think of space and travelling in
space. It also very briefly made me
think of the sea, which is quite
bizarre.

1-4

1-5

Q1- A journey, perhaps evolution/
the creation of the universe - a build
up to discord and then resolution
Q4- It gave the impression of
evolution/ a journey the creation of
life.
Q5- The piece had a very spiritual
quality, possibly with religious
overtones.
Q1-Antarctic solar systems
Q4- Expanding stars, the end of the
universe.
Q5-.1. Fear of destruction, 2. New
life
Q1- I felt it may be about the natural
world, isolation, remoteness,
building up into a climax of
discordant noises - a lot of the
sounds make me feel/ think about
wide open spaces. Dark and Light is
clearly in the visual patterns which
make it feel like it may be the cycle
of something - like a day and night,
or different seasons. At times it
sounded quite uneasy/ foreboding
but generally an uplifting feel.
Q1- I would associate this piece
with sci-fi movie sound effects or
scenes from the deep ocean.
Possibly a swarm of insects.
Q5- Both the sound and images
were almost hypnotic. I could
envisage this sound being played at
a health spa.
Q1- I think it could be about the way
particles move with each other
through air and space, calm and
harmonious at times, hardly moving
through to big fierce collisions,
opposition and reacting against
each other/ chaos. Like clouds
moving together and raining,
creating thunderstorms, and then
calm, collection of new particles.
Q1- The turbulent + interlocking but
not connecting lives of people.
Magic and power.
Q1- The forming of the universe.
Implosion of galaxies. Space etc.
Q5- I felt really lost like my mind
was floating away. No sense of
gravity or stability. It created an
eerie atmosphere that everything
around you was unknown. And then
the end of the piece kind of crashed
you back down, like someone
switched off the gravity. It started as
an implosion and then a quick

2-1

2-2

2-3

3-1

3-2

3-3
3-4
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movement the sound had
more clarity and
repetition.
Q4- The sound and image
seemed to respond and
react to each other very
well but there was nothing
obvious that they
signified.
Q4- The higher the sound
the denser the image.

Q5- The piece did
not communicate a
clear meaning but
the piece was
enjoyable visually
and acoustically.

Q1- The piece did
not have clear
meaning

Spiritual.

Q5-.1. Fear of
destruction, 2. New
life
Q4- The images twirling
around seemed to fit with
the music speeding up
and slowing down and
kaleidoscopic at times.
There was a definite feel
of dark and light, with the
images compressing and
expanding to fit the
sounds.

Q5- It had a feeling
of wide open
spaces and
relaxation, with
some changes in
this feeling when it
seemed to close in
on itself but in
general the sound
was bright,
expansive and
glittering.

Q4- It felt as if the images
were leading the sound slight lag between image
movement and sound.

Q4- They helped signify
movement and change.

Q4- They generally
worked in harmony.
Q4- It gave the viewer/
listener thought on the
meaning behind it. Rather
than just simply enjoying
the visual or music it
creates depth and feels
like you should find a
deeper meaning.

the sound was
bright, expansive
and glittering.

HEALTH SPA?

Q5- Movement,
working together,
reacting against
one another. At
times I had feelings
of serenity + calm +
happiness and at
other times of
confusion and
uncomfortableness.
Q5- Serenity +
calm, turbulation.

Serenity vs
tubulation
Chion’s : more than
just sound w.
Image.
The Unknown
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explosion to the norm.
Q1-Evolution of space? Secrets of
the DNA code? There were many
themes that someone could think of
if this weird presentation. Maybe it
was meant to show the constant
change of something very
important?
Q4- Maybe the endlessness of
space or maybe the mysteries of
our genetic code? It is very
confusing as to what it wanted to
show the one watching the
presentation
Q1- Space and time travel,
movement. Energy experience and
feelings. Discovery
Q4- Yes, sound and image worked
together to give the impression of
travelling through time and space,
light beams, energy.
Q5- Yes I felt as I was moving in
space, in a galaxy, travelling and
reacting to what I was viewing I was
an observer but at the same time
part of the events and changes.
Q1- I don't know, I feel I should
make a guess. Events occur that
transform something which is later
returned to its original state, albeit
distorted. Eventually, completely
misfigued.

4-1

4-2

5-2

Q1- I've not seen a story in it. It
might provoke thinking about
physics, particles, swarms, time and
shape but not more.
Q5- Communicate no. But I
responded with interest in the
particles/swarm, their colours and
the sound…like an interest for
physics. I wanted to know how this
piece was made. algorhythms
behind it…rules, laws, models.
Q1- It might be about order coming
out of chaos in some way. The
particles begun in simple form
following a path and then come
together to make something more
like a particle swarm or
swarm/flocking seen in animals
(bird, fish, ant's etc.)
Q5- Being quite sciency I thought it
might mean the coming together of
elementary particles to create more
complex combinations. Or maybe
early life flourishing and evolving
into more complex animals.
Something primordial becoming
something complex.
Q1- Reminded me in parts of a
journey through space of at least
being transported from one place to
another,
Q5- Travelling. Felt like being
transported around the galaxy sights of stars/space and glimpses
of worlds. Overall good emotions,
but never felt like it was complete.

5-3

5-4

6-1

Q5-I'm mostly
agitated without
any reason and
somehow curious
as to what I just
saw.

Agitated/curious

Q5- I feel excited
when the spiral
pattern rotated on
the horizontal axis

Q4- Sound did support
the visual. Dark -> lower
frequencies. Lighter
colours, more movement > higher frequencies. But
signify?....not really!

DESIRE TO KNOW
HOW IT WAS
MADE.

Q4- Yes as the 'swarm'
became more complex
the sounds became
sharper. Soft simpler
sounds were used when
there were fewer particles
on screen. It was a bit like
seeing the sound

Q4- LIKE Seeing
the sound

Q4- The sounds always
seemed to be building up
to something but never
quite reaching it. Same
with the images. I felt like
I was being taken
somewhere but never
quite getting there.

Tension + lack of
resolution.

Order/chaos

Q1- I have to say
that I switched off
too heavy for me.
Too many visual
effects. I didn’t

6-2
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6-3

Q1- Other universes, time travel,
universe travel
Q5- Emotional part was with the
association of images with the
universe, what things are happening
within our galaxy. How beautiful it is
out there and how mystical and
impossible to view all of it.

6-4

Q1-Space, the relationship between
energy and matter and how these
interact.
Q4- I felt they signified the ways in
which matter and energy exist,
interact and work in the universe,
both on large galactic scales + sub
atomic scales.
Q5- The piece did not communicate
a meaning for me, although I was
drawn to it due to it's physics-esque
qualities it's themes of space and
energy.
Q1- Reactions of particles to sound.
Possibly "music of the spheres"
Q4- It was hard to tell, the images
and sounds were definitely linked,
but looked like particle tracks or
galaxies. This could be just my own
prejudice as a scientist though.
Q1- Light and sound
Q4- Yes in a strange way it worked
perfectly even though I cannot say
why. Maybe because space is such
a familiar concept but nobody
knows it really (except astronauts)
you can do anything about it. So
this work made me think about
space, time travel, and science.
Q1-Making a new visualiser for
iTunes.

6-5

7-1

7-2

Total
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understand it. I
don’t have anything
to say sorry.
BEAUTY OF
UNIVERSE

Q4- Yes, they were very
synchronised and every
time the sound was
getting more
"enthusiastic" when the
image was getting some
new shape. And then it
would develop to a
relaxed level when the
image was getting to
some "start point" or
repeatable point.

Q4- It was hard to tell, the
images and sounds were
definitely linked, but
looked like particle tracks
or galaxies. This could be
just my own prejudice as
a scientist.

Q5-I could not
discern a meaning
but was interested
in the sounds and
patterns and
enjoyed the piece
overall
Q5- Not a meaning
but I felt calm

No clear meaning
but enjoyed the
piece

Q4- Yes they are tied;
they match although they
don't tell me anything but
was fun to watch.

Q5- Yes felt, calm,
happy although at
a point it made me
doubt and thought
if this could be
some way to attract
someone to
something evil sort
of "we come in
peace" Martian
stuff when they
show their nice
side just before
they reveal they
are evil…

CALM

Contextual: 3
Intra-musical: 1
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 8
Contextual + Emotional: 4
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 6

SENSE OF
MISTRUST

Other: 1
Emotional + Intra-musical: 1
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P1DQ-6 - Did the composition suggest a narrative, be it a story or any other time-based
discourse? If so what might this concern?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-6
PPT #
Exp11

Exp12
Exp13
Exp14
Exp15
Exp16
Exp17

Contextual

Intra-musical
The first third: but not
specific narrative but
intertextually resonant.
Rest of piece: despite
the formal design of
visuals NO narrative
suggestion.

Not really.
The flow of sonic and visual
particle energies.

The flow of sonic and
visual particle energies.
No
NO didn’t catch
narrative perhaps there
were kind of spiral
structure element.

Perhaps a comparison to the
evolution of a multi-organism
in time (e.g. similar to a coral
reef) may present an
analogy to the abstract
narrative.
No except in the sense
that anything can give
rise to the "narrative
impulse" and narrative
can be read into any
type of experience.
No

Exp19
Exp110

Highly organised and
structured with
repeating patterns and
motifs. Rolling imagery
replaced with swirls etc.
No narrative for me it
could be quite circular
and a short and end
anywhere.

Exp21

Exp23

Total
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Other

No Response

Exp18

Exp22

Emotional

yes see 4, and it might be
about how we could be living
‘Q4- yes- a rising and falling
of (nature?)/universes.
Circularity. Complexity/ order
into chaos or reorder then
disorder. Meltdown of cooperation where beauty was
established into disharmony
and randomness.’
The short scale
narrative was usually
clear but the overall
narrative less so.
Contextual: 2
Intra-musical: 5
Emotional: 0
Other: 5
Contextual + Intra-musical: 1
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Phase One

Work C

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-6
PPT
#
1-1

Contextual

Intra-musical

Emotional

Other

the constant movement of
the world.
space? Time? Galaxy.

1-2
1-3

possibly through colour
movement? Not sure what it
could be.
maybe a long journey across
a vast distance

1-4

no

1-5
2-1

it suggested the narrative of
evolution/creation.
1. 2001 space odyssey (sort
of) 2. life on Saturn.
it could be suggesting a
journey somewhere with a
final feeling of peacefulness.

2-2
2-3

No Response

3-1
3-2

Collection of particles for
clouds, calm -> chaos,
raining and returning to the
beginning of the system.
underwater -> space and
back again.
creation of the universe. It
implodes, everything floating
or being sucked in creates a
sun and then throws
everything out back into
space.

3-3
3-4

Nope

4-1
4-2

It suggested a narrative in
the sense that something
was happening. I was
moving, stopping, reacting,
then continuing on my
journey coming back and
forwards in time with speed
at any given moment.
events occurred that
transformed something. This
something repeatedly
returned to its original state,
albeit distorted. Until
eventually it broke. When it
broke it was very dramatic.
Does this concern repeating
something again and again
to success or failure. Such
as keep trying something
until you succeed (positive)
or bullying someone until
they break (negative).

5-2

No

5-3
5-4

Yes the piece moved from
simpler sounds and
patterns/movement/ particles
to more complex. We're seeing
something come together, I
think.
A journey - being transported
from one place to another,
but not staying long enough
before moving on to the next
place.

6-1

No Response

6-2
6-3

Universe. Travelling to
different parts of it and then
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returning to the starting
point, travelling another
place and so on. Until at the
end you realise these all are
dreams but still it is nice to
dream about, so no need to
just ignore the thoughts and
emotions.
No
Not that I could
determine
No I don’t think so
Not really seemed like
random images tied
with sounds.

6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2

Total

Contextual: 13
Intra-musical: 2
Emotional: 0
Other: 9
Contextual + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

3. Engaging aspects and desire to see more/keep listening
P1DQ-7 - What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find most engaging in the composition?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-7.
PPT #
Exp1-1

Contextual

Exp1-2
Exp1-3

Exp1-4

Exp1-5

Exp1-7
Exp1-8
Exp1-9
Exp110

Exp2-3
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Emotional

Other

Visuals very beautiful,
sound fitted well +
evolved with the
picture structure was
defined and repeated.

Relationship between sound and
image very engaging. Use of gesture
pitch, colour and space, both elements
interesting.
sense of smooth curves, spirals,
roundels etc.
Richness of the visuals + smooth
transition + transformation and
plasticity. Sound + image synergy

Exp1-6

Exp2-1
Exp2-2

Intra-musical
First 1/3 layered sound from which
more distinct sound images emerge.
Abstract visuals
Relationship of sound + image. Both of
equal importance
New images, relationship between
sound + image, emerging + vanishing
forms + forces in sound and image.
Appealing static images. Abstract but
clear structure
Visuals very beautiful, sound fitted well
+ evolved with the picture structure
was defined and repeated.

No Response

the shimmering
noise rising + falling
the heavenly
sense. The different
views of order

3d particle structures in the middle
quality of material audio + visual
aesthetic and technical. Range of
motion
That it fitted with the imagery
the shimmering noise rising + falling
the heavenly sense. The different
views of order
the visuals are sometimes very
stunning for instance when certain
groups of trails become layered with
different colours. The use of 3D
panning is also very effective.

Phase One

Total

Work C

Contextual: 0
Intra-musical: 10
Emotional: 0
Other: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical: 1
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Emotional + Intra-musical: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Exp – DQ7
Work A
Work B
Work C

Materials
37.5% 3/8
50% 6/12
50% 6/12

Exp DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C

Sound
5
4
2

Form
62.5% 5/8
50% 6/12
50% 6/12
Image
1
5
7

Sound + Image
1
5
7

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-7.
PPT #
1-1

Contextual

1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1

Intra-musical
Each particle moved with sound,
together they were very engaging
Relationship between sound and
image, music and image changed
together between sections
The repetition of some sounds +
movement
Images as they responded very well
with sound, repeated sections
contained same audio + image.
Colours and movements, (visual)
The use of space in the music and
the ebb and flow of the piece, the
way tension was built and then
resolved.

Emotional

Other

Searing pain -> hope

2-2
2-3

The gradual build up of sounds and
the way this expanded and
contracted and fitted with the
images.
The visuals, however the sound
created the atmosphere.
When the changes from fast to slow
engaged well between audio and
visual it was consuming
Pretty Spinning lights.

3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4

Feeling of unknown and
floatingness.

4-1
4-2

Change of scenery and movement
The music and sound was at some
times static, things were sinking,
falling apart.

5-2

The visual aspect was great. I loved
watching patterns moving about and
transforming into one another and
other shapes.
Relationship of visual to sound, but
even more VISUAL! (fascinating)
The music fitted well with what was
happening in the visuals.
Visuals. Sounds gave impression of
things coming into focus but never
quite getting there.

5-3
The images as they were
techy and sci-fi.

5-4
6-1

Experience intrigued
imagination. Sensations
communicated by sound
such as awe, surprise,
discovery, loss of
direction, confusion,
past, present and future
all happening at the
same time.

No

6-2
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Response
Dots forming different objects, but
mainly being connected to other dots
+ dot movement.

6-3
I was engaged by it all, in
a manner akin to
stargazing

6-4

Simply A piece of
beauty.
The link between sounds and
visuals, the images were a moving
representation of the sounds. The
whole composition was engaging.

6-5

The sounds, very science
museum sort of thing
Dotted patterns similar to
abstract expressionism.

7-1
7-2
Total

Contextual: 2
Contextual+ Intra-musical: 1

Inexp – DQ7
Work A
Work B
Work C

Intra-musical: 16
Emotional: 2
Other: 1
Contextual + emotional: 1
Intra-musical + Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Materials
80% - 16/20
71% - 10/14
39% - 7/18

Inexp DQ-7
Work A
Work B
Work C

Sound
11
5
4

Form
20% - 4/20
21% - 3/14
61% - 11/18
Image
4
7
8

Sound + Image
4
3
9

P1DQ-8 - What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find least engaging in the composition?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-8.
PPT #
Exp1-1

Contextual
Clichés of space diagrams did not
gain meaning, sound
in last 2/3

Exp1-2
Exp1-3
Exp1-4
Exp1-5

Exp1-9

Exp1-10

Emotional

Would not usually choose to watch visuals
but engaging in this work
Timbral quality was homogenic + boring.
desire for more articulate spatial behaviour
that can match the visuals.
At moments there
were superficial
science fiction
associations
More like wallpaper
music or library
music. General
blandness, poor high
frequency definition.

More like wallpaper music or library music.
General blandness, poor high frequency
definition.
Would have liked a return of the original
wave like textures/ gesture at beginning.

Exp2-1
Exp2-2
Exp2-3
Total
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Other

No Response
No Response
No Response

Exp1-6
Exp1-7
Exp1-8

Intra-musical

No Response
None
No Response
Contextual: 2
Intra-musical: 4
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 1
Contextual + Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

Other: 6
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0

Phase One

Exp – DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C

Work C

Materials
100% 11/11
50% 5/10
80% 4/5

Exp DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C

Sound
3
8
3

Form
0% 0/11
40% 4/10
20% 1/5
Image
5
3
1

Sound + Image
4
2
0

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-8.
PPT #
1-1

Contextual

1-2

Intra-musical
Did not change enough to keep
interest
Parts where in the visuals there
wasn’t as much contrast
between light and dark areas.

Emotional

Other

No Response
There was
nothing
unengaging
about this
piece
Lack of clear
meaning.
(sound)

1-3
1-4

1-5
Nothing, if anything the
use of waveforms in the
visual.

2-1

No crescendo, but maybe not
needed.

2-2

No Response

2-3
3-1
3-2

The white noise halfway through
the sound.
When there was a period of
chaos, it felt uncomfortable and
broke concentration.

3-3

quieter sounds

3-4

The visual change to blue/ green
splodges merging and the sound
tried to calm down like with the
sound of waves crashing.
The sound

4-1
4-2
5-2

When there was a
period of chaos, it felt
uncomfortable and
broke concentration.
Audio too
loud?

No Response
I did not
consciously
notice the
music.
No Response
None I liked
this one.

5-3
5-4
It always felt like it didn't quite
get anywhere

6-1

No Response

6-2
6-3
6-4
6-5

{Realistic}
No Response
Hard to tell I
mostly enjoyed
the piece
The repetition of patterns

7-1
7-2

No Response

Total

Contextual: 2
Contextual+ Intra-musical: 0

	
  

Intra-musical: 9
Emotional: 0
Other: 12
Contextual + emotional: 0
Intra-musical + Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0
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Inexp – DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C

Materials
54% 7/13
64% 9/14
55% 5/9

Inexp DQ-8
Work A
Work B
Work C

Form
54% 7/13
29% 5/14
55% 5/9

Sound
2
6
4

Image
8
7
3

Sound + Image
2
1
0

P1DQ-9 – Did the composition make you want to keep listening? Why?
P1DQ-11- Now that you have heard the composition, would you choose to listen to a similar
type of composition again in the future? If yes, why? If no, why not?
Experienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-9, P1DQ-11
PPT

Desire to See More

Score

Keyword/ reason

Exp1-1

After 2/3 I'd had enough. Would have liked to see visual
textures again but their music like sequence doesn't mean
much in visuals. Yes out of curiosity for seeing how the
language develops.
Yes to experience finely crafted and shaped materials
being developed over time. Yes because I like this
composers work.
Yes it was always in movement and new images + sounds
evolved every time until the end. Yes.
Yes, sonic and visual detail. I find the composer to be
highly stylised and the work is always very detailed
The composition is very well crafted and I liked the
transitions + gestures. But the sound material was too
repetitive. It helped the development of the work but
wouldn’t listen to it alone. Maybe
No I felt sleepy, No did not get any point and inspiration
from it. (possibly due to tiredness at end of session).
Yes it was a mesmerising experience. Yes many times
because of the sense of elation it inspires by its beauty.
Does not feel like a traditional form with beginning-middleend. It gets hold of you and makes it difficult to judge time,
frozen in trance. Yes would listen again.
No not really. Not really it’s a bit boring + sound world is
too dated Not really a big fan of FM + spectral stuff
anyway.
Yes it was fab. Enjoyed the subtle soundtrack. Yes it was
excellent.
Yes surprisingly mesmeric. Possibly

4

Material audio negative
Lack of engagement

1

Materials and Form positive

1

Materials sound and image
Form
Detailed materials

Yes image and sound both drove the work equally. I
enjoyed my own interpretation of it
sometimes the sound was too repetitive, there were some
effective sections where the sound changed in a sufficient
way to match the scene change. Yes there is a lot of
variety it keeps your attention

Exp1-2
Exp1-3
Exp1-4
Exp1-5

Exp1-6
Exp1-7
Exp1-8
Exp1-9
Exp1-10
Exp2-1
Exp2-2
Exp2-3

1
3

Form
Material Audio negative

5

Lack of engagement

1

Emotional (Mesmerising,
elation inspired by beauty)
Form (non-traditional, timeless
experience)

1

1

Audio Materials negative
(dated)
Lack of engagement
Audio Materials and Form

2

Emotional (mesmerising)

1

Sound and image equality

2

Form (repetitive, variation)
Audio material negative

4

Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly Positive
7
54%

2 Lightly Positive
2
15%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
1
7%

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
2
15%

1
7%

Positive Keywords
Calming/Meditative
Sound and Image
interaction
Form
Materials
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8
3
5
4

Negative Keywords
Materials audio
Lack of Engagement

4
3

Phase One

Work C

Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C: P1DQ-9, P1DQ-11
PPT

Desire to See More

Score

Keyword/ reason

1-1

Very easy to listen to

1

Emotional - Easy

1-2

Yes interesting to watch the visuals and audio change
together, hypnotising.

1

1-3

5
1

Sound and Image Interaction

1

2-2

No, couldn't see any meaning or intention. Maybe if I knew
what it was about.
Yes enjoyed sound + image relationship and combination.
Yes I enjoyed it.
Yes, calming and enjoyable, it was enjoyable but only
because of the visual aspect.
It was well structured and kept building tension which
maintained interest. Possibly, however there was generally
too much sense of melody for my taste in electronic music.
Not sure, yes interesting sounds.

Sound and Image Interaction
+ Development
Emotional – Meditative
No meaning, More Info

Materials visual positive
Emotional
Form (well structured)
Emotion - Tension
{Too much melody}
Audio Material

2-3

Yes

1

3-1

Yes as it drew my mental focus away from everyday
thoughts to a meditative state. Yes, but not all the time,
only for switching off moments.
Yes to see if I could understand it better and to see if it
would play any more with my emotions and make me
happy again. Yes to feel similar emotions.
It was pleasant and interesting. Yes it was calming and
relaxing
A little bit. It created this enigma, made you think that
something big was going to happen. Maybe. Depends on
my mood, Could get a different meaning from it which
would be interesting to compare. It kind of releases you
from the real world, makes your mind empty.
No the sound was disturbing for some unknown reason.
No Not my style.
Yes because it carried me with it and it made me feel as if
I was taking part in it and I was a protagonist. Yes because
it is intriguing and educating.
Not really. Although enjoyable I felt content and was
satisfied afterwards. Yes but only for the visual element.
Yes because it is pretty and fascinating but I would loose
interest at some point due to missing a story. Yes it was
pleasant, nice, pretty and fascinating
Yes I found it therapeutic and relaxing. Yes it is visually
engaging and relaxing.

2

Emotional - meditative

1

Emotional

1

Emotional - Calming

2

Emotional - Meditative
(releases you from real world,
makes your mind empty)

5

Emotional - disturbing

1

Engaging

2

Yes. Interesting piece, but left me a bit unfulfilled. Yes
pleasant to watch and listen too
/

1

Materials Visual
Enjoyable
Fascinating
Form - Lack of narrative
Materials (pretty)
Emotional Therapeutic,
Relaxing
Engaging
Interesting
{Unfulfilled?}

Mostly watching and of course the sound signified it. It was
a bit hypnotising, when you want to watch to get all the
objects formed to grasp the idea. It was pretty and spacey.
Yes it is nicely hypnotic.
I would have preferred a calmer piece of music for the
composition and for more realistic visuals, however I was
interested in this version. I would likely not listen beyond
the existing duration in its current format. Yes I found the
composition interesting and it connected with my passion
for space and physics.
yes it was an interesting combination of sound and visuals.
Yes interesting an enjoyable composition.
Not really but I wouldn’t mind it. Depending on the space. I
wouldn’t mind in a science museum.
Yes it made me feel good, calm, sort of happy. Yes it is
nice, joyful calm, could take it home.

1

1-4
1-5
2-1

3-2
3-3
3-4

4-1
4-2
5-2
5-3
5-4
6-1
6-2
6-3

6-4

6-5
7-1
7-2

	
  

2
2

2
1

2

Emotional (Hypnotising)
Materials Visuals – sound and
image interaction
Contextual (spacey)
Contextual (Space, Physics)
Calmer audio?
More realistic visuals?

1
3
1

Enjoyable
Sound and Image interaction
Installation context.
Emotional (good, calm, sort of
happy)
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Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly Positive
13
54%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative

2 Lightly Positive
7
29%

1
4%

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
0
0%

2
8%

Positive Keywords
Emotional
Sound and Image
interaction
Visuals
Contextual
Audio materials

Negative Keywords

11
4

Lack of meaning
Emotional
Audio materials

3
2
1

1
1
1

4. Desire for contextual information and reflection upon this desire after its provision.
P1DQ-10 - Do you think that having more information about the composition might help you to
understand it? If yes, why? If no, why not?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C – P1DQ-10
PPT
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1

Response
Yes I have many ideas in my head but would like to
know what its about
No, aesthetically pleasing enough enjoyed making
own interpretation.
Yes could have looked for composers intention while
watching.
Not really, would be interesting but not needed.
Yes, interesting to know meaning and composers
intention.
Yes I would like to know more about the artist and
intentions

3-1

Yes would like to know what it was about
Possibly - it might be useful/ interesting to see what
composer intended to signify.
No additional info based on another person’s
interpretation, which may alter my own impressions of
the piece.

3-2
3-3

3-4
4-1
4-2
5-2
5-3
5-4

6-1
6-2
6-3
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5
1

Yes although I like to be able to try to figure it out first.
Yes the title for example might help anchor some
meaning. If I knew the creators name I might
recognise other works of theirs and be able to
understand more. If I knew date of composition I might
be able to apply social and political contexts.
No, because It influences your thoughts. Art should be
about how it affects audiences personally.
Yes because it mostly seems to me like a big mystery.
Maybe, I think the piece is communicated something
to me and has not left me with confusion and
questioning
Yes. But I am not concerned if I do not know any
more.
Yes because it is too abstract to know what the creator
intended with this piece…. especially because I could
not see a story in it!
Possibly not. I don't think it matters too much what my
interpretation of the piece is if I enjoy it. Knowing the
actual interpretation might decrease my enjoyment if I
disagreed with it!
Yes I am always interested in the composer’s idea
behind things.
/
Yes because it was mainly no exact images and all the

Keywords
Composer intentions, Desire for
meaning
Own interpretation,

2

Compare own interpretation with
composer intention
Interesting but not essential
Composer intentions, Desire for
meaning
Composer intention, information about
the composer
Composer intentions, Desire for
meaning
Composer intention

5

Own interpretation

2
1

Compare own interpretation with
composer intention
Title, information about the composer

5

Own interpretation

1
3

Desire to understand
Lack of confidence

2

Desire for more information

1

Composer intentions, desire for
meaning

4

Own interpretation

1

Composer intention, interest

1

Composer intention, desire for meaning

4
1
1
1

2-2
2-3

Score
1

Phase One

6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2

Work C

imagination I got was just dreaming about what I could
see in it.
Yes as I was not able to discern a narrative plot
Yes as the meaning was not obvious beyond the link
between sound and images
No I think it worked nicely like this.
No I believe that it is an abstract piece that stands
open for interpretations

1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

12
50%

3
12.5%

1
1

Desire to understand
Desire for meaning

5
5

Own interpretation
Own interpretation

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
1
4%

4 Lightly Negative
2
8%

5 Strongly
Negative
5
21%

P1DQ2-2: Would you have preferred to have been given access to this information before being
presented with the piece?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C – P1DQ2-2
PPT
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1
2-2
2-3
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
4-1
4-2
5-2
5-3
5-4
6-1
6-2
6-3

6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2

Response
No as this would have channelled me, I thought it had
many possibilities.
No the piece spoke for itself
Don't think it would have made a difference
No, would not have helped
Yes, only to enjoy the complexity + meaning behind
the piece
Not really fussed but not knowing intentions allowed
me to place my own opinions on the track.
Yes made the piece more accessible with narrative.
No not really, but maybe if the title gave a clue to what
the content was synchronising it could add greater
depth to the sounds meaning.
No I prefer to experience the piece first in order to
have an un-tainted opinion or idea before taking on
opinions from other people.
No my experience would not have been the same and
I would have been searching for things described in
the context.
Yes I think I could have made more sense of the
piece.
No, because my mind wouldn’t have been so free to
explore deeper meaning.
Yes
I am not sure, perhaps?
No the piece now seems quite interesting without the
information
No I appreciated it without this information.
No I think it may have interfered with my own
interpretation, which was one I enjoyed.
No I think it may have put me off watching it. There is
a bit too much information.
Definitely, yes.
No as it was too beautiful and I would start trying to
explain the animation for too real idea and might not
just enjoy the view. It's nice though to have a look at it
afterwards.
No again I enjoyed applying my own meaning to the
piece
Yes
No I enjoyed it without the information.
Yes!

1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

7
29%

1
4%

	
  

Score
5

Keywords
Own interpretation, better without

5
4
5
1

Work enough, own interpretation
Information of no assistance
Information of no assistance
Compare intention with composers

4

Own interpretation

1
4

Narrative increased access
Title – greater meaning

5

Own interpretation

5

Own interpretation, information
distracting, better without

1

Greater understanding

5

Own interpretation

1
2
5

Own interpretation, better without.

5
5

Own interpretation, better without
Own interpretation, better without

5

Own interpretation, better without

1
5

Own interpretation, interesting to
compare afterwards

5

Own interpretation

1
5
1

Own interpretation.

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
0
0%

4 Lightly Negative
3
12.5

5 Strongly
Negative
13
54%
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5. Influence of and evaluation of the volume and content of information
P1DQ2-1: Has access to this information from the composer influenced your appreciation for
their composition? How?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C – P1DQ2-1
PPT
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1
2-2
2-3

3-1
3-2

3-3
3-4
4-1
4-2
4-3
5-2
5-3

5-4
6-1
6-2
6-3

Response
Yes, initial thought about waves and movements
corroborated by info.
Yes, began to understand the piece more technically +
appreciate it more.
Yes I can appreciate the thought that has gone into it.
Music Tech people probably enjoy more.
Not especially, too much + too complex language for
understanding.
Yes shows complexity of work + how much thought put in,
enjoyed knowing that there was some meaning in the
movements.
It made me think more about the intentions behind the
piece
The piece made more sense knowing what it was about
Yes it's interesting I could hear the sounds of billowing/
wind/ floating water being evoked in the sounds I heard. It’s
interesting reading it after listening to it first with no preconceptions.
The information has had little influence on my interpretation
or appreciation of the composition.
Context at first understandable but get lost within the words
and theories I do not understand and these somewhat
scare me making feel I should not be allowed to watch the
piece. Takes away much joy and emotion.
No
Not really. He seems just to be exploring usage of
technology in music. 'Pitch curves' he should have
incorporated these into a narrative.
Yes it gave a better understanding of what I just saw.
Yes because it was interesting to learn about the
association with 'vipassana experience' and meditation.
No I have the same feelings as before
I feel disappointed by the lack of focus on emotion by the
composer. I feel the technical details should be left out and
emotions promoted.
Yes I am more disappointed as the many words of the
description do not go well with the lack of story/ deeper
picture. Lack of intention is disappointing (intention stated is
no proper intention in my point of view).
Not much, although it appears that I read too much into it.
Yes I can now appreciate the technical side of the piece
more and how it has been constructed, but it all sounds a
bit too pretentious.
It helped me a lot to understand what the author was trying
to express.
Yes it explains how thoughts have been brought to an
image and sound and shows that any idea can be
expressed and explained with no words.

6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2
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Yes, I found the information interesting as it related to my
knowledge of physics + particular environments.
Yes, I did not get the meaning of the piece even though I
did enjoy watching it.
NO I liked it in the very first time
Yes it made me aware of the technical implications which I
wonder about since I saw it.

Keywords
Yes - Confirmed own interpretation
Yes - Greater understanding, technical
appreciation
Yes - Technical appreciation
No - Information too complex
Yes - Technical appreciation, Greater
understanding
Yes - compare with composers intention
Yes - Greater understanding
Yes - Technical appreciation, compare with
composers intention
Little influence
Yes - Negative influence, Information too
complex,

Yes - Negative influence
Yes - Greater understanding
Yes - Greater understanding, meditation
link
No
Yes - Negative influence, information too
technical
Yes - Negative influence Information too
complex.
Yes - Negative influence disappointment.
Yes - Technical appreciation, Information
pretentious (negative effect)
Yes - Greater understanding
Yes - Greater understanding, technical
appreciation
Yes - Greater understanding, aided
appreciation, related to participant
background
Yes - Greater understanding
No - appreciated without
Yes - Technical appreciation,

Phase One

Work C

P1DQ2-3: How do you feel about the volume and content of the information that was provided?
Inexperienced Participant Responses
Work C – P1DQ2-3
PPT
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
2-1
2-2
2-3
3-1
3-2

3-3
3-4
4-1
4-2
4-3
5-2
5-3
5-4
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-5
7-1
7-2

Response
Too much
Little too much technical information
Didn't understand technical jargon of which there
were lots.
Too much detail. Simplified would be better
Too technical, not enough insight into composer’s
emotions in making this piece.
A good level of detail. Could be a turn off if the piece
was not to my liking.
Okay
/
Maybe too much information. I prefer it to be
concise and straight to the point.
Too much + too pretentious. If provided at all would
have been better as a brief description of concept
and hen a more complex explanation for those who
wished for it.
A lot of text! Very informative, more profound that I
would have thought.
It bored me; I would have liked a hidden meaning
personal to the composer. An idea of expressing his
culture.
Relieved I finally understood the meaning of the
piece I just watched.
Some things I did not understand since the
language was not simple. Less could still have
worked.
They were excellent. I understood the energy of this
music.
Far too much information that was far too technical
Great!
There's a lot of it, but certainly clearer than the first
(work B)
Too much. IT all sounded a bit pretentious, however
technically and visually I liked the work.
Got all the information
A little bit too long for a quick glance, but still
interesting information.
Extensive. Perhaps too much for someone outside
the arts or physical sciences.
The volume and content were very good and
provided useful details about the piece and how it
was composed.
Too much information and a bit complicated but
interesting nevertheless.
Very useful rounds up the piece and makes it
interesting.

1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

9
37.5%

3
12.5%

	
  

Score
5
4
5

Keywords
Excessive
Too much
Too complex

4
5

Too complex
Too complex, more emotions

1

Good

2

Okay

4

Too much

5

Excessive and too complex

1

Informative

5

Excessive, more personal information
from the composer.

1

Greater understanding

2

Too complex, too much

1

Good

5
1
2

Excessive, too complex
Good
Too much, better than for work B

5

Excessive, too complex

1
1

Okay
Interesting, too much

5

Excessive

1

Good, informative

4

Too much, too complex, interesting

1

Interesting, Useful

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
0
0%

4 Lightly Negative
4
17%

5 Strongly
Negative
8
33%
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Participant Information
Inexperienced Participants

Phase One

Composer Intention Information
Work A

Phase One: COMPOSER INTENTION INFORMATION
Composition A
Title: Destellos
The idea of the project is to give life to the sparkle in different materials.
Metal, glasses, ice, will travel in time and space by means of computer animation. There
is also a play with sensations of fragility and transparency. The music plays the same
notions by using recorded sounds of the same materials. In fact, the discourse is lead by
the music that guides the time development and underlines the sense of colour.
Sonic Source Materials: Glasses, metal, cellophane paper.
Visual Source Materials: Glasses, metallic objects, ice.
Composers Intentions: See above.
Methods of Communication: See above. I used similar techniques for the treatment of the
image and sound in order to get the discourse as close as possible.
Is There a Narrative Discourse?: See Above. The narrative is given by the behaviour of the
objects in movement themselves.
How Important is it that the Narrative be Received by the audience?: I don't mind. The
important thing is that the audience receive something interesting (surprise, emotion,
curiosity etc.)
Inspiration: The direct observation of the nature of things.
Development of the Work: I do not usually make a very exhaustive plan before beginning
to compose or create video. I first explore the materials and analyse their possibilities of
transformation and then I begin to construct structures. The characteristics of each
sound, each image, each transformation, will guide the organisation of the piece
Is it Important that your Composition be Presented with your Intentions in Mind?: It depends on
the public. Sometimes I feel that it is better not to communicate any explanation to the
public, instead leaving them to use their imagination. In some other cases the public
demands more descriptions.
Compositional Techniques (Sound/ Image Relationships): The formal structure of the piece is
sustained by the music composition. I then tried to apply this structure to the image
looking for possible associations between sound and image parameters. This is a long
process that has taken several years of research to develop and I continue to study and
develop it.
For me the association is very clear (between materials, as well as in the sense of time,
movement, and other parameters) but not everybody perceives it in the same way.
Technical Processes: I don't think that the technical process must be perceived or
recognised by the audience. The art must be perceived as a "magic" process.
Does the Composition have ‘Something to Hold on to’?: Nothing Specific. There will always
be something that the audience will hold on to.
Title: In this piece the title was almost decided upon at the beginning because of the
prevalence of the ‘sparkle’ elements (Destellos = Sparkle).
Intended Audiences: All audiences.
Preferred Performance Environment: In stereo (if possible acousmatic projection), in
concert hall or gallery space. The final performance environment has no influence upon
the composition itself.
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Composition B
Title: Portrait d’une femme
Portrait d’une femme is an abstract videomusic made from close-up and macroscopic
images of a woman. The multiplication of the composite image of this very same person
tends to demonstrate the complexity of her personality. The structure of this work is
divided between four «anatomic» part: The skin, the hair, the face and the head of this
woman.
Sonic Source Materials: Eyelash, skin, hair movement, breath, guttural sound, bowed
cymbal, prepared piano, sine waves, analog synth.
Visual Source Materials: Female body filmed against a blue screen.
Composers Intentions: The multiplication of the subject attempts to show the complexity
of one person’s personality. It shows the inherent conflict of human nature. The
evolution of the piece represents the stages of discovering the subject in an intimate
relationship. At some point, the audience may be uncomfortable with this provoked
intimacy.
Methods of Communication: The relationship between image and sound forming proposed
meaning and contradiction.
Is There a Narrative Discourse?: There is both a narrative and abstract (conflict) discourse.
Narrative is shown through the mood of the actress.
How Important is it that the Narrative be Received by the audience?: Important, but the piece
can be interpret in many ways. The important thing is for the audience to interpret
something, not especially my point of view.
Inspiration: A conflictual relationship with the subject.
Development of the Work: This work was developed from a strong initial concept and there
was no deviation from this within development of the piece.
Is it Important that your Composition be Presented with your Intentions in Mind?: My intentions
are close to the work of David Lynch. It is important that the audience is able to interpret
something, but not specifically my point of view. This piece can be interpreted in many
ways.
Compositional Techniques (Sound/ Image Relationships): The superposition of image and
sound, and the relation between image and sound, propose meaning and contradiction.
Technical Processes: I prefer for the technical processes to be unrecognizable; for the
audience to «believe» it. It’s a perceptual «emotional» and esthetical work, not a
technical feat.
Does the Composition have ‘Something to Hold on to’?: Nothing Specific.
Title: In this piece the title was decided upon at the beginning. The title alone is able to
explain the work.
Intended Audiences: All audiences.
Preferred Performance Environment: In any presentation space but in optimal conditions
(HD projection and full spectrum sound) because there is a lot of fine details and delicate
textures. If the picture isn’t clear enough the audience will miss many details and just
see black. The music is made from sub sine waves if the system can not reproduced
them an important aspect is lost.
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Composition C
Title: Sinus Aestum
Sinus Aestum (Bay of Billows) is the name of a lunar sea. Accordingly, this piece is
comprised of waves of activity, moving through unstable states between pitch and noise.
It is third in my Luna Series of audio-video works, in which I am exploring the potentials
of edit-less composition of sound an image. In these works, image arises from
continuous modulation of an algorithm controlling nearly 12,000 individual points; the
music is constructed through the ongoing transformation of one computer-controlled
feedback synthesis process. The relationships between both are carefully shaped to
evoke an underlying meaning complex that is neither audio nor visual.
Sonic Source Materials: Sonic source material is all synthesized. A single synthesis
process (implemented in Supercollider) runs from beginning to end, its parameters
controlled by algorithms and code I have written in MAX/MSP. The synthesis process
involves granular pitch shifters, filters and automatic gain control inside a comb-filter
loop.
Visual Source Materials: The visual material is synthesised with algorithms that control the
attributes and motion of nearly 12,000 points. The colour comes from video and still
images, but those are almost entirely hidden (and thus, in a sense, perceptually
irrelevant). Most of the imagery is of sea waves, close-up, captured at the edge of a
shore. Some is off the churning wake immediately off the back of a ferry. Flame visible
through the window of a pellet stove is the source of some of the orange.
Composers Intentions: Some of the intentions are formal, some are ‘expressive’.
This is the third in a series of pieces called the Luna Series. They all use the same
technical approach, and each is named after a moon feature. Sinus Aestum is a lunar sea
— the name translates as “Bay of Billows”.
1. A billow means a rolling mass, as in clouds, smoke, or waves. Or, as a verb,
billow means to fill with air and swell outward. So one key concern for me was
the evocation of billows, taking the idea of the energy and shape implied by
billows and bringing it to both sound and image.
2. However, I also chose to contrast this at times with abrupt change.
3. I am usually seeking to create a sense that image and sound are both parallel
expressions of an underlying “meaning complex” — so we have a common cause
giving rise to both the sound and image. In this piece, I was at times trying to
break direct audio-visual links in this piece while still retaining this sense of
common causality. So the visuals taking on a rhythmic articulation of their own at
certain points. Here my hope would be that the audience still finds this fully
coherent — that the energetic impulses driving both the sound and image find
their fulfilment in the autonomous rhythmic articulation that the image takes on.
This happens primarily in the second section of the piece. This rhythmic
articulation of the image part should help to energetically propel this section
forward — giving it forward momentum and a developmental trajectory that the
audio material does not in itself provide. Also here I sought at times to have the
image energetically lead into audio events. (Such as a spinning that starts on its
own and abruptly stops at an audio event start point.)
The Luna Series pieces all have a relationship, albeit not a direct or explicit one, to my
experience as a Vipassana meditator. In this practice, one can experience the body as a
constantly changing flow of particle-like sensations. One experiences directly the simple
reality that our seemingly solid bodies are constantly changing, and that dramas —
tensions — arise and pass on their own; they are impersonal. Though I don’t explicitly
set out to communicate “vipassana experience” in my pieces, there is no doubt that my
practice and experience of the meditation has drawn me to certain kinds of visual, sonic
and dramatic materials.
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Methods of Communication: Shaping of audio and visual texture and dynamics – not based
on recognisable aspects.
Is There a Narrative Discourse?: No narrative or narrativesque ideas exist in this piece. The
first section is characterised by rising billows that come to a climax, which suddenly
transforms into quiet/stasis (the second section). The second section is continually
interrupted with increasing energy, until it invites the entry into the third section where
simple chordal swells to a high-pitched, ‘transcending’ peak. This falls into the fourth
section where intense energy blows out into the last three billows at the end.
How Important is it that the Narrative be Received by the audience? It is important that the
audience feels the energetic contrasts and dramatic transitions. That, of course, is
different from having an intellectual awareness of the dramatic structure.
1) Inspiration: A Continuation of the series and its premise; desire to continue to
develop the potentials of the approach.
2) I wanted to use pitch-curve control provided by my PICACS software.
3) I wanted to avoid the pattern I had developed of having a 3-arc introduction
In other words, for this particular piece the drivers were more technical and formal than
conceptual.
Development of the Work: Since I didn't have a clear conceptual basis, the concept can't
be said to have changed.
Is it Important that your Composition be Presented with your Intentions in Mind?: No, I want the
work to be capable of evoking a distinctive experience even without extramusical ideas
being provided to the audience. I would like the piece to function fully without program
notes, title, or additional text.
Compositional Techniques (Sound/ Image Relationships): There are none, if one is talking in
terms of formal procedure. Sound was created first, then image. The image synthesis
parameters were carefully modulated through manual manipulation of keyframe controls
to create a convincing relationship with the image. As noted above, they are meant to be
experienced as a unified, if multimodal, expression of a common meaning complex.	
  
Technical Processes: I want the technical means to be mostly transparent — I try to avoid
elements both in audio and image that explicitly betray their technical origins.
Does the Composition have ‘Something to Hold on to’?: Fascination with continual unfolding
and change. Sense of 'meaningful' or 'motivated' change and connection between
events. A clear sense of 'rhetoric', even in relatively abstract materials. Large-scale
points of structure, such as points of resolution, the drama of section changes,
interruptions and energy trajectories, etc.
Title: The title was chosen mid-way in the compositional process. Having developed
some audio material I liked, I went to my list of moon-features and sought a conceptual
match to guide the rest of the composing. I would expect the work to function without a
title. The title and its evocations simply add another (perhaps relatively thin) dimension
for the audience to consider.
Intended Audiences: Curious, culturally-broad and exploratory, probably universityeducated public, such as people who would go to film festivals, art galleries, or concerts
of contemporary music. I am not so interested in the audience of my academic-composer
peers — I would hope to reach a much broader group than that. I write for my own
perceptions and trust that others will respond. I do not seek complexity for its own sake
or to 'impress' academic-composer peers.
Preferred Performance Environment: Concert hall / theatre high-definition projection with
high-quality stereo or quad sound, ideally with proper subwoofer support. I think the
dramatic impact may still be there, but poor quality visuals and too-high or too-low or
poor fidelity audio will decrease the impact significantly.
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Tables of Comparison
Experienced Participants

Phase One
EXPERIENCED RESPONSES TO P1DQ-9,11

A - Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly Positive

2 Lightly Positive

4
31%

1
8%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
5
38%

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
1
8%

2
16%

Positive Keywords
Negative Keywords
Emotion
Sound and Image
interaction
Materials Audio

3
2

Form
Materials Video

4

4
4

	
  
	
  
	
  
B - Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly Positive
5
38%

2 Lightly Positive
5
38%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
3
23%

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
0
0%

0
0%

Positive Keywords

Negative Keywords

Form
Materials

6
4

Materials

3

	
  
	
  
C - Scores + Percentages
Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly Positive
7
54%

2 Lightly Positive
2
15%

1
7%

Positive Keywords
Calming/Meditative
Sound and Image
interaction
Form
Materials
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3 Neither Positive
nor Negative

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
2
15%

1
7%
Negative Keywords

8
3
5
4

Materials audio

4

Lack of Engagement

3
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Tables of Comparison
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Phase One
INEXPERIENCED RESPONSES TO P1DQ-9,11

A - Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly Positive
6
25%

2 Lightly Positive
1
4%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
2
8%

4 Lightly Negative
6
25%

5 Strongly Negative
10
42%

Positive Keywords

Negative Keywords

Materials Audio
Emotion

3
3

Lack of engagement
Lack of Understanding
Materials Audio

14
2
3

B - Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly
Positive
4
17%

2 Lightly Positive
9
38%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
2
8%

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
0
0%

8
33%

Positive Keywords

Negative Keywords

Curious
Human (identification with)
Form
Emotional

6
2
5
5

Emotional (Distressing,
disturbing, uneasy, negative,
horror)

5

C - Scores + Percentages
1 Strongly
Positive
13
54%

2 Lightly Positive
7
29%

3 Neither Positive
nor Negative
1
4%

5 Strongly
Negative

4 Lightly Negative
0
0%

2
8%

Positive Keywords
Emotional
Sound and Image
interaction
Visuals
Contextual
Audio materials
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11
4
3
2
1

Negative Keywords
Lack of meaning
Emotional
Audio materials

1
1
1
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Phase Two (P2)
Transcribed Data with Initial Categorisation
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Transcribed Data with Initial Categorisation

Phase Two (P2) - Transcribed Data with Initial Categorisation
Keywords Column Key: Keywords, Implied keywords (excerpt of implication), {anomalous responses}.

1. Perceived Material Properties of the Work
P2DQ- 2 - Were there any sounds or images that you recognised in the composition?
How did these relate to your interpretation (q1)?
Participant

1_1

1_2
1_3

1_4

2_1

The drum, bird sounds, the animal sounds, the airplane sounds
Yes I recognised the handle of a door, the gong with a sound like
of an ambulance.
The door, wood, parts of the furniture (computer desk?) in
middle, dry wall corner in 1st part, symmetric picture rectangular
figure furniture clearly memorable but not sure of source.
Associations with doors of choices which are never opened and
only pass. Sound of pitches bomb falling? synaesthetic
associations?

2_2

3_1

Heartbeats, footsteps, a flat piano key, birds, mechanicalindustrial like noises. A saw - or stone DIY tool? ____ Doorhandles, an altar, a conveyor belt, a coffin, valves in the heart.

4_1

Bird song in the first section was the most evident recognisable
sound. The first section included a number of natural sounds, as
though the lift was some kind of rope pulley, with wooden beams
that creaked under the weight of the ascent. The latter sounds
felt synthetic adding to an industrialised feeling, perhaps that of a
train. I feel that my sense of those sounds help construct my
feeling. The visuals gave a picture of movement and there were
some recognisable elements – e.g. a draw handle, and wood.
The initial image which appeared to be the 3 corners of a room
meeting was confounded with the light into an optical illusion that
added to the genuine sense of foreboding in the initial section.
Sounds of birds at the start. I immediately thought of the LOST
TV series! This has perhaps led me to think of uncertainty and
fear.

5_1

6_1

Wood plane, draw, x-ray scanner/conveyor belt, door handle. It
seemed to be from start to finish about the creation of parts of
the piece of furniture.

6_2

There was an image of a handle and wooden drawers. In the
context of the piece it appeared to be perhaps working or a living
process. There was also the sounds of birds which could be
interpreted as peace calming this related to the birth stage.
5. Train (moving on a railway). 6. Burning Flames. 3. Birds in a
Jungle. 2. Crashing plane (maybe jet plane). 4. Stretcher in a
hospital. 1. Gun shots (distant gun shots). [Taking the above in
order of which came first seem to me all happened and are
being summarised by the victim explaining his thoughts].
No
Despite above, patterns in the music and visuals appeared to

6_3

6_4
7_1
8_1
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Response
The 1st part, section, was of a room, as if the subject was
trapped and forced to stare at the same 4 walls. Then a cyclic
section like being in a lift descending down but in the same
environment. Then entrapment - there were many imaged of
handles - a route to leave? That were never opened. Again the
music was completely evocative of entrapment/claustrophobia.
An industrial conveyor belt also.
In some places when the image moves and sound coordinate
well and took my attention to the subject.
Wood cupboards, rolling a long wooden floor or surface (marble)
a box (*diagram of corner*), steps. Birds in the woods, Some
kind of machine (chug, chug noise), like a train?
Opening sound resembles few or some sort of moving object in
the mist of water. Middle scene - scrolling image that resembles
a tunnel of some kind. However the scene that follows (i.e.
scrolling lines reminds me of fast moving train). Ending trickles of
water, slow pace of the sound (then abrupt end) almost as if we
were into a different atmosphere.

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
Contextual/Emotional – Room,
trapped. Descending in lift, a
route to leave but handles never
opened.
Entrapment/claustrophobia.
Industrial.
Intra-musical – close sound and
image relationship
Contextual - Wood cupboards,
birds, machinery, train, box
(corner)
Contextual – movement, water,
tunnel, transformation/journey
(different atmosphere)
Contextual - Drums, birds,
animals, aeroplanes
Contextual – door handle, gong,
ambulance.
Contextual – door, furniture,
corner, bombs falling.
Contextual – heartbeats,
footsteps, mechanical, industrial
noises. Saw, door handles,
coffin.

Contextual – bird song, lift, rope
pulley, creaking wood, industrial,
train, drawer handle, wood,
corner, optical illusion added to
sense of foreboding.

Contextual/Emotional - Birds,
LOST TV show, uncertainty, fear.
Contextual - Wood plane, x-ray
scanner, conveyor belt, drawer
handle, furniture, creation of
furniture parts.
Contextual/Emotional - Handle,
wooden drawers, birds, birth,
calming
Contextual - Gunshots, crashing
plane, birds + nature, stretcher +
hospital, train, burning flames.
/
Contextual - Train, tube journey,

Phase 2

Transcribed Data with Initial Categorisation

me. Felt there was a train journey, a tube journey. The highpitched strings were "psycho" like inducing a thriller genre
reference. Visually, one sequence felt like ascending a lift,
another a train passing. One was like Kubrick’s 2001 Space
Odyssey (but did your pre questioning pop that up to me?) Some
were like patterns from Inuit art I've seen in Canada, as a moving
animation.
Large banging sounds, bird call, 'Hitchcock-ian' strings? Lift
shafts? Coffins? Cold storage in morgue.

8_2

Train => Journey. Drawer handles + wood => looking for things
+ meanings in everything.
Images were unclear & out of focus, drew your attention to a
specific place onscreen i.e. first image I focussed on the point
where the lines met, some sequences made me think of being
buried alive/ cremation, hospital scenario - bright lights/on a
trolley. Kept wondering where different images went/what was
making the sounds - aeroplanes? Machines? Reminded me of
"lost" DVD menus!
I thought I could hear: walking -footsteps; airplanes - taking off,
landing, engine like noises; birds. Because of what I heard the
images appeared different - they became linked to what I heard.
i.e. the sky, when I heard engines the plane, and as it sounded
like I was falling.
Sounds of different modes of transport: planes, submarines.
'Falling plane' effect that you often hear on films. Lorry/car engine noise - can't describe it but like a sound of prolonged
driving noise. Music reminded me of 'the legend of Zelda' game felt like it was a bit dark - feeling of impending doom/something
bad going to happen like a plane crash. Images moving quickly +
rushing into white light. Lines moving reminded me of a runway.
Wood grain moving horizontally across screen reminded me of
trains.

9_1

9_2

10_1

10_2

thriller (Hitchcock film reference),
ascending lift, train passing, (film
reference 2001 Space Odyssey)
Inuit art.

Contextual - Banging, birds,
(Hitchcock film reference), lift
shaft, coffins
Contextual - Train, journey,
drawer handles, wood.
Contextual/Intra-musical Blurred, Buried alive/cremation,
hospital, aeroplanes, machines
LOST TV show.
Contextual - Footsteps,
aeroplanes taking off + landing,
birds, engines. Suggested sky +
falling.
Contextual/Emotional Transport, planes, submarines,
falling aeroplane, lorry/car engine
noise. Legend of Zelda (game),
wood grain.
Feeling of impending doom,
plane crash?

P2DQ – 3 - Can you comment on the relationship between the sounds and images in this
piece?
Do these relate to your interpretation (q1)?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2

3_1

4_1

5_1
6_1

	
  

Response
The music was evocative of the seen visuals if the intention
was of internalisation. Some sections of the music suggested
movement (like a train) but with the visuals, suggested
downwards (negative) movement.
I think the sound wasn't cooperate with image that much,
instead of some places.
I feel the sounds (birds) weren’t related to the image of the
ark/box. But the 'rolling sound' and the wood were.
Yes I think on a general scenario, one can identify the sound
and relate to it such images although might not be definitive.
Paranormal sound - moving doors and tunnels.
Yes, first it is like watching a movie that show the animals lives
in the forest or safari.
The image and the sound made me afraid.
First part started shaking as intensity of sound grew, colours
related to sounds, nicely coordinated. Fused at the beginning,
in the middle sound went one way image another and then at
the end they joined (rhythm wise). Colour + shades nicely
correlated white and high frequency sounds gave the
impression of space. Fused at the beginning, contradiction in
the middle, fused again at the end.
Yes there seemed to be a building up of sound and speed and
then a decrease towards the end. Some parts in the middle
being more like a passage of time.
The relationship was quite clear, and at times very precise,
e.g. the drum beat at the climax. There were some
confounding moments, the wooden ‘train’ sounds, felt set
apart from the more synthetic sounds they accompanied.
The wooden blocks moving does not really support the idea of
chopping because wood is not on an ideal cutting material.

Keywords/Categorisation
Close Relationship
Audio evoked visual
Visual Downwards movement
Little relationship
Bird sounds unrelated to visuals,
rolling sound related to wood.
Close Relationship
Audio related to visual
Contextual - {Animals on safari or in
forest}????
Fear
Close Relationship
Colours + shaking related to sounds.
Fused at the beginning, divergent in
the middle, and rejoined at the end.
White + High Frequency = space
Change in pace at start and end,
static in middle.
Close Relationship
sometimes precise.
Wooden ‘train’ sounds set apart
from others.
Contextual - Cut with wood?
Suggests naivety
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Perhaps this hints to the naivety of the person/object being
slaughtered they do not know what it is.
The sounds seemed to be modified the versions of the sounds
in the process. E.g. the at the start it sounded like beginning a
moving vehicles and when the wood plane looking thing was
on it sounded like wood being planed.
The beginning section had an increase in tempo coupled with
an increasingly intense and darkening visual aspect. This
gave a more intense and increasingly paced feeling. This
related again to the birth sequence of the piece. The final
section replicated this form with a very dark visual element
indicating death combined with an increasingly quick tempo
sound/beat.
Sounds and image do relate to my interpretation because for
every sound, image seen corresponds with the sound and the
order of events fits my interpretation.
Mostly the images tended to be 'confusing' to the person
(character), but at times they were less 'confusing' - more
friendly shall we say.
Thinking back, I can see the passing of shapes created an
impression of a rhythm in the music - but did it have it? I found
the repeated less identifiable shapes (i.e. ones I couldn’t
attribute as a train, lift etc) created a hypnotic feeling, of being
drawn in. All created an experience of a journey, many kinds
of journey. The white light made me associate with death - as
did the tension in some of the music.
The falsetto ascending strings were designed to make the
viewer feel uneasy. I felt that this, combined with the loud
banging noises were aligned with the images that give the
impression of upwards (and/or downward) motion. Later there
was more of a sideways feel.
The constant motion + intense noises lead to a feeling of
panic and confusion.
The combination of unclear imagery & not knowing what made
the sounds increased feelings of loosing consciousness &
being curious as to finding out the 'answers'. Sounds
influences my opinion on what the images represented - I
could hear noises of an aircraft taking off/landing & saw
"shaky" images as if being on the plane while going through
turbulence.
To begin with I was a little confused, but soon I began to
match the music to the images. In my head This influenced my
interpretation, if it had just been music sound or just been
images it would have a very different outcome. The sound
almost seemed to support what I saw within the images. The
illusion was supported by the sound.
The sounds mirror the pace of the graphics/visuals moving
across the screen. As the sound gets louder the images move
faster like a plane taking off or a rocket. The slower graphics the blue waters ones near the beginning - reminded me of a
ship + the movement was like a ship rolling in the sea. The
square angle + the submarine like noise felt like a cabin at
sea.

6_2

6_3

6_4
7_1

8_1

8_2

9_1

9_2

10_1

10_2

Close Relationship.
Development + processing of
sounds
Close Relationship
Increase in tempo -> darkening
visual. Building intensity. Signifying
birth at start and death at end.

Close Relationship.
Images – confusing, sometimes
more friendly.

Close Relationship
Audio-Visual rhythms,
Journey, (white light = death)

Close Relationship
Audio tension, Audio-visual Rising/
downwards/sideways movement.
Close Relationship
Motion, Audio - Tension + Fear
Close Relationship
Blurred image + abstract +
abstracted sonic material = lack of
consciousness + seeking ‘answers’.
Sounds influence opinion on what
the images represented.
Close Relationship
Confusion, sound supported +
created illusion

Close Relationship
Sounds mirror visuals (across the
screen = middle section?)
Blue + pace of images = sea + ship
Sounds = submarine

P2DQ-5 - How would you describe the structure or form of the piece? (How the piece was
structured/ its architecture). Please elaborate.
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
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Response
The structure was elaborate or without comprehension. -It
seemed chronological though. The room, movement within the
room (the film cube?) but only psychologically.
I prefer the sound than the picture.
It definitely had a story to it by the music and it started dark and
then turned more colourful.
Opening scene - sound of running water overlaid with birds
chirping. Middle scene - moving tunnels, Ending - door handles
representing moving lift or something.
It may consist of many instruments but I've got no idea.
It is a masterpiece, which has a very good structure making the
audiences to be occupied until the piece came to an end.

Keywords/Categorisation
Incomprehensible, chronological.
N/A, Audio preference
Tension -> resolution
Three sections – water + birds,
tunnels, door handles + lift
N/A, many instruments?
Engaging until end.

Phase 2
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Story going along the corridor
There were 3 phases marked by 2 blank bright screens when
the sound stopped. The end (last phase) was marked by a dark
screen. At the beginning there was a feeling of going into
something - a tunnel/ a passage/ a journey into space/time.
The second phase felt like movement upward. The third
downwards.
Although one could be more nuanced, broadly the piece had a
rise to a climax, a peak and a fall away. Indeed, describing it
like that evokes sex, although this wasn’t a meaning I’d
previously considered!
The visuals supported a rise up, and a fall down. With the
brilliant white demonstrating the climax of the piece.
There were several distinct scenes of different environments or
views of. Transitions between scenes were initially gradual and
they then switched quickly. Each scene was repetitive with
changes in tempo.
It focussed on minutia for the video and the music hinted at
external matters. It seemed to follow a timeline. It used a lot of
abstraction.
Overall the structure was segregated. There were distinct
elements to the piece. I felt that it could be defined into three
elements. A birth, living and death section.
Based on my level of understanding, I would say the
structural/architecture of the piece was well defined and
organised (in order of events).
Some parts were quite cleverly / well done.
Episodic. Although the repeated movement (flow) in the visuals
created connections, as did an impression of cohesion in the
music. It felt a linear piece - but this does not make sense, as
there was no apparent connection being made.
It felt like a journey. Felt split into 3 parts.
Cannot comment, as it really does not mean anything to me in
that sense.
I would say the structure is similar to ABC…but all based along
a theme. Each section is different but uses the same
components i.e. noises, timbre, tempo etc.
To me, the piece appeared rather random, although everything
flowed together really well. The music sounds were strange in
parts and completely unrelated to what's going on on the
screen, although once your imagination took over they seem to
be perfectly matched. The images, although interesting, were
also a strange combination and seemed there to confuse you
rather than show you anything.
Felt like it was more flowing at the beginning, then really fast
and intense, then more steady. To fit with my idea of the piece
and transport, it felt like it went from sea, to air, to land. It also
went from being forward travelling to vertically moving to
horizontally.

4_1

5_1

6_1

6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1
8_1
8_2
9_1
9_2

10_1

10_2

Journey
Three sections, Journey into,
upwards, downwards.

Three sections - Rise to climax,
peak, and fall away. Visuals - Rise
Up, fall down.

Different sections different
perspectives.
Abstracted, visual focus on micro,
sonic macro, chronological.
Three sections, birth, life, death
Defined ordered sequence of
events.
N/A - Well done
Linear in sections
Three sections, journey
Incomprehensible. \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Three sections, same materials but
different.

Incomprehensible but flowed well.
Images - confusing, sounds –
sometimes unrelated.

Three sections - Flowing, intense,
steady. Sea, air, land. Forwards,
vertically, horizontally

2. Perceived Meaning and Emotional Response
P2DQ-1 - What might this piece be about?
Participant
1_1

Response
I think it’s about claustrophobia, paranoia & a belief the subject
was on a downward spiral. The music enhanced the idea of
paranoia.
Sound of train in different aspects e.g. In tunnel or in a field, or
moving an object.

1_2

Wood? I don't really know. Perhaps how wood from a tree in
the forest is then turned into stairs + cupboards? Bit it’s
obviously not a nice experience for the tree - hence the scary
music throughout.
A moving train or ship. - Certainly sounds like a collection of
different engines. An anxious/ paranoia kind of sound.

1_3
1_4
2_1

Sound track of the movie

2_2

A fearful piece or the take off of a plane with its horrors.

3_1

Colours and sounds related to emotional states, and the

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
Emotional - Paranoia,
claustrophobia,
Contextual - downward spiral.
Contextual - Train, moving objects,
different locations (implies
manipulation? change in material?)
Contextual - Wood, transformation,
cutting down.
Emotional - Scary
Contextual - Train or ship engines
Emotional - Paranoia
Intra-musical – Sound and image
relationship
Emotional - Fear,
Contextual - aeroplane taking off
Contextual - Lack of control,
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person was not in control, the movement did not stop, the
speed of objects did not change happen but sounds and
colours did change quite a lot. Life is passing by, Drawer
handle not in control on a train or along a corridor with doors of
choices but those door handles were passing but no decision
was made. Eventually grew to 4th part in which the frequency
was descending, corridor became less flat and descended,
person no longer in control rolling down the corridor falling, less
tension, direction didn't change always passing by, falling
towards inevitability. Expecting an explosion or crash at the
end but there was only darkness, this though is probably what
it was about.
A journey -? A plane taking off. Travelling, seeing landscape
passing by from various different perspectives or vantage
points.
Broadly speaking I felt the piece was about some sort of
journey, with the sense that it started outside, moving upwards,
before reaching a climax and a descent. Certainly the latter
elements felt mechanical or industrialised whereas the initial
elements felt organic. The colours too, shifted from
grey/blue/green into a beating red, and then the release of
white, before a very sharp decent. It would be difficult not to
evoke some sort of evolutionary fight of flight in the first section
– the bird songs giving the sense of a tangible human world,
replaced by machines – large in the foreground both visually
and audibly in the latter section. The climax could be seen to
be heaven or perhaps death, the beating red before hand
evoking a human heart, however this would be confounded by
the decent backwards – perhaps some kind of near-death
experience?
Fear of the unknown. Initially there was a sound of a
person/object approaching. Upon its arrival there was more
uncertainty as we entered a "black box" on a conveyor belt.
There was also imagery of mechanical chopping (wooden
blocks moving). I now think this expresses the emotions of
something being slaughtered.
Some form of cabinet or wardrobe + its construction.
Transitions through life. There appeared to be birth, living and
death with distinct transitions. A process of working perhaps
intro.
I would say a brief summary of a soldier’s experience (i.e. from
battle ground to hospital, back to daily activity.)
Someone who is very greatly disturbed. At first the person
seems to be confined in a smallish room looking at the
corner/ceiling and then he gradually becomes more disturbed.
This piece does not ask me that immediately. I felt each time I
began to relate it outwards - it altered and moved into a
different style a composition visually and aurally. I would relate
it to other art animations I have seen - can't remember
directors, From 1930's ish set to Jazz score.

4_1

5_1

6_1

6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1

8_1

8_2

2001 style journey into death from life. Perhaps being reborn.
Journey to find meaning/ hidden purpose; break through
nightmarish elements of life + think you've found
enlightenment, but no, more confusion so constantly trying to
slot pieces together to make sense, but more you think you find
out, the more you still have to puzzle out + more nightmarish it
becomes; in the end discovery that there isn’t anything else
there after all.
Slipping in and out of consciousness, Lack of control,
Fears/Phobias, Curiosity.
Illusion. The thought that everything is not as it seems.
Confusion. Anger. Falling.

9_1

9_2
10_1

Transport - movement. There is a feeling of high speed and
falling, which is reflected in the music and is mirrored in the
movement and pace of the graphics.

10_2

Total

	
  

Contextual - Aeroplane taking off,
landscape passing, perspectives

Contextual – Journey, upwards –
climax – decent, organic ->
industrial, humans replaced by
machines, fight or flight, climax
heaven or death. Near death
experience?
Intra-musical - colours shifting,
grey/blue/green-beating beating red
– release of white before sharp
descent.

Contextual – Fear of unknown,
person approaching, mechanical
chopping, slaughter.
Contextual – cabinet or wardrobe
Contextual – transition through life.
Birth – life – death.
Contextual – soldiers experience
Contextual – mental illness, trapped
Contextual – art animations,
(Fishinger? Art animation to jazz
scores?)
Intra-musical – moving to new +
different styles.
Contextual – 2001 space odyssey,
journey from death from life, rebirth.
Contextual – journey for meaning,
search for enlightenment, confusion
+ nightmarish elements of life, never
reaching the joy.
Contextual – in and out of
consciousness, lack of control, fear.
Contextual – illusion, confusion,
anger, falling.
Contextual – transport movement,
falling. Sound and image
relationship.

Contextual: 14
Intra-musical: 1
Emotional: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical: 2
Contextual + Emotional: 3
Emotional + Intra-musical: 0
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0

P2DQ-4 - Did you have any emotional responses to the piece?
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constant movement, train, trapped,
descending, falling. Colours and
sounds related to emotional states.
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Did these relate to your interpretation in any way?
Participant
1_1

1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1

4_1

5_1
6_1
6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1

8_1

8_2
9_1
9_2

10_1

10_2

	
  

Response
Yes particularly in the beginning with the idea of being trapped
in a room or situation. I felt claustrophobic and made me feel
slightly uncomfortable - I've had bad trips before, of which you
feel entrapped. The repetitive nature of much of the following I
felt supported the entrapment.
Yes in that part when the sound seems to be scary and drew
attention with the image.
My emotional response was that the music and images, gave it
a scary interpretation by myself.
Yes at the scene of tunnel look alike, it reminded me of moving
coffins or some kind of easing.
Yes very excited yes
Yes it made me afraid.
Wanted to grab on to the desk! Clearly hear and feel the
intensity. Angle or corner signified desperation, no attempt to
look away from the corner, or towards the approaching object
that was behind.
There were aspects where tension built then was released - so
I felt more relaxed when the pitch was decreasing, whereas
tension built up whilst sound became higher and higher. Yes it
now makes me think more of my very first impression although
I know I am creating a meaning and elaborating on it.
The piece was quite scary – it was engaging, but undoubtedly
unsettling to watch, an aspect of fear – fight/flight was left with
me.
I loved the opening scene; it was gripping and lured me in. Felt
tense in places.
Not particularly it wasn’t emotive piece though it had a
suburban feel to the music.
Overall it was quite emotive with a sombre tone. The initial
section was lighter however it ended with a very morbid feeling.
I would say my emotional responses are not so strong because
this is my first time of viewing such piece. But it made me worry
about tomorrow and life on earth.
No
I did-, which surprises me in a relatively 'unhelpful' environment
(c/w a cinema). I did feel an emotion of being drawn into
something uncertain, something that should make me fearful
but which I decided to 'give up’ and give myself over to.
Looking at this there is a sense in which that does relate to an
idea of journey towards death.
Probably the piece (especially the beginning) made me feel
uneasy and I quite wanted to leave the room. Later this
subsided but I'm not sure if it was due to the nature of the
sounds and images changing or my getting used to it.
Found it scary in a way that made me feel a sense of panic +
need to escape from something.
Felt uneasy & scared when thinking of being buried alive, as
this is one of my phobias, especially as opening sequence
made me feel trapped & only being able to stare at the corner
of the ceiling.
The beginning of the piece was almost scary. I felt on edge, as
if something was going to happen. It sounded as if it belonged
in a horror film. As the images and sound changed I felt like the
music was angry. That the 'bird like' sounds were mad at
something. The images that appeared illusional made me feel
slightly confused. The music sound definitely helped with this.
Felt like something bad was going to happen. Initially felt like a
prison was on the screen so not a good feeling, then felt a bit
trapped. The piece felt quite 'close' like you were in a confined
space as you were looking at it.

Keywords/Categorisation
Claustrophobia, trapped

Fear - Scary
Fear - scary
Death – coffins.
Excitement
Fear –afraid
Intense, fear? (Grab onto desk?),
trapped

Tension + resolution, building as
pitch rises, releasing as pitch falls.

Fear – scary, unsettling
Gripping, tension
{Suburban}
Sombre, morbid
Fear – worry
N/A
Fear, engagement, journey towards
death.

Fear – unsettling,
Fear – scary, trapped
Fear – scared, trapped

Fear – scary, tension, anger,
confusion

Trapped, foreboding
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3. Engaging aspects and desire to see more/keep listening
P2DQ-6 - What aspects did you find most engaging?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1
4_1
5_1
6_1
6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1
8_1
8_2
9_1
9_2

10_1

10_2

Response
The cyclic scenes
The sound combination got my attention more than the image.
The music very gripping and dramatic/ scary.
The opening scene was the most engaging
Animal sounds, airplane sounds.
Yes the beginning of the piece, which made me to think ahead.
First and the end when the sounds were together, the reactions
were more intense, in the middle section the picture was
greater than the sound as I tried to look for associations,
intensity of reaction was better when the sound and image
were fused.
The motion - changes of speed direction pitch colour
I felt the initial section, which felt worldly and natural was the
most engaging, tapping into a primal fear of the vastness and
unknowingness of the natural world.
The sounds of birds at the start. It reminded me of being in
some beautiful places in the world! Most of this was quite light
in colours, I like this.
The audio was much more engaging than the visual aspect.
The contrast in sounds in the piece held attention well.
The use of sound and vision to increase the tension and raise
the overall intensity was very captivating. The darker aspects
were most interesting.
The first part of the piece.
I felt that the sounds tended to show that one was tense/
'worked up' Parts, visually were well done I feel.
I liked the sensation of surrendering to the music at times and
not being 'pushed out' by the visuals i.e. there were times when
I forgot I was looking (became situated into the film) and other
times felt like looking at a painting.
Lift shaft. Ascent into white light.
The train sound + being drawn into a 'hidden' corner in the first
section was hypnotic.
The interlinking shapes & objects, much like a Kaleidoscope,
going deeper & deeper.
The images towards the middle, which looked like optical
illusions. And the image of the cube slowly appearing on stage,
and the blue stage of the images towards the end which
seemed to influence the experience of falling, when paired with
the music sound, appeared like the sky. The beginning of the
audio was the most interesting you were unsure of what was to
come, but it definitely felt like something was coming. The
sounds that reminded me of an airplane taking of were also
interesting as they were paved with 'bird-like' sounds.
The ' middle' section where it seemed like you were rushing
towards something urgent was quite thrilling - a bit like a
rollercoaster ride or a rocket launch. The ways the visuals
seemed to 'jump' forward to the white light reminded me of
'jumping to' light speed on star wars!

Keywords/Categorisation
Middle section
Audio
Audio
First (opening) scene
Audio (animal, aeroplane)
First Section
Sound + Image relationships in First
section and Ending section.
Middle section (visuals greater than
sound in middle but fused at
beginning and end).
Change in pace
First section (nature + unknown).
Audio (bird sounds).
Visual (light colours).
Audio (contrast).
Tension
Sound and image relationship.
First section
Audio (tension)
Visuals (well done).
Audio - Enveloped by audio,
engaged within the piece.
First section. (Visual)
First section.
Audio (train sound)
Middle section

Visuals (Middle section, beginning
section and ending. Impression of
falling).
Audio (opening section, aeroplane
taking off, birds).

Middle section (rushing towards
something).
Visuals (transition to white light).

P2DQ-7 - Which aspects did you find least engaging?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1
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Response
None really. It was very engaging, but simply visually in the
section of wood grain cycling.
The image
The blurred colours/ lines
I think they were all engaging. I would not have a least
favourite.
None
The middle of the piece I was wondering if that was the end
and suddenly discovered there was still more to come.

Keywords/Categorisation
Visuals (middle section).
Visuals
Visuals (blurring).
None
None
Middle section
N/A
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I don't know - I was really quite engaged.
The descent felt inevitable, and as such somewhat predictable,
there was an emotional release for the audience as well as the
piece at the climax, and so the falling away did exactly that – it
feel away. I’m not sure that’s supposed to be as engaging!
A bit too repetitive in places.
The visual aspect of the piece left more to be desired as a lot
of it was very similar to previous parts.
The movement from the very abstract to pictorial
representations I found less engaging.
The end of piece / last part of the piece because I have
problem matching it with the other parts.
The sections where there was a blank screen
As before - see sense of alteration. This particularly occurred
with the patterns sequence that flowed across horizontally.
The parts I cant remember.
Cannot comment
The beginning, when I couldn't identify exactly what I was
seeing.
Towards the end when the audio and visual made me
reminded me of falling, it almost went on for too long, it was
gripping to begin with but quickly became much duller.
The wood grain panels near the end. Felt steady and a bit
monotonous - like plodding through life of driving for ages on a
motorway.

5_1
6_1
6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1
8_1
8_2
9_1
9_2
10_1
10_2

None
Ending (descent predictable).
Repetition
Visual (repetition)
Visual (abstract -> pictorial)
Ending (not linked fully with the rest
of piece).
Blank screen
Middle section (less absorbed,
observing from outside)
N/A
N/A
Opening section (unrecognisable
visuals).
Ending (falling for too long).
End of middle section (monotonous).

P2DQ-8 - During the piece did the composition make you want to keep listening?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3

Response
Yes it seemed to fit the images.
Not most of the time, but there was somewhere make me to
observe
Yes, I wanted it to get happier/ cheerful but it didn’t really.
Yes. Almost as if waiting for the scene to confirm what one
considers to be making such sound.
At first, it was very exciting then afterwards it was boring (after
5 mins).
Yes because one needs to know when the end will come as it
has to an extent a fearful feel.
Expecting the explosion at end, fully engaged up to end of first
part, towards the image in the middle part and then again at
the final part with the decent.
Yes
Yes, definitely. The initial suspense and the building together of
tension was gratifying to watch.
Yes definitely at the start. I wanted to know how it finished.
The piece seemed more like background noise for the most
part and didn’t really evoke any desire one way or the other.
Overall I wanted to keep listening as the structure had an
interesting movement.

1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1
4_1
5_1
6_1
6_2
6_3
6_4

Yes, it made me want to listen so as to separate every sound.

7_1
8_1

Yes but only out of interest to see what developed
No. I felt very engaged by the music without always liking it.
No. It made me want to run away but It did make me interested
in what was happening.
No
I felt drawn into it, but I think it was mainly the combination of
sounds & vision; I wouldn’t choose to watch/listen to each
individual piece.
Yes. I did want to continue listening. I was curious as to what
would come next. The images especially helped as it made me
want to know what I was going to see next, and what the
combination of audio and visual would make me think of.
Yes, some of the sounds particularly near the beginning - were
quite haunting and felt a bit like I needed to keep listening to
check nothing serious was going to happen.

8_2
9_1
9_2

10_1

10_2

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
Yes – sound image relationship
At some points
Yes – desire for resolution
(happiness)
Yes- waiting for source to be
revealed.
Opening section, lost interest during
middle section.
Yes – desire for resolution
Yes – first section and ending,
image only in middle, anticipating big
explosion at end.
Yes
Yes – tension/resolution
Yes – opening, to reach conclusion.
Indifferent - Just background noise,
no desire either way.
Yes – movement in structure
Yes – to hear and discern individual
sounds
Yes – development
No – though audio engaging
No – though audio engaging
No
Yes – sound and image relationship
Yes – curious as to development,
sound and image relationship.
Yes – desire for resolution
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P2DQ-10 - Do you think that you would like to watch/listen to a similar type of composition
again?
If yes, why?
If no, why not?

Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1
4_1
5_1
6_1
6_2
6_3

Response
Yes. I enjoy the mystery of what is trying to be portrayed. I also
love Aphex twin/Autechre etc/Clint Mansell scores.
No it is not my type and I don't understand it.
No, I'd like it to be happier (the music mainly) If I did :)
No, it’s a sound I only associate with transport systems and
unfortunately I get pretty dizzy in such systems. Also sounds
like a dead environment.
Not really because after 5 mins it is boring.
Somehow it is all about life the good the bad and ugly.
Yes, that is for sure, I like these kind of works that make me
think. Reminds me of the sounds from meditation purposes.
Would be interested in knowing what it was about.
Yes it was interesting, unusual very compulsive viewing in a
way, it took my attention and made me feel different
moods/sensations as it went along.
Yes, although I would like to have more context to help guide
my response.
Yes definitely this style. I liked the light colours and feeling a
tense and uncertain about what is present.
Yes if only as background noise whilst working as it is a form of
noise but not so aggressive as to demand constant attention.
The composition was interesting and very engaging and worth
watching/listening to.

6_4

Yes, would love to learn how to interpret such a piece.

7_1

Would not mind, I suppose.
Yes - it was thought provoking on one level and engaging
emotionally on another. It's the same as the experience of
looking at an art work for a long times and just seeing different
things. Plus without having to intellectualise it.
Yes out of interest.
No - This is just not the kind of thing that appeals to me.
Not really - it isn't exactly something I enjoy.
A mixture of yes + no. I'd be interested to see what would
appear next, what thoughts would due triggered. But also no
because I was slightly confused and wary of the piece.
Yes - it had a story + a theme - it felt as though there was an
idea behind it and it conveyed it in a clear way. It is interesting
to have no words of descriptions to aid the interpretation, but
you find you can still read a lot into it.

8_1
8_2
9_1
9_2
10_1

10_2
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Keywords/Categorisation
Yes – mystery, and preference for
electronica.
No – lack of understanding
No – sad
No – sounds dead, associated with
transport systems
No – boring (after 5 mins)
Yes – meditative
Yes – engaging, emotive
Yes – more context.
Yes – tension + style of work with
light colours.
Yes – though it is noise it could work
as a background.
Yes – engaging and interesting.
Yes – desire for ‘meaning’ / more
information
Maybe yes.
Yes – thought provoking engaging.
Yes - interesting
No – does not appeal.
No – does not appeal
Yes + No – curious and engaged but
piece unsettling.
Yes – story and theme. Interesting to
interpret without context.
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4. Desire for contextual information and reflection upon this desire after its provision.
P2DQ-9 - Do you think that having more information about the composition might help you to
understand it more?
If yes, why?
If no, why not?
Participant

1_1

1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1

4_1

5_1

6_1
6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1
8_1
8_2
9_1
9_2
10_1
10_2

	
  

Response
No I like trying to interpret a film without too much of an
explanation, I like loose ends and hate happy endings in films.
For example, I've recently watched the two films and series of
twin peaks. The fact that there was little concluding was a
positive. To answer the question I wouldn’t want to know more
about Lynch's life or Kubrick’s (for that last 1/2 hour of the film).
I think yes because I haven’t got any background on this field.
Yes, Id like to know why the music with those images - why it
was so 'not-happy' music.
Yes I think so, out of curiosity really.
No because the composition and the sound does not match or
go together.
Yes it would help As I wondered I thought it had to do with a
death.
All perceptions and reflections upon my own experience and
books I have read/ problems dealing with. Knowledge would
allow construction of a framework within which I could
understand the piece.
Yes because now I want to know what someone else thinks or the ideas behind the composition. No I am glad that I didn't
have any before because it was good to be uninfluenced to
start with and just experience the composition.
Yes, absolutely. Although one can form their own responses
without some context within which to place them, one is left
wondering if the response says as much about me as it does
about the piece. Context helps provide the framework to
access what you’re encountering.
Yes, I am not absolutely certain my interpretation is the same
as the composers. I know there is no right or wrong but I am
interested to know.
Perhaps. The piece is very abstract. Knowing more about it
may contextualise the piece but also will detract focus from the
viewer’s thoughts about it raining the flow of the piece.
More information can help understanding as certain aspects
may be lost through interpretation, however I enjoy
interpretation through a lack of any information.
Yes, but of clear image so as to give good interpretation of the
piece.
Possibly but I do not think so
Perhaps, but I feel quite resistant to that idea. I was allowed my
interpretation of the visuals/music as opposed to authorial
intent.
Yes. Because it felt like an abstract narrative. Like the music
was doing the job that images usually do. The music was more
engaging than the images.
Yes, because I feel it played on my own insecurities rather than
made me think about anything further.
I don't think more information would necessarily help or not
help, but it would certainly influence my opinion on the piece,
giving me a "false understanding"!
Yes. I was slightly unaware of what I was meant to see, what I
was meant to feel. Was I meant to understand, or was I meant
to remain confused.
No – don’t know, it felt like it made perfect sense. I could tie the
music and the imagery together into what seemed like a logical
progression.

Keywords/Categorisation
No – own interpretation, preference
for mystery or lack of resolution.
Yes – no background in this field.
Yes – why sad music?
Yes – curious
No – poor sound and image
relationship
Yes – confirm interpretation
Yes – analytical interest/confirm
interpretation.
Yes - compare with composer. No
information before.

Yes – compare interpretation,
analytical interest.

Yes – compare interpretation.
Maybe – own interpretation, but
work abstract
Yes – more information helpful, own
interpretation.
Yes – but not to influence own
interpretation
Maybe – no
Maybe – own interpretation.
Yes – narrative information, abstract
(Music more engaging than visuals)
Yes – desire for ‘meaning’
No – own interpretation
Yes – desire for ‘meaning’
No – own interpretation.
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Brief Information
P2DQ2-2 - Would you have preferred to have been given access to this information before
being presented with the piece?
Participant
1_1

8_2
9_1

Response
No
Yes as it make me understand the whole easier and will give
better vision of idea
Not yes: No as it was interesting to come up with my own ideas
about what the piece was about. Yes - I feel I may have
understood the piece better, 'Perpetual Motion" explains a lot
as stuff was moving all the time.
No it still doesn’t explain much about the piece.
No
Yes
No, after for sure. Having listened I would go and enquire for
the purpose.
No
I think information helps form a valued judgement, but that this
information talks three times about a ‘source’ and once about
‘materials’ without telling you what they are.
Knowing the name of the piece does provide a good and useful
cornerstone, however, and I would have liked to have known
that before seeing the piece.
Not really. If provided before and I had a choice then I would
not view the piece in a gallery, public viewing etc.
With the text as it is doesn’t make much difference to the piece
as a lot of the abstract material in the piece is unrecognisable
so without the knowledge of where it came from it is little
known.
I would have preferred to have received this information
however it would be dependant on how the artist would have
wanted the reaction from viewers.
No because, you can't give an answer before asking a
question.
Would not have made any difference
No. it has expanded my potential appreciation as learning
about an artistic context always does. Again, I think I like the
emotional freedom avant-garde work can give you from
intellectualising (even if it’s a cop out in some ways).
I do not know whether it would have mattered
Wouldn't have made any difference

9_2

I don't think so, I probably would have tried to analyse it further.

10_1

Yes. I would have felt more comfortable and less confused.
I don't think it would have made a difference to my
interpretation of the piece as the description is quite vague and
the impression that /I got of the piece was quite strong.

1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1
4_1

5_1

6_1
6_2

6_3
6_4
7_1
8_1

10_2

Keywords/Categorisation
No
Yes – greater interpretation
No – own interpretation
Title – explains much..
No – lack of information
No
Yes
No – own interpretation first but
interesting afterwards.
No
No – information useless
Title – important cornerstone

No – not enticing.
Yes – because information does not
say much about the piece.
Yes – info before
No – own interpretation
No – no influence
No – own interpretation, useful
afterwards.
No – no influence
No – no influence
No – encouraged analytical as
opposed to emotional reading
Yes – greater understanding
No – no finluence, description vague

Detailed Information
P2DQ3-2 - Would you have preferred to have been given access to this information before
being presented with the piece?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1
4_1
5_1
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Response
No
Yes at least I could be able to see what is about.
!
No I wouldn’t appreciate the piece.
No
It may have helped a bit.
No, I would prefer to experience it myself and then ask what is
it about. Maybe the title and some information about the
direction. The title is enough.
No I still liked being able to watch it with an open mind and let
ideas float freely rather than being guided too strongly.
Yes –for me the piece was up and down. I certainly got the
sense of a lift, but not perpetual motion. To me lifts go up and

Keywords/Categorisation
No
Yes – greater understanding
No
No No
Yes – helped a little
No – own interpretation.
No – own interpretation.
Yes – more information, explanation
of source.
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down (not having encountered a paternoster until now), and so
perhaps an explanation of the inspiration would have been
useful.
No. I think it's important to generate a view/opinion before.
Particularly because the composer does think the audience
must share the same journey.
Yes though it is a little long for presentation before hand.
I wouldn’t have wanted this information as it doesn’t enhance
the experience of the piece, it only gives greater depth of
information in regard to its formation.
No
Would have made no difference
No. For all reasons stated before. Like other contextual
information re authorship, it starts to focus away form the text
and that direct emotional experience that feels more intimate
for the viewer. Could even say "purer"?
Not necessarily, it seems to have been made to be abstract but
my human need to understand cannot help but interject
Yes
No, because then it would have influenced my reaction.
No I think it would have influenced how I feel about the piece
too much.
No - I think it is interesting to be able to explore a piece
individually as it allows a piece to have more meaning + gives it
a different feel as you have read something in it that was not
necessarily intended. IT gives you a more personal feeling
towards the piece.

6_1
6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1
8_1
8_2
9_1
9_2
10_1

10_2

No – own interpretation.
Yes – but long duration
No – only about creation.
No
No difference
No – own interpretation
Mixed – own interpretation, but
information
Yes
No – own interpretation
No – own interpretation

No – own interpretation.

5. Influence and evaluation of the volume and content of brief information
P2DQ2-1 - Has access to this information from the composer influenced your appreciation for
their composition?
Participant
1_1
1_2

1_3

1_4

Response
No, I wouldn’t appreciate the film any more from that
description. The explanation didn't help really in what I thought
about the film.
I think as it has been worked out to do so therefore need to be
prised.
Yes seeing the word abstract made me realise that it was
abstract - in the images and the sound. Also from the
information, it doesn't state a 'story' or 'structure' like I thought.
It's also apparent that it's not about 'wood'. I feel if I was to
watch it again I'd be able to appreciate it more instead of trying
to work out what it was about.
No I think it’s a daily sound although unusual. I reckon though
much effort was put into the piece.

2_1

Yes because it is quite nice in the beginning and very exciting.

2_2

Yes it confirms my thought pattern.
I would agree with abstract, you never see the source, it is
behind, you see the handles but not the object. Perpetual
struggle perhaps? Information is abstract but has created ideas
that I have connected with and connects with things I have said
before. More clear idea of what my perception was. (The
information interferes if you start with it, you would have looked
for what it indicates).
A little, insofar as the feeling of motion was already an idea I
felt strongly whilst watching---although not "perpetual" - I felt it
stopped at several places.
The name is intriguing, the sense perhaps that the work is part
of a larger cycle. However, I find the information illusive,
especially since the source isn’t named. In truth that there is a
blend of recognisable and abstract images and sounds is self
evident, (in the sense that if it wasn’t I wouldn’t be able to hear
them regardless of whether I’ve found out that they are there.)
A little disappointed at how abstract the meaning is. The
meaning seems like a technical experiment in combining
specific classes of objects, processed and unprocessed.

3_1

4_1

5_1

6_1

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
No – not helpful
Appreciation for compositional intent

Yes – provided method of
interpretation.

No influence
Yes – BUT description of work not
text.
Yes – confirms own intrepretation

Yes – information confirms aspects
of own interpretation.

Title – motion interpreted.

Title – yes. text too ambiguious.

Disappointment in abstract meaning.
Seems like a technical task.
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Not decisively influential or not. The text offended merely
states obvious things about the piece e.g. its between abstract
and recognisable. The sounds themselves are fairly abstract
though which makes it less recognisable in the piece with out
the text.
The information altered my interpretation of the piece and
allowed me to understand further how this was composed.
Yes the information given by the composer make me
appreciate the effort, time and creative thought put together to
make this cool piece.
No
I am intrigued by the motion that the sounds come same
source. I am interested in the idea of an aesthetic piece that
has focussed on the materials it came out of, has
deconstructed something very recognisable. But I like that
connection to 'real' material source.
No. it attempts to explain/tell us something while remaining
ambiguous. Does not tell us about the sound source. The only
understanding can be gained from the title. 3 sentences all
saying the same thing.
No
No - I don't understand the information, and not I'm very
confused!
No, not really. I do feel slightly better in knowing that it wasn't a
specific topic, but a much broader range of subjects.
Sorry, not really.

6_2

6_3
6_4
7_1
8_1

8_2
9_1
9_2
10_1
10_2

States obvious, ‘one source’
information useful.
Yes – greater understanding
Yes – greater appreciation for
composer
No
Yes – ‘one source’ information
useful.

Title, text too ambiguous.
No
No – lack of understanding
No – BUT open to interpretation.
No

P2DQ2-3 - How do you feel about the volume and content of the information the was provided?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1
4_1
5_1
6_1
6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1

Tantalisingly brief. But then preserved the 'my story' of the
piece. I'm not sure I want to 'know' the source.

8_1
8_2

A bit cheated, kept purposely abstract
Didn’t help me understand anything + am not sure any more
info would necessarily have helped
I wanted to know more about what the piece was meant to
represent, but written in an easier way to understand.
{The volume was satisfying. Loud enough so you could gear
what was going on, but not so loud that you could not
concentrate on the images.}
It is short + vague - but in some ways that is better because the
composer can say what he was trying to convey but it still
allows for individual interpretation.

9_1
9_2
10_1
10_2
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Response
The length was of a suitable level - if anything it was left
wanting a little more
I think they coordinate well and made the composition more
attractive.
It is quite a confusing paragraph, you have to read it a few
times to understand it. The title explained more than the text.
The contents correlate with the image but doesn’t really tell me
much of a story.
It is fine and perfect
Enough
More information needed.
It was original. The ready-made objects made me think of
Duchamp’s and that kind of art.
I feel more detail is needed, this information doesn’t provide
me with as much insight as I would have liked. If the intention
is to obfuscate, it succeeds, if the intention is to inform, it
doesn’t.
Would have liked information on the source.
It is succinct but lacks detail.
I think that this is enough information to provide people with an
insight and then to interpret the piece.
Although information provided was too brief, but it makes me
want to investigate more….
Quite honestly to me it does not assist!!

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
Satisfactory but could provide more
Good
Confusing, Title better than text.
No story
Good
Satisfactory
More information
{interpretation of the work itself}
More information, confusing
More information, on source
More information
Good
More information but compelling
Useless
More information but compelling.
Desire to preserve own
interpretation
More information, cheated.
Useless, not sure any info would
help.
More information but in a more
comprehendible style
{Interpretation of the work itself}
More information? But desire to
preserve own interpretation.
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P2DQ2-4 - Do you feel that you need any more information? What type?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1
4_1
5_1
6_1
6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1
8_1
8_2
9_1

Response
No I like to draw my own conclusions.
I think I need more information about it to help me understand
this piece and be able to give better judgement.
Yes a mood or something, like happiness of fear?
No I think it is best to keep the audience guessing. Certainly
there will be different views as to what this piece represents.
No
Maybe
Less abstract information, this provides you with what is going
on not how. Listener is to decide.
No though more is always interesting.

Keywords/Categorisation
No - Own interpretation

More source information.

More information about the source.

More information
More information – mood
No information, Own interpretation
No
Maybe
More information, but preserve own
interpretation
No – more interesting

/
Yes layman’s terms
Knowing what "instruments" were used & what the images
were would have helped me to understand.
No. I feel if any more information were given the piece would
be ruined, as you may know too much about the piece.

9_2
10_1

More information, less confusing
More information about the source
No - Own interpretation

10_2

Detailed Information
P2DQ3-1 - Has access to this information from the composer influenced your appreciation for
their composition?
Participant
1_1

Response
No the idea of the paternoster lift was something that I would
never have guessed. However, it has diluted my opinion of the
film as it corrects my ideas - thought it was about paranoia/
claustrophobia and maybe psychosis.

1_2

Yes with more information the level of understanding is grow.

1_3

!
Yes. Now I know I was thinking wrongly - well I mentioned
paranoia or moving object.
It is very exciting to learn this information
Yes it makes me see beyond the feelings I had
Yes for sure, I found more global things in the piece, life things
changing, so this information has probably hampered my
understanding. It is disappointing to find out that it is not. A little
bit of information was good and helped to solidify my ideas but
the more information is too much and has spoilt it. No
contradictions but this was more than enough.
Yes it makes perfect sense now - as opposed to vague sense.
And knowing exactly what was intended and how it was
composed clarifies the sounds
Yes – its interesting to see the intention behind the
composition, I had felt that some of the early sounds were
organic/natural, and evidently that wasn’t the case, however
that meaning was powerful to me, and so in that sense
perhaps I benefitted from being taken, as it were, on my own
journey.
Yes. I have travelled in a paternoster lift and can relate to this
experience.
The information presented through a little verbose conveys the
idea of what the composer intended well. The main point being
that if the viewer hadn't heard of a paternoster lift they probably
wouldn't have any understanding of the piece.
The information didn't further enhance my appreciation though

1_4
2_1
2_2

3_1

4_1

5_1

6_1
6_2
6_3

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
Yes – negative (diluted opinion)
Yes – positive, greater
understanding
/
Yes – (I was thinking wrongly)
Yes – positive
Yes – positive
Yes – negative, less information
would be better.

Yes – greater understanding.
Increased appreciation

Yes – own interpretation, but
information interesting.
Yes – relates to paternoster
experience.
Yes – can’t understand without
knowledge of the paternoster
Yes – greater understanding
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gave me a further insight into the way in which it was
constructed and should be viewed.
Yes it makes me speechless
No
Yes. I understand better the context of production and the
inspiration. It positions it, for me, as a work with a direct
experimental intent for the audience which I hadn't thought
about before. Weirdly with the composer sat there (!) I had
engaged with the text separately from that sense of emotional
intent. It made me relate to other works I have come across to
do with creating a musical backdrop to environments e.g.
Hildegard (sorry name is gone) who creates aural experiences
in public environments. In those I am always conscious of her
performing to me.
Yes I understand what it is any why it was made.
Not really
I find it ironic that the composer's intention was that the focus
should be on the quality of the sounds & image as opposed to
their source - when it is this what intrigued me most!
Yes. It has impressed me that from a ride in a lift, can come a
piece of art such as this. Also I can identify with the upwards
'motion' intended and decent.
Yes - the full description adds more depth to the piece. I can
now see how the piece progresses + it is clear now what is
happening in the piece.

6_4
7_1

8_1

8_2
9_1
9_2
10_1
10_2

Yes
No

Yes – greater understanding

Yes – greater understanding
No
Yes – ironic desire for quality of
sounds as source most intriguing.
Yes – greater appreciation
Yes – greater understanding,
increased appreciation.

P2DQ3-3 - How do you feel about the volume and content of the information that was provided?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2
3_1
4_1

5_1

6_1
6_2
6_3

6_4
7_1
8_1
8_2
9_1
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Response
Exhaustive, I probably would not have read the whole
amount of information had I not seen the film.
Useful and enough information to understand the
concept.
!
I thin that the volumes and contents were pretty high
and extremely dense.
It's fine
Enough
More general information would be better as I am not
an expert in the things that are going on. Too many
detailed informational points. Pointed to a direction
about how I should feel about the piece, not this is
what it is this is how it was composed.
Good
This was insightful, but clearly this is too much
information to generally have about a piece. There is
a middle ground to be found between this much and
the previous blurb. Personally I believe the lift that
inspired the piece should have been made clear, as it
gives sense to the title.
Structure is quite technical and analytical because it
is broken down into specific questions. I think that
there is too much volume, perhaps a maximum of
one or two paragraphs.
Too much volume (lots of repeated parts) but a
reasonable amount of content.
It was extensive and in-depth, too much for the
general individual to absorb before viewing a piece.
This is more applicable information to gain following a
viewing if you want further insights.
Good volume and context. Gives a better
understanding of the piece but still not very clear for
me.
I'm sorry but it does not really assist!
Interesting - like an article in a magazine or a DVD
jacket, Not too academic in its style.
Probably too much this time. At least half as much
would have been sufficient.
Made things a bit clearer, but I'm afraid this is quite
beyond me.

Score

Keywords/Categorisation

5

Excessive

1

Good

5

High + dense

1
1

Good
Good

4

Poor - More general info and
guide to interpretation.

1

Good

4

Too much (middle ground
between this and previous
ideal.)

4

Too much, technical
Two paragraphs ideal

5

Too much (repetition) content
good

5

Excessive
Better for further information
after presentation.

2

Good, greater understanding but
more clarity required.

5
1
4
4

Poor
Good – interesting, not too
academic.
Too much
Half this volume ideal.
Provided some clarity but still
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Volume was too long & very in depth, but not in
simple enough terms to understand.
It was god. Very explanatory and suitable.
Good - detailed + interesting + gives both an artistic +
slightly technical viewpoint on what the composer
was trying to achieve.

9_2
10_1
10_2

1

Poor – too long and difficult to
understand
Good detailed and interesting

1

Good – detailed + interesting

5

P2DQ3-4 - Do you feel that you need any more information? What type?
Participant
1_1

1_3
1_4
2_1
2_2

Response
No
I think enough information was provided to understand the
objectives.
!
No I think I am fine.
No
No

3_1

More general information about general feelings for the piece.

4_1
5_1
6_1

No
No
Not really, just reduced and not so technical.
Perhaps name of the composer and when it was composed.
Perhaps some explanation of abstract.
No further information than this would be needed.
Yes, discussion with the composer.
I do not think so - I seem to have reached my own conclusion
about the piece.
I would now want to know what else this author had done - to
make comparisons I guess.
No all my questions have been answered.
I really don't thing any more information would help make this
type of work any clearer for me.
No way!
No the information given is fine.
No - too much information can restrict the artistic feel of a piece
+ imprint someone else’s viewpoint too much.

1_2

6_2
6_3
6_4
7_1
8_1
8_2
9_1
9_2
10_1
10_2

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
No
No
/
No
No
No
Yes - More general information
about feelings
No
No
No briefer and less technical
Yes - Name of composer, date of
composition.
No
Yes - Discussion with composer
No
Yes - Other works by composer
No
No
No
No
No – own interpretation.
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P2DQ

P2 work

2

90% Contextual (mimetic)

3

65% Sound + Image

5

45% Three part structure,
15% Linear trajectory

1

70% Contextual
15% Contextual + Emotional
10% Contextual + Intra-musical
(Journey 50%, Fear and Paranoia 30%, Claustrophobia or Trapped 20%)

Engagement through response length: 25% Extensive engaged, 55% Descriptive some
engagement, 20% Brief disinterest

4

50% Fear, 10% Tension, 15% Trapped

6

45% Audio, Visual 25%, Sound + Image 10%
40% Opening, 20% Middle, 5% Final

7

5% Audio, 25% Visual, 0% Sound +Image
5% Opening, 20% Middle, 15% Final
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8

70% Yes (Sound and image relationships, Desire for resolution)

10

55% Yes, 30% No
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Composer Intention Information

P2 Composer Intention (Contextual) Information
Phase Two: Brief Information
Title: Perpetual Motion
This piece is a work of sound and image that was inspired by the source from which all
of the original materials came. In this piece I have attempted to blend both processed
and unprocessed materials to create a work that exists between the recognisable and
abstract. The piece is not about the source of the materials itself but about the sounds
and images which came from this source.

Phase Two: Detailed Information
Title: Perpetual Motion
This piece is a work of sound and image that was inspired by the source from which all
of the original materials came. In this piece I have attempted to blend both processed
and unprocessed materials to create a work that exists between the recognisable and
abstract. The piece is not about the source of the materials itself but about the sounds
and images which came from this source.
Sonic Source Materials: Paternoster lift.
Visual Source Materials: Paternoster lift.
Composers Intentions: To create a piece that contains materials of differing levels of
abstraction but that blends these to create a work that exists between the recognisable
and abstract. The focus should definitely be upon the musical qualities of the sounds
and images rather than where they come from (see above). No explicit meanings were
instilled within the piece but the nature of the lift (constantly moving, rising and
descending, the occasional sneaky peak you get at some of the workings/mechanism
and the novelty of travelling on it) informed the structuring on the piece.
Methods of Communication: The visual and sonic materials were processed in similar ways
in an attempt to create a palette containing both abstract (materials removed from their
source that are quite different from their original state) and abstracted materials
(materials that are removed from their source but retain their original characteristics).
There are points of direct synchronisation, but between these the sonic and visual
elements should complement one another in terms of texture/ timbre even if they do not
associate directly in terms of time or gestures.
Is There a Narrative Discourse?: None explicitly but an upwards movement in the first
section, a closer examination of components/parts of the lift and then a descent in the
third.
How Important is it that the Narrative be Received by the audience?: The narrative is not
explicit and was used mainly as a method for structuring the piece so it does not matter
if audiences are taken on a different journey.
Inspiration: A paternoster lift, it’s sounds and images.
Development of the Work: The original inspiration came from having travelled on one of
these paternoster lifts. It is a novel experience and I wanted to use the sounds and
images from it to create a work that somehow encapsulates this exploration of our world.
I captured the sounds and images and then began to experiment with them. When it
came to structuring the piece and working out what direction it would take then I looked
back to the lift itself for inspiration.
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Is it Important that your Composition be Presented with your Intentions in Mind?: It is important
that people are aware that the focus be upon the musical materials rather than where
they come from. Even though in this case, the source of the materials has been such a
strong inspiration it is not a work about a lift.
Compositional Techniques (Sound/ Image Relationships): As mentioned above the sounds
and images synchronise occasionally but between these points they should hopefully
relate to one another in terms of texture and timbre so as to allow a gap into which the
audience can project itself and to enjoy the work.
Technical Processes: Hopefully these are hidden. This is not a work about the
combination of processed and unprocessed materials, it just happens to use such
materials. I do not wish for the techniques of realisation to distract the audience.
Does the Composition have ‘Something to Hold on to’?: Hopefully the unprocessed sounds
which, being fairly unique to the source, will not necessarily be something that the
audiences have heard/seen before but that they can understand and relate to (they are
mechanical sounds but not perhaps the kind that audience members have heard).
Title: The title was decided upon when I began to structure the work, as I realised that I
wanted to use properties of the paternoster to structure the work. This was one of the
key properties of the lift that it is constantly moving.
Intended Audiences: All audiences.
Preferred Performance Environment: In stereo, or diffused through a larger system.
Somewhere that people can enjoy the work in its entirety. It may work in a gallery setting
in which people wander around and can join the work halfway through, but really I would
prefer for audiences to see the work sequentially, from the beginning to the end, such as
in a concert setting.
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Phase Three (P3)
Transcribed Data with Initial Categorisation

Phase Three (P3) Data
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Phase Three (P3) - Transcribed Data with Initial Categorisation
Keywords Column Key: Keywords, Implied keywords (excerpt of implication), {anomalous responses}.

1. Perceived Material Properties of the Work
P3DQ- 2 - Were there any sounds or images that you recognised in the work?
How did these relate to your interpretation (q1)?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4

1_5

1_6

1_7
1_8

1_9

1_10
1_11

1_12

2-1

2_2
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Response
I think that someone was running on the stairs and I think that
there was water. These sounds represent the concept of motion
The only related sound I found could have been an airliner
landing
The moving sound of a train.
There weren’t any sounds that I directly recognised as being a
specific object or thing, however, I did recognise some footage of
a paternoster possibly? There were also some drawers of some
kind?
In the first part the constant barred shadows across the screen;
especially their rhythm was evoking images of a train across a
track. During this section I thought some sounds were similar to
the engine noise of old war fighter planes. Later on there were
images of hospital trolleys, lights which you might expect on a
mortuary table, mixed with the sliding images which seemed to
be wooden draws. I cant say I really heard any distinctive
sounds at this stage, other than some which heightened this idea
of movement along rails.
I recognised wood and handles possibly of a set of draws, but I
can’t be sure, there is no link to my interpretation. The start
made me think of the corner of a room, and the way in which
your vision is altered as you drift in and out of consciousness. At
one point I thought I could hear a train in the music. Just after
the white screen the images appeared to show some sort of lift
moving upwards.
Sounded like a train leaving a station speeding up gradually. A
heart beating and seeing the blood vessels at the back of the
eye. Wood grain changed to almost ripples in water. Sounded
like an aeroplane landing.
Some sounds reminded me of tube trains but I don’t know how
they would relate to my previous answer.
I felt the first part represented a heartbeat; this then became an
air raid siren followed by a sound that suggested acceleration.
These sounds could all represent fear to me. Fear of poor
health, of threats such as terror & of a lack of control. Following
this I recognised a sound akin to a train passing. The work also
reminded me of the atmospheric soundtrack to Stanley Kubrick’s
2001: A Space Odyssey and the audiovisual work of artist Bruce
Nuaman.
Aeroplane engines, what sounded like trains also. They made
me picture engines and machines at work
I recognised the sound of engines, and some images looked like
roads, or a track or runway.
The rising tone at the start, reminded me of 2001 space odyssey
when the new life form was being created. The mid section
sounded like an underground train and reminded me of the work
/life drudgery that commuters face. The falling tone towards the
end felt like a falling lift with the images passing upwards as we
moved towards darkness.
I recognised gunfire, sirens, parade sounds, airplanes (sounds).
I saw something like bombs dropping, also something like a
production belt. At first I thought that was used for coffins, but
afterwards what I was seeing reminded me more of home
furniture.
Images like drawer and closet handles were the ones that I
recognised mostly. Also at the beginning it felt like the video was
taken inside a box. Sounds like people walking and sirens but
also drawers and typewriters felt like they were included in the
piece. Also some gunfire was included in the first parts. The
images didn’t really relate to my interpretation other than the
office assumption.

Keywords/Categorisation
Running on stairs, water, and
motion.
Aeroplane landing
Train, movement
Paternoster, drawers.

Train/train track, aeroplane,
hospital trolley, mortuary,
drawers, movement along rails.

Drawers, corner of a room, train,
lift moving upwards.

Train, speeding up, heart
beating, blood vessels at back of
eye. Wood grain, ripples in water,
Aeroplane landing.
Tube trains.

Heartbeat, air raid siren,
acceleration.
Train, 2001: A Space Odyssey

Aeroplane, trains, engines and
machines
Engines, roads, track, runway
(?cars, trains, aeroplanes?)
2001 Space Odyssey,
underground train, falling lift.

Gunfire, sirens, parade sounds,
aeroplane, war, production line.
Coffins/furniture.

Drawer, closet handle, inside a
box, walking, sirens, typewriters,
gunfire, office.
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Mechanical movement, train tracks, jet engine, the sounds fit
with the video giving pace.
The images of a outline of the walls of a room made me feel
enclosed, the shakiness of this made me feel panicked, the
same with the images of drawers. The images/sounds relating to
trains and aircraft made me think of war/shell shock.
The drawer handle was rather odd to see at first because the
previous images were so abstract. The images wiping from one
side to the other helped me interpret some form of transport, like
trains, but I'm not sure what the image was... a plank of wood, or
table top of something.
It seemed at one point like I was hearing cars and also the
sounds of trees moving. Some of the images seemed to be of a
kind of conveyor belt and the corner of a room. It all seemed
quite clinical, as if it was about something to do with science.

3_1
3_2

4_1

4_2

Mechanical movement, train
tracks, jet engine, pace
Walls, drawers, trains, aircraft,
war.

Drawer handle, transport / trains
(swiping images), wood

Cars, trees, conveyor belt, corner
of a room.

P3DQ – 3 - Can you comment on the relationship between the sounds and images in this
piece?
Do these relate to your interpretation (q1)?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3

1_4

1_5

1_6

1_7
1_8

1_9

	
  

Response
I think that the way the sounds are used helps the audience to
create the relevant images.
It could have been used for an obscure movie introduction
although the second part seemed to change direction
suddenly.
The moving images reflect life, it is about moving on from time
to time and eventually rest in peace.
Sometimes the images in the piece directly influenced me and
at other times not. At the start I imagined that the triangle
shape was the bow of some sort of vessel and I think that was
the thing that started me thinking of some sort of doomed
voyage. When the footage turned to bright corridors and lifts I
began to imagine a voyager in complete solitude. The last
segment was the thing that made me imagine some sort of
descent into madness due to the vertical scrolling motion.
I thought in general they really complemented each other. In
particular, just before the white screen, where I thought the
increasing instability of the image and the increase in tempo of
the sound really built a sense of drama. I thought there was an
interesting reversal in the 2 sections (as described in Q1). The
first seemed to have more recognisable sounds, but with very
ambiguous images. The second using much more
recognisable images, but with less descript sounds. This does
sort of tie in with my answer for Q1. If the journey is slightly
reinterpreted to be where you are held captive in some way,
were you would be able to hear more than see. The second
part ties in better, the way the images form on the screen, very
cinematic of someone waking up after an incident, where
sound is often secondary. (In particular I’m thinking of scenes
in films like The butterfly and the diving bell)
As it was building up towards the first white screen, the
sounds reinforced the images that appeared to be getting
more urgent. I though the sound was a person breathing and
the ‘room’ seemed to move with the breathing, expanding and
contracting as it if were a pair of lungs. I also noticed when
sounds fitted with the piece, some bangs and clicks appeared
to fit with times when pieces of wood came collided.
Parts were like a stair way to heaven with the bright light at the
top and the sound rising. The middle bit was like a machine
boxing things on a conveyer belt. Then going down a lift shaft
I did feel that the shapes moved faster in a more frantic way
as the music changed tempo which gave a sense of
foreboding.
The heart sound seemed to be accompanied by a 3 way split
line. I suppose this could represent the tricuspid valves in the
heart which create the sound. The air raid sound was
accompanied by falling lights which seem to relate to bombs
dropping. The acceleration sound was accompanied by a
blurred and forward pointing shape which could be a
suggested motion blur. The train sound was accompanied by
long shapes passing, much like a side view of a train.

Keywords/Categorisation
Audio contextualised images
{Obscure film introduction}
{images reflect life}

Image led.

Complementary, created a sense of
drama.

Sound supported image, occasional
synchronicity.

{stairway to heaven}
Tempo/pace relationship.

Some clear synchronicity and other
less directly constructed
associations.
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3_1
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4_2
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They seemed to be directly linked in tempo and frequency,
high pitched sounds were accompanied by distant images,
louder sounds had more striking images, again, what seemed
to me to be train noises, where accompanied by similar
images i.e. the sweeping movement of the image.
The sound and image at the beginning worked harmoniously
together and made me think of travelling on a train later on as
the sounds became louder and less clunky it made me think of
airports
The central section started to draw you in and was suddenly
interrupted by the equivalent of a passing train. Just as in life
when you are trying to watch something or someone across
platforms, the trains break your thoughts and when they have
passed the thing you were interested in has vanished.
I don't think that the sounds and images were related.
There is some relationship with the sounds and images, but
not in the whole piece. As mentioned in q2 some do relate to
my interpretation.
They informed one another if one is distorted by the other at
some point they join to create a type of unity which represents
something within the real world. i.e. a lift going up and down.
The relationship of the heartbeat and the 'mundane/ everyday'
distorted imagery made me think of panic in a familiar place.
The slow distortion + fast movement of previously slower,
images/sounds made me feel a sense of waiting for an
unpleasant event.
The audio worked really well with the majority of the visual
content. The abstract, out of focus and intense
saturation/exposure worked better than the obvious, focused
handle. I think the handle distracted from the piece. Other
things, like the passing wipes and the intense vibration of the
bass reflect very well in both audio and visual, in fact I was
asking myself which had been made first, was the audio made
to suit the visuals, or vise versa?
Every time there was a change in the music the images
changed and would stay on that one image with the music
gradually building in tension until a climax when as the music
shifted so did the images. I think the images and sounds
complimented each other; for me, they both supported each
other in the theme of the piece as I understood it.

Directly linked in tempo and
frequency.

Harmonious associations
{train travel, airports}

Engaging,
No relationship
Some relationship but not in the
whole piece.
Related to create a type of unity,

Related but not synchronously.

Abstract visuals better, handle
distracted, passing wipes. Not clear
if audio or visual first.

Changed together, complimented
one another.

P3DQ-5 - How would you describe the structure or form of the piece? (How the piece was
structured/ its architecture). Please elaborate.
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4

1_5

1_6
1_7
1_8
1_9
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Response
I think yes but I do not know what it was.
The overall production was cleverly done – distinctly in two
parts I felt.
Not really a specialist on composing music cannot comment
on the structure of the piece.
It felt like a linear narrative. In that it started somewhere and
then it changed and then it felt like it came back to the same
place that it started but with a feeling that everything had
changed.
The piece seemed to be structured in 2 sections. The first
being the event, the second the aftermath. Each section
starting intentionally vague in terms of sounds and picture,
which then proceeded to become more vivid and recognisable
as it went on.
There appeared to be two main sections to the piece before
and after white screen. Each section started slowly then built
as the section progressed. The music became louder and
more urgent as the piece progressed.
It moved from fast to slow and light to dark with a whole range
of experience in between to keep the piece alive.
Confusing.
It began with a slowly building piece, which reached a climax
as the screen became white which seemed to end a specific
part of the piece and begin another. The next part also began

Keywords/Categorisation
Don’t know
Two parts
Cannot comment.
Linear and cyclical narrative (return
to start but everything changed).
Recapitulation
Two sections. Approaching event
and aftermath. Abstract ->
recognisible.
Two main sections (before and after
white screen). Linear progression
(music became louder and more
urgent as piece progressed).
Fast -> slow, Light -> dark.
Confusing
Two sections (slowly building to
climax, gently and built).
Recapitulation (piece stepped back
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gently and built. There seemed to be a point near the end at
which the piece seemed to step back on itself. The ending
lasted a good 20-30 seconds with no sound or visuals.
I feel the piece was well structured, the sounds and images
had a relationship, they complimented one another. it began
with drowned out noise which grew and grew as the piece
went on.
?
It was rounded, with a gradual climax, a plateau of engaging
colours, moving shapes and diversions, followed by the
gradual decline to eternity.
It was structured. There were not fluxuations i.e. at the
beginning it was intense, then it was more neutral and towards
the end it was again intense.
Well it started out very intense and explosive with the sirens
and mass movement of the people, then moved on to a bit
more neutral sounds almost like it wanted to throw us off but
in the last part the sound was melodramatic giving a sense of
sadness and sorrow.
It was a world of interior buildings, walkways, runways or
roads next to water and maybe at night. Or at least with dark
sections of the environment alleys of cubbyholes.
I feel this was a piece of three sections, the break up indicated
by the white light/sound reaching a climax or stop. I feel the
first two sections were more separate, with the third combining
elements of the two.
I am a linear thinking person, and saw in this piece, as
previously said, a linear narrative moving throughout scenes
with some form of terror stalking what ever the protagonist
was. For this reason I find the structure did fall nicely into
certain sections on the timeline. With regards to the layering of
sounds, I found the piece very successful, very in-depth. A lot
of stuff is going on all of the time, even in the moments of
quiet/piece.
The piece started off very quiet and low key and very
restrained, it then seemed to gain momentum before falling
again, it kept following this pattern with each section starting
off very small and gaining strength yet the sounds in each
section were different even though they followed this same
structure all the way through.

1_10
1_11
1_12
2_1

2_2

3_1

3_2

4_1

4_2

on itself).

Complementary sound and image,
linear? (drowned out noise which
grew as the piece went on).
Rounded (cyclical? Recapitulation at
end?). Three stages - Build to
plateau, plateau, decent to eternity.
Three sections – intense, neutral,
intense.
Three sections - Intense, neutral,
melodramatic

{?!?}
Three sections – first two sections
distinct with third combining
elements of the two.

Liner narrative, certain sections,
successful layering at all times,
depth.

Repeated build to climax, different
materials similar structure.

2. Perceived Meaning and Emotional Response
P3DQ-1 - What might this piece be about?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3

1_4

1_5

	
  

Response
This piece is probably about the sense of perpetuate motion in
our lives
It could be about virtually anything. The eyes are initially
drawn to the centre of screen where the lines meet. It starts to
build slowly to a climax but then the whole expected finale
seems to change direction – not sure where to!
About life and different types of movements.
Obsession leading to madness. At the start I was imagining
some sort of voyage into the unknown with a rising feeling of
tension. In the later segments I imagined that the voyage had
been abandoned for some reason and that there was a lone
traveler who becomes obsessed with things of no
consequence that gradually led to the deterioration of the
vessel with small plants gradually taking over and consuming
everything whilst the traveler continues to go insane.
In my interpretation, the video seems to divide nicely into to
sections. The first before the white screen. In the section I
definitely got the impression of moving from a confined area,
on a journey resulting in some sort of disaster. The rhythm of
the images and the sounds evoking train journeys more than
anything else. The second section appeared to be the result of
the first section. Possibly trying to create the sense of a coma
from a first person perspective, with moments of

Keywords/Categorisation
Contextual: Perpetuate motion in our
lives
Intramusical: eyes drawn to forms,
climax + finale. Not sure.
Contextual: Life and movement
Contextual: Obsession leading to
madness, journey that is abandoned
and gradual deterioration into
madness.

Contextual: Two sections – First,
train journey in confined area
resulting in disaster. Second, sense
of a coma with moments of
consciousness.
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consciousness signaled by images similar to hospital beds, or
at least something very clinical, mixed in with layers and
draws sliding in front of you representing some sort of
isolation from these ‘conscious’ places.
I think this piece is about the sights and feelings of someone
who has had a near death experience. At the start it appeared
that someone was dying, the images made me think of
breathing which became faster and more urgent. At the point
where the screen went white it made me think that they had
died, the last half of the piece could have been their
experiences after they had been revived but not fully
conscious .I think a lot of the reason that I thought this was
that at the start the images and music made me think of
breathing.
Repetitive motion of something casting shadows on the corner
of a room then wood grain on moving doors like a lift drawing
you up faster and then slower down again. Not sure what it
was.

1_8

Sounds and feelings they evoke

1_9
1_10
1_11

Fear
Power of Machines
Travel and transport

1_12

The whole life experience. Awakening of the mind, then the
conveyor of work and eventual decline into the abyss.

2_1

2_2

3_1

3_2

4_1

4_2

Total
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I believe that the main theme of the piece is war. At the
beginning it sounded like a battlefield and towards the end like
a military airplane.
At first I thought it was about a war or rebellion in a jail, but
after seeing the draws/closed handles and the wood I came to
think it might be something related to offices. The sound
through was kind of melodramatic which emphasised my initial
thought.
Lifts and aeroplanes; movement, runways. Being art an airport
but with some sinister thing waiting to happen but it doesn’t
and in fact it was your own anxiety.
I believe that the piece could be about being trapped, scared
and waiting in a place that shouldn't be somewhere like that.
For example being kept in your own home, somewhere that is
recognisable but also alien to you. I also believe outside this
space, other things are happening that you are aware of and
fearful, for example a war or conflict.
I saw this piece to be a mixture of scenes in which possibly a
chase is taking place, starting in a shack-type setting and
moving through some form of transportation scene, eventually
to a place of some form or resolve in a new location, possibly
a hospital.
It seemed quite science fiction in the theme especially with the
gradual build up of the music dramatically, at the same time it
was also quite restrained which made me see this sci- fi
theme.

Contextual: Near death experience.

Contextual: Not sure. Something
casting shadows, wood grain
drawing up like a lift, faster then
slower.
Intramusical + Emotional: Sound
and emotion
Emotional: fear
Contextual: Machines
Contextual: Travel, transport
Contextual: Life, awakening of the
mind, conveyor of work, decline into
abyss.
Contextual: War, battlefield,
aeroplane.
Contextual: War, jail rebellion or
offices?
Contextual + Emotional: Lifts,
aeroplanes, airports, anxiety

Contextual + Emotional: Trapped,
fear. Outside war or conflict.

Contextual: Chase: shack building,
transportation, resolve in a hospital.

Contextual/Intra-musical: Science
fiction, dramatic build-up, but
restrained.

Contextual: 12
Intra-musical: 1
Emotional: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical: 1
Contextual + Emotional: 2
Emotional + Intra-musical: 1
Contextual + Intra-musical + Emotional: 0
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P3DQ-4 - Did you have any emotional responses to the piece?
Did these relate to your interpretation in any way?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4

1_5

1_6
1_7
1_8
1_9
1_10
1_11

1_12
2_1
2_2
3_1
3_2

4_1

Response
Firstly, I felt anxious but after while I felt really calm. All these
are emotions that are caused by how things are moving in life.
Was hoping it would end in a different way with more colour
and more dramatic sound.
No.
A common feeling I had whilst listening was a rising feeling of
tension and the feeling of solitude in a vast expanse.
I found the first section much more interesting. During the
transition from confusion and trying to make sense of what
you are seeing/ or where you are into a ever fastening
journey, I really wanted to know where the piece might be
going. There was a genuine excitement and anticipation for
what might come. Nearing the end of the piece, during the
sections I described as wooden draws sliding across, I was
struggling to continue a narrative in head and as a result was
more disconnected form the piece.
At some points I feel the piece was making me feel more
anxious, I felt my heart rate was increasing. This may have
made me think that something important was happening and
have influenced my interpretation.
Rising towards the light felt like positive anticipation. Moving
down the lift shaft into the dark was more menacing
It made me feel quite angry at times, because I wanted to
know what was going on and I also felt quite anxious as the
tempo increased or the pitch got higher and louder.
It made me drowsy, though I was tired already...
I had points where I felt uneasy, mostly when the noises
where loud and accompanied by fast moving images
The start of the piece made me feel anxious or nervous, as
the sounds amplified and quickened it increased these
emotions, the off white screen that appeared in the middle
was a kind of release from these feelings.
It reminded me that I had once painted a picture of a
graveyard with a lift shaft in it and a two-position button for
heaven or hell. The Art Teacher thought it was an interesting
concept but did not mark it well.
No, I didn’t have any emotional response no
I felt a bit sad, and at the same time a sense of chill overcame
me especially near the end. Yes they did relate partly to my
interpretation.
I was incredibly happy and excited at the beginning, slowly I
became level and then towards the end there was a fear of
being unable to stop any danger.
I felt slightly afraid of what was to come, but also slight
excitement of what could happen after the build up.
It was an intense piece of work, with regards to the audio,
definitely. If it was part of the soundtrack to a video game, the
game would be full of slow moving zombies that just would not
die. And you wouldn't be able to play that game in the dark!
I didn't find the piece that emotive which is probably because
of the way I interpreted the music as being quite scientific.

4_2

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
Anxiety, calm
Disappointment
None
Tension, solitude.

Confusion, excitement, anticipation.
(Disconnection in middle section)

Anxiety
Anticipation, menacing
Anger (not knowing what was going
on), anxiety
Drowsy
Uneasy
Anxiety, nervous
(Off white screen in middle –
release)
Past association
None
Sad, chill at end
Happy and excited at beginning,
increasing fear towards end.
Fear and excitement.

Intense (audio especially), fear

None - scientific
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3. Engaging aspects and desire to see more/keep listening
P3 DQ-6 - What aspects did you find most engaging?
Participant
1_1
1_2

1_7

Response
I found the beginning more intense
Tried to connect the piece with something realistic but failed to
do so
At times if sounds like in a battlefield.
The aspects that I found most engaging was when the music
was building up and layering into crescendos of texture. Also
really enjoyed the mirrored images and the bits where the
whoosh sounds matched up to the images on the screen in
the middle segment.
The end of the first section before the white screen. This was
the point when the narrative I had created seemed the
strongest, the sounds and the images working well to
compound and exacerbate the assumptions from earlier in the
piece.
The start the focal point in the centre of the three lines drew
me into the screen and drew in my attention and I felt that the
pace at which it and the music moved altered my breathing.
The moving wood grain on the doors with looping handles and
the pulsing heart beat with lights

1_8

The images which looked like drawer handles and wood.

1_9

The way in which sound and visual activity rose together.
The image of, what to me seemed like a conveyer belt going
upwards with troth like images, I don’t know why but that was
very striking to me.
I found the images most engaging especially the split screen
where the objects were moving in opposite directions
(colliding at the top and deflecting at the bottom)

1_3
1_4

1_5
1_6

1_10
1_11
1_12
2_1

2_2
3_1
3_2
4_1
4_2

The more blocked shapes and the sound of passing trains.
The last part where it sounded like being on a military
airplane.
Mostly the first and last parts. In the first parts I really liked the
touch of sirens mixed with movement and gunfire, and in the
lat parts the sounds brought a sense of sadness, sorrow and
chillness.
The visual but the sound did take over at certain points. There
was a section with the silver handle that I did not like it was
too literal.
When images were in motion in musical buildup. Also the
question of why the images/sounds I recognised were in this
piece.
The opening was very engaging, the constant rising in both
pitch, volume and pace, mixed with the intrigue of the blurred
out image slowly clarifying really dragged me into the piece.
I found the images where I could identify an object or 'thing'
more helpful because it increased my understanding and
interpretation of the music.

Keywords/Categorisation
First section
Lack of contextual/mimetic
association
Battlefield sounds
First section: Musical buildup –
crescendos of texture.
Middle section: Mirrored images,
whoosh sounds + object.
First section: end of crescendo.

First section: corner + physical
connection with music and
breathing.
Middle section: wood grain + looping
handles
Middle section: drawer handles +
wood.
Sound image relationships.
?First section: crescendo?
Middle section: lift going up.
Middle section: split screen objects
moving in opposite directions
Middle section: blocked shapes,
passing trains.
Final section: like an aeroplane
First section: sirens, movement,
gunfire.
Final section: Sadness sorrow and
chill.
Visuals, (occasionally sound)
Motion in buildup. Why were the
recognisible sounds included?
First section: rise in pitch, volume,
pace + abstract visuals.
Recognisible objects increased
understanding.

P3DQ-7 - Which aspects did you find least engaging?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4

1_5
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Response
The second part was not as interesting or eye catching as
first.
Some volume of the sound are too high, make it quite
uncomfortable to hear.
I felt rather engaged by the whole thing to be honest but if I
am pushed I would say the second segment after the footage
of the paternoster as I can’t really remember what it was.
The end section with the sliding wooden draws. Initially I
thought this was interesting, but as it continued it didn’t
progress as much as the other sections and as a result
became more detached from the piece. This obviously could

Keywords/Categorisation
/
Middle section: less interesting,
(visually).
Volume
Middle section: less engaging.
Middle section: less engaging after a
while.
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1_7
1_8

be intentional, which would fit which my interpretation for Q1,
where during this section you would be physically and
mentally less engaged from what was set up earlier in the
piece.
The second section, after the blank white screen, I felt the
more abstract images and the way the images became
symmetrical and merged into one another became too
repetitive.
The lift shaft bit going down sounded like it needed oiling!
The first part with lines that looked like a point.

1_9

The repetition of abstracted elements in the visual layer.

1_10

The first section of drowned out noise and image.
The images where there was no structure to them, when it
was like lights and colours
The very faint colour patterns at the start. I did not know if I
had set the video player correctly.
The middle part viewing something like production belt and
furniture.
The middle parts that showed the draws/closed handles and
the opening/closing sounds and what sounded like a
typewriter.
There wasn’t any less engaging points just sections stated in
the last question that I did not like (silver handle… too literal.)
I feel I was thoroughly engaged during the piece. Though the
ending seemed slightly abrupt.
Probably just the handle.
I found some of the screen images not particularly helpful, for
example the one in the second section, where there was no
identifiable form as it did not seem to relate as well to the
music.

1_6

1_11
1_12
2_1
2_2
3_1
3_2
4_1
4_2

Middle section: too repetitive.
Final section
First section: corner
Repetition of visual elements
?Middle section?
First section:
Abstract visuals
First section: faint beginning.
Middle section:
Middle section:
Middle section: recognisible visuals
(handles)
Final section: ending slightly abrupt.
Middle section: handle.
Middle section: lack of identifiable
form.

P3DQ-8 - During the work did you want to keep listening?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
1_5
1_6
1_7
1_8
1_9
1_10
1_11
1_12
2_1
2_2
3_1
3_2
4_1

4_2

	
  

Response
Yes. It captured my attention from the first moment.
It was just long enough to keep my attention.
Yes, want to reach the epic conclusion.
When the film finished I really wanted it to continue so yes I
very much wanted to keep listening.
Yes.
I was drawn in during the first 2/3 – ¾ of the piece, after this I
could feel my attention start to wander and was beginning to
wonder how long the piece would last.
It was strange and I wondered what would come next.
No, it made me want to stop in all honesty because I the
noises made me feel uncomfortable and the images made me
feel a little dizzy.
Yes.
Yes, I felt there was a story, I did not realize that 10 minutes
had elapsed so quickly.
Yes.
Not at the start but as the depth of sound grew and I started to
feel that I recognised some of the sounds, I wanted to hear
more.
Yes the piece was interesting in general.
I wanted to in the first part and in the last. Especially in the last
I expected something miraculous to happen, expected some
kind of closure.
Yes.
Yes, I was interested in distinguishing the different
sounds/patterns.
Yes. Yes I did. I was slightly feared that if something did make
me jump, it would mean a smashed computer.
Yes, it and was quite an unusual piece and not something you
would probably put on your CD player every day but at the
same time I found that the piece drew me in and it was almost
hypnotic.

Keywords/Categorisation
Yes, from the beginning.
Yes, just long enough.
Yes, build to the conclusion.
Yes, desire for the piece to continue.
Yes.
Yes, but not in final section.
Yes,
No, uncomfortable.
Yes.
Yes, narrative, 10 minutes elapsed
quickly.
Yes.
As the work progressed. Not first
section.
Yes,
First section and Final section. (Not
middle section).
Desire for resolution at the end.
Yes.
Yes, different sounds/patterns.
Yes. Anxiety (likely to jump)

Yes, engaging, unusual hypnotic.
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P3DQ-10 - Do you think that you would like to watch/listen to a similar type of work again?
If yes, why?
If no, why not?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4
1_5
1_6
1_7
1_8
1_9
1_10
1_11
1_12
2_1
2_2
3_1
3_2
4_1
4_2
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Response
Yes. It was very interesting experience that creates a lot of
emotions and images as well.
Possibly but sound would need to be more diverse and
interesting
Yes, it is interesting.
Yes, because I really enjoy moving image and atmospheric
music anyway so this is just the kind of thing that I like
watching.
Yes, as long as it was engaging.
I would not spend a long time watching pieces like this, i.e. it
is enjoyable for a short period, I also do not think that I would
go out of my way to find new pieces like this.
It would not be my first choice as it is so different to other art
forms but I am trying to understand it and may come to like it
with more exposure!!!
No, as I said before, the images and music made me feel
uncomfortable
Yes. I’m a big fan of Avant-Garde art, Dada cinema and the
like...
Yes, it was very interesting to see what effect each change
had on me, and the fact that I did not notice the time, I must
have been engaged.
Yes. The work is engaging and is left to you to figure out the
meaning and intentions behind it, its exciting, like a mystery to
solve.
Only if I was in a floatation tank. I prefer something that I can
whistle along with later.
Yes it is exciting to try to figure out the theme of a piece and it
is a kind of music/art that I am not used to listening to. So
before deciding whether I like it or not I would like to watch
/listen to a similar work again
Yes, it felt good using my imagination in addition to the video
and audio to interpret the basic concept of the piece.
Yes but only in a certain environment. I found it very
interesting but would not watch it on my television for
instance. It would have to be at a gallery or specific function.
Yes, I enjoyed both visual and imagery as well as the
soundscape used.
Yes. I really like this sort of atmospheric soundscape. I speaks
to me in an interesting narrative.
Possibly, I think as it’s quite an unusual piece it needs the
visual stimulation to engage the audience as well though.

Keywords/Categorisation
Yes, emotive.
Maybe, desire for more diverse
sounds.
Yes, interesting.
Yes, emotive, atmospheric music.
Yes, so long as engaging.
Only for a short while.
With more exposure.
No, uncomfortable.
Yes, fan of avant-garde cinema.
Yes, engaging, loss of time.
Yes, engaging, trying to discern the
intentions behind, exciting like a
mystery.
For calming spa. Prefer melodic
tonal based.
Yes, exciting to interpret the work,
and to decided preference.
Yes, exciting to interpret the work.
Yes but only in a gallery or at a
specific function.
Yes, visuals and sound.
Yes I like this sort of atmospheric
soundscape.
Maybe, unusual. Needs the visual
stimulation to engage.

Phase 3

Transcribed Data with Initial Catagorisation

4. Desire for contextual information and reflection upon this desire after its provision.
P3DQ-9 - Do you think that having more information about the work might help you to
understand it more?
If yes, why?
If no, why not?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3

1_4

1_5

1_6

1_7
1_8
1_9
1_10
1_11
1_12
2_1
2_2
3_1
3_2

4_1

Response
Yes, because I think that is a work which has many
interpretations, so more information will help the listener to
discern what this piece of work truly represents
Possibly as from a totally outside point of view it did not seem to
have any immediate theme
Yes, some general information will give it a clearer sense of
direction.
More information would definitely help me to understand what the
creator had intended it to be about as it would direct my thoughts
to go in certain directions whilst listening. This doesn’t mean
however that I need to ‘understand’ it to be able to enjoy it and
interpret it in a completely personal way.
Definitely. The ambiguous nature of many of the images and
sounds leaves a lot of room for misinterpretation and I would like
to know what the intentions of the artist were. However, even
though addition information will make me understand the piece
more, it doesn’t necessarily translate into more enjoyment. There
is a pleasure in trying to work out what is happening, not just
being told, ‘this bit is meant to be….’
Yes, I don’t feel I had any true understanding of what was
happening during the piece, however I think I would enjoy the
piece less if the explanation about the piece was too abstract and
did not appear obvious as I was watching the piece, I would get
distracted by the interpretation. I would probably enjoy the piece if
the explanation was obvious, I would dislike and abstract
explanation for the piece.
It would give you preconceived ideas and not let you make it your
own interpretation. But It would be nice to be told at the end to
see how wrong you were!!
Yes, if you understand the reasoning behind something then it is
always easier to understand in my opinion.
Yes, if the piece has a specific message to communicate then
knowing it would help me make sense of the more abstract parts.
Yes, as I have watched and listened with only my own thoughts
my mind naturally makes decisions and narrative that may be
completely different to that which the video is intended to
describe.
Yes, I think if I knew the intended subject matter I would have
interpreted it very differently.
I prefer to make my own mind up. I don’t mind reading about the
artist’s idea afterwards so that I can say ‘he cannot be serious!’
Yes it would be helpful to relate the sounds with the images and
distinguish some more sounds and images that I could not
understand.
Yes, I felt a bit confused while hearing the middle parts. I wanted
to know if the piece had anything to do with war or a jail rebellion.
I think yes, by knowing why something was created "the directors
intentions" a deeper level of understanding can be made. But I
would not wish to know as the ambiguity is then removed.
I believe that more understanding may sway my own personal
interpretation and may change my mind on certain aspects of the
piece.
If I felt that there was something that had to be understood, then
yes, but because I felt my own interpretation was suffice, I don't
think it was needed. I felt as though I didn't need to know what
was going on because I was kind of making it up myself.
I think it would be helpful to know more about the piece as this
would enable me to broaden my interpretation and better
understand the themes present in the piece.

4_2

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
Yes, many possible
interpretations.
Possibly to discern the theme.
Yes, clearer sense of direction.
Yes, many possible
interpretations. But desire for
own interpretation.

Yes, many possible
interpretations. But desire for
own interpretation.

Yes, many possible
interpretations. But desire for
own non abstract explanation.

Own interpretation. Information
afterwards.
Yes, contextual information
makes interpretation easier.
Yes, perhaps helpful for the more
abstract parts.
Compare interpretation with
composer.
Compare interpretation.
Own interpretation.
Yes, helpful for the more abstract
parts.
Yes, to rationalise the middle
section.
Compare interpretation with
composer. Own interpretation.
Own interpretation (possibly to
compare).

Own interpretation.

Yes, to broaden interpretation
and better understand themes.
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P3DQ2-2 - Would you have preferred to have been given access to this information before
being presented with the piece?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4

1_5

1_6
1_7
1_8
1_9
1_10
1_11
1_12
2_1
2_2
3_1
3_2

Response
I think that at a first level, it is more useful to let the listener
express himself/herself without any influence.
Yes as I found it rather obscure trying to relate it to something
specific.
Yes, I think whole purpose of the piece will be a lot clearer.
As stated before not necessarily. Not that I wouldn’t like to
know it. Just that I don’t feel that I have to have that
information to be able to enjoy the piece.
No. It would have changed the way I approached the piece
entirely. Instead of trying to work out what was going on,
assembling links between different sections, I would have
been watching to see which bits I could see the connection
back to the lift, probably missing any narrative which the
composer was trying to convey.
Yes
I have never seen a paternoster so would not have known
what to expect anyway.
yes
No.
No, the fact that I was able to let my mind wander and make
narrative gives me a more personal connection to the piece.
I think that if I was told about it before I watched the piece it
would have reduced the amount of attention I paid to the
piece, as it would just be confirming the subject not imagining
one and figuring it out for myself.
I think it would have spoilt the experience.
No before the imagination is restricted in that way.
Yes and no, it was nice to lose yourself in your imagination but
at the same time I wanted to know the main concept.
No.
No, with my phobia, I'm glad it wasn’t told as this would have
made me biased.

4_1

No. I think it may have restricted my own feeling to the piece.

4_2

No, when it comes to art I think there should always be that
aspect of inspiration and individual interpretation. The artist
cannot always control how an audience will interpret a piece
and I think its much more interesting if they try not to as
people can come up with more diverse ideas.
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Keywords/Categorisation
Own interpretation. Afterwards.
Yes, situated work in abstract
context.
Yes, purpose a lot clearer.
Perhaps afterwards?

No. Own interpretation.

Yes
Cannot relate to information
Yes
No.
No, Own interpretation.
No. Own interpretation.
No. Own interpretation
No. Own interpretation
Own interpretation but information
could help.
No.
No, personal reasons( phobia of
lifts).
No, info would have restricted own
interpretation.
No. own interpretation.

Phase 3

Transcribed Data with Initial Catagorisation

5. Influence and evaluation of the volume and content of contextual information.
P3DQ2-1 - Has access to this information from the composer influenced your appreciation for
their composition?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4

1_5

1_6
1_7
1_8

Response
Yes these information were very helpful as it helped me justify
the first impression that I had from this work
Ok so it has a little. You can now relate it to something
specific instead of trying to guess or associate it with
something definite.
Yes, it gives a clearer direction and purpose.
Impressed by the fact that the great variety of sound and
image was all from a single location the artistic constraints this
would have had on the composer.
Not really. While it is interesting to find out where the images
and sounds come from, the skill in assembling the
components into an interesting and engaging piece was still
evident before. One can find personal inspiration in any place,
it’s should be the ability of the composer to make his
experience accessible to a range of people which makes him
stand out.
Yes. I feel I understand the second half of the piece better
now and why the images were blending into one another, I
feel this understanding gave me a greater appreciation of the
piece.
I can now see how the piece was constructed and feel glad
that I did understand some of what was portrayed
A little but I still don’t quite fully understand the concept.
Yes, it has clarified their subject matter and made it more
relatable.
Yes, I now have a clearer understanding of exactly what each
individual sound I heard was, not the aeroplanes and trains I
had thought.
Yes, I can now looking back see what the noises I
misinterpreted were, it also explains some of the images
which I was unsure of.
Yes, I can now see where the scoops that looked like part of a
waterwheel came from.
Yes, the way that the sounds and images were collected and
presented are representative of the pieces theme.
Yes, it was amazing how the sounds were collected and
produced since my interpretation was totally different. Sounds
and images that might feel familiar might not be so if the
whole picture is taken away.
It has made me happy that I recognised some aspects of the
piece i.e. the lift.
Yes, interestingly I myself have a phobia of lifts and have
slight claustrophobia. I believe my feelings of being trapped in
a familiar place demonstrate this.
Not really, Though I was rather amused at the actual meaning
behind the piece.

1_9
1_10
1_11
1_12
2_1
2_2
3_1
3_2
4_1

I think this information has made me appreciate the piece
more, and I have found it very interesting to know the
inspiration for the piece. Knowing the influences behind the
images and sounds has, I think, enabled me to view the piece
better and with more insight.

4_2

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
Confirmed own interpretation
A little, provided an association.
Greater clarity.
Greater clarity and direction
Impressed by technical challenge
single source and material
development.
Not really, interesting but technical
skill evident in creating an engaging
piece.

Greater understanding (second half)
blending images.
Greater clarity in structure.
Negative. A little, still don’t fully
understand.
Greater clarity in the subject matter,
easier to relate too.
Yes, greater understanding.
Yes, greater understanding.
Explains images which were uninterpretable
Yes, greater understanding
Yes, greater understanding,
cohesion.
Impressed by technical challenge
single source and material
development. Provided sense of
cohesion
Confirmed own interpretation.
Negative. Personal interpretation, lift
phobia.
Negative, amused by actual
meaning.
Greater understanding
Increased appreciation.
More insight to interpretation.
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P3DQ2-3 - How do you feel about the volume and content of the information that was provided?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4

1_5

1_6

1_7
1_8
1_9
1_10
1_11
1_12
2_1
2_2
3_1
3_2
4_1
4_2
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Response
The information were precise and they helped the listener to
form his images from this piece.
Ok
At some points, the volume of the sounds are slightly too loud.
Plain English and nice and succinct. Nothing worse than a
blurb that tries to over intellectualise it all and use supposedly
clever words that actually mean nothing.
The information was pretty inconsequential. It allowed me to
make sense of certain parts of the piece, where the images
might have spawned from etc.. But it failed to tell anything of
the composers experience with the lift and therefore what they
were trying to convey in the piece. Was it a response to a fear
of stepping on a moving lift, a claustrophobia of being in a lift.
This information would be much more useful in understanding
the piece, rather than just the origin of the raw materials.
I feel it is a small amount of information given the length of the
piece; however I would prefer a short simple explanation to a
long complicated explanation which doesn’t satisfactorily
explain the piece or makes the piece appear to have more
meaning than it does.
It was not too loud and did not have big gaps that make you
feel uncomfortable, e.g. has it finished or not!!
It isn’t very much and doesn’t go into much detail.
It gave me a better understanding of the piece. I would have
liked to see the lift images as a whole to see where the parts
were taken from and what the piece was about in context.
it was clear, concise and explained what exactly was being
listened to.
The information given was concise and explained exactly
where the inspiration and sounds and images came from
without overcomplicating.
If you mean, how to complete this exercise, it was easy to
follow.
It was adequate
Short but descriptive
It was appropriate not to long/short, loud etc.
Enough to satisfy what the piece actually was. Rather than
saying what it meant to the composer.
Short and simple. I liked it.
The volume was good, it was nice that it was quite quiet and
calm, even though its about a massive piece of machinery it
was very relaxing to listen to.

Keywords/Categorisation
Precise, helpful – Positive
Okay
{Volume of work too loud}
Succinct, not overly intellectualized
(positive).

Inconsequential, failed to explain
composers relation to the lift. –
Negative

Brief, - Okay
{not too loud, no uncomfortable
gaps}
Poor, does not go into detail. –
Negative
Greater understanding, Images of lift
as a whole would help to explain
context of work.- Positive
Clear, concise. – Positive
Concise, direct (not
overcomplicated). – Positive
{exercise easy to follow}
Adequate – Okay
Concise - – Positive
Appropriate – Positive
Explained the piece but not
composers relationship to it. Okay
Concise – Positive
{volume good, quiet calm even
though about a piece of machinery}

Phase 3

Transcribed Data with Initial Catagorisation

P3DQ2-4 - Do you feel that you need any more information? What type?
Participant
1_1
1_2
1_3
1_4

1_5

1_6
1_7
1_8
1_9
1_10
1_11
1_12
2_1
2_2
3_1
3_2

Response
No. I am totally satisfied from the information given
Again knowing what it represents makes it more
understandable
No, this is sufficient.
Maybe some information on when the piece was made and
filmed and the name of the composer?
As stated in the previous question, if more information were to
be provided, it should be in relation to the composer’s
intentions and the personal experience of that lift he’s trying to
portray. Whether this is necessary, I’m not sure. Probably not,
I don’t think I would benefit from being told ‘you were meant to
experience this at that point.’ As I have said before, this extra
information would be interesting to help fully understand the
piece as an academic exercise, but I’m not sure it would
enhance the experience while watching the piece.
I am unsure how much more information would influence my
appreciation of the piece. Maybe an explanation of the
structure and different sections in the piece and a justification
for the reason it was structured in this way.
No it was all a new experience for me.
Yes, I would like to know how the sounds and images relate to
perpetual motion and the lift itself.
No.
No, as I am aware that the sound is recorded from one place
only I can start to piece together what parts of the piece are
likely to be
No I think that the information given was exactly the right
amount.
Not at all, it was self-explanatory.
No.
I would have liked some images of the lift since I've never
actually seen it.
What is the purpose? For making it the directors reasons that
is. What did they want to achieve? I would want to know this
now I have finished all the questions.
No, I feel any more would be giving an opinion of the piece.

4_1

4_2

	
  

Keywords/Categorisation
No, satisfied.
{Greater understanding provided}
No, sufficient.
When made, composer name.

Relating to the composers intentions
and personal experience with the lift.
Perhaps only academically, not sure
it would enhance the work.

Explanation of structure.
No.
Yes, how materials relate to concept
and source.
No.
No.
No, right amount.
No, self-explanatory.
No.
‘Raw’ source materials.
Composer relation to lift.
No, danger of affecting
interpretation.

I didn’t feel as though I needed more information, but it would
be nice to know more of the process used... but I'm rather
intrigued by that aspect of it.

No more information needed,
intrigued by processes.

I think it would be interesting to know how the idea of the lift
came to be that piece and why it was decided to compose it in
this way. But in general the information was enough as I had
already formed my own interpretations and the information
about the piece just added to that.

Composer relationship to lift. Why
compose in this way.
Info only added to existing
interpretation.
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PnDQ
2

P2 work

P3 work

90% Contextual (mimetic)

100% Contextual (mimetic)

3

65% Sound + Image

5

45% Three part structure,
15% Linear trajectory

61%, Not entirely synchronous but
complimentary.
28% Linear with recapitulation
33% Linear trajectory
27% No response

1

70% Contextual
15% Contextual + Emotional
10% Contextual + Intra-musical

66% Contextual
10% Contextual + Emotional
5% Contextual + Intra-musical

(Journey 50%, Fear and Paranoia 30%,
Claustrophobia or Trapped 20%)

Engagement through response length: 39%

(72% Movement, 39% of which is vertical)

(three sections 22%, two sections 22%)

(Journey 40%, War/death 27%, Trapped 20%).

Engagement through response length: 25%

Extensive engaged, 39% Descriptive some
engagement, 22% Brief disinterest

Extensive engaged, 55% Descriptive some
engagement, 20% Brief disinterest

4
6
7
8
10

50% Fear, 10% Tension, 15% Trapped
61% Unease / anxiety
45% Audio, Visual 25%, Sound + Image
27% Audio, 38% Visual, Sound + Image
10%
16%
40% Opening, 20% Middle, 5% Final
27% Opening, 33% Middle, 11% Final
5% Audio, 25% Visual, 0% Sound +Image 16% Opening, 56% Middle (too mimetic),
5% Opening, 20% Middle, 15% Final
70% Yes (Sound and image relationships,
85% Yes
Desire for resolution)
55% Yes, 30% No
66% Yes (Mystery 33%, Emotive 25%)
33% Mixed.

Content and length of responses to DQ-1 as an indicator of engagement.
Work.

Extensive – High engagement.

Descriptive – some engagement.

Brief – little engagement.

P2

25%

55%

20%

P3

39%

39%

22%

Responses to DQ-8 and DQ-10 within both P2 and P3 as indicators of engagement.
Work

DQ-8: Desire to keep listening.

DQ-10: Desire to see/hear similar works in future.

P2

70%

55%

P3

83%

66%

Engaging Elements

Sound

Visuals

Sound and Image Interaction

P3 DQ-6 – Most Engaging

27%

38%

16%

P2DQ-6 – Most Engaging

45%

25%

10%

P3DQ-7 – Least Engaging

5%

22%

0%

P2DQ-7 – Least Engaging

5%

25%

0%

Engaging Sections

Opening

Middle

Final

P3DQ-6 – Most Engaging

27%

33%

11%

P2DQ-6 – Most Engaging

40%

20%

5%

P3DQ-7– Least Engaging

16%

56%

11%

P2DQ-7 – Least Engaging

5%

20%

15%
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Composer Intention Information

P3 Composer Intention (Contextual) Information

Perpetual Motion (2011)
This work was inspired by and developed exclusively from materials collected from the
Paternoster lift in the Attenborough tower, Leicester. The paternoster lift itself is in constant
motion, the open compartments slide slowly between floors in a never ending loop, rising and
falling, passing constantly in a seamless flow of perpetual motion.
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p.126 – 129.
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p.130 – 138.

Participant Questionnaire
Composer Intention Questionnaire
Phase One: Directed Questionnaire
Phase One: Directed Questionnaire Two
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Phase Two: Directed Questionnaire Two

p.130
p.131
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p.135
p.136
p.138

P1 Experienced Participant, Contextual Info Responses

p.139 – 141.

Matrix for Potential Real Time Evaluation of Works

p.142.
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Participant Information + Research Agreement
Aims of the Research
The current research project seeks to investigate whether audiences can interpret different
types of recently composed electroacoustic audio-visual music works, and to what extent
contextual information from the composer/artist (such as title and inspirations) can help in this
process.
Participants are required to take part in only one session. In each session three electroacoustic
audio-visual music works will be shown to the group of participants and they will be asked to
record their responses in real time (while the piece is playing) and after the presentation of each
work. Depending on the group that the participant is in they will receive a specific amount of
contextual information about the work at the start of the session. This may be either no
contextual information or work title and selected information from the composer about their
composition. After the last showing participants will be invited to engage in a group discussion
about their responses to the shown works.
The data collected will be analysed in order to reveal if audiences find it easier to interpret
certain kinds of electroacoustic audio-visual works and to what extent contextual information,
such as title and information from the composer, affects access.

The Research Session
As previously mentioned each research session will involve the presentation of three
electroacoustic audio-visual music works. While each work is being presented participants will
be asked to record notes on their real time responses to the work. At the end of each work
participants will then be asked to expand on their comments written in real time in a directed
questionnaire. At the end of the directed questionnaire participants will be asked to classify and
position the work on three axes using their knowledge of the genre (participants may find it
more appropriate to leave this until the end of the research session when they have seen all
three works).
For clarity each work will be assigned a specific questionnaire colour either: pink, yellow or blue.
Participants should make sure that they use the same colour for each work (e.g. For work A use
both the pink real time and pink directed questionnaires).

Analysis and Application of Results
The results from this research session and others will be analysed in order to discover whether
audiences find it easer to interpret certain kinds of electroacoustic audio-visual music works and
how title and artist/composer intention information affects interpretation.
These results and subsequent analysis will form the backbone of the researcher’s PhD thesis.
All data will be presented anonymously and information collected within each session will be
held securely.
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Research Agreement (Please retain this for your records)
Participant Agreement
I the undersigned agree to take part in the aforementioned research project. I understand that I
am free to terminate my involvement in the research project at any time but understand that by
doing so I will invalidate any of the data provided by my involvement. I agree to participate in
completing questionnaires and engaging in a documented discussion where the results are
published anonymously.
I confirm that I understand and agree to the conditions and procedures concerning my
involvement in the project as a participant.

Signed Participant:

Print Name:

_____________________

_____________________

Date:

___/___/___

Email: _____________________

Researcher’s Agreement
As the researcher I confirm that I understand and agree to the conditions concerning my
involvement in the project. I confirm that I will follow strict ethical procedures at all times.
I confirm that all participants in the research project, both composers and listeners will
remain anonymous. I confirm that at no time will any of the compositions provided by the
participants be broadcast in any way, shape or form other than during the ‘listener response’
testing procedures.

Signed Researcher:

_____________________

Print Name: ____ANDREW HILL____

Date: ___/___/___

Email: andrew.hill8@email.dmu.ac.uk
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DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY
APPLICATION FORM TO GAIN APPROVAL FOR ACTIVITIES INVOLVING
HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS
Notice to Staff and Students

If your research involves using human tissue or fluid samples please DO NOT
use this application form. You will find the application form for approval of
activities involving the use of human tissue at:
intranet.dmu.ac.uk/training_development/dmu/Support_for_you_in_your_role/H
TA.htm
Alternatively please approach the Research and Commercial Office, Faculty of
Health and Life Sciences, 2.25L Hawthorn Building, Phone: 7891 / 7777
The University requires that approval is obtained by members of staff of the
University and by students of the University who wish to engage in research
detailed below. Please use this form for an application if your research involves:
1. Gathering information about human beings (and organisations) through:
• interviewing
• surveying
• questionnaires
• observation of human behaviour
• modify/disturbing human behaviour
• interfering in normal physiological and/or psychological
processes
2. Using archived data in which individuals are identifiable.
3. Researching into illegal activities, activities at the margin of the law or
activities that have a risk of personal injury.
[It should be noted that in regard to research into illegal activities there
are no exclusions or blanket permissions and the University Insurance
cover may not apply if the research activity has not been cleared by the
University or, in certain cases with delegated authority, the appropriate
Faculty Committee.]
4. Supporting innovation that might impact on human behaviour e.g.
Behavioural Studies
Guidance and support will be given by your supervisor (for student research),
your line manager or an appropriate designated officer/ Faculty Research
Office. Queries arising out of this should be directed to:

FAILURE TO GAIN FREC APPROVAL FOR YOUR RESEARCH MEANS THAT YOUR PROJECT
MAY BE FAILED OR THAT YOU ARE SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINARY ACTION.
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DE MONTFORT UNIVERSITY
APPLICATION FORM FOR RESEARCH ACTIVITY REQUIRING HUMAN
RESEARCH ETHICS CONSIDERATION OR APPROVAL
Staff/Student Name

Programme (if relevant)

Andrew Hill

PhD Music, Technology and
Innovation

Title of Research Project

Investigating audience reception of composer intention for electroacoustic audio-visual
music.

Brief description of proposed activity and its objectives:

Investigation of audience reception for electroacoustic audio-visual music and the role
that dramaturgic information plays in audience access to such works. Data will be
collected through qualitative questionnaires and focus group discussion. Focus group
discussion will be openly recorded.
Ethical issues identified:

Consent
Identity and Security
Deception

How these will be addressed:

Participants will sign to confirm understanding
of project and consent to take part.
Participants will be informed verbally and in
written form of the details and objectives of the
research. Information will be provided in
appropriate language.
Participants are free to cease participation at
any time.
Data will be published anonymously and held

To which ethical codes of conduct have you referred? These are specific to each
Faculty
and if you have a query please ask your supervisor or Faculty REC for advice.

P4 Ethics, Research Degree Procedures, Code of Practice 2007
4.7 + 4.8 Research Degree Regulations
Humanities Ethics Code
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Checklist for applicant:
Has the research proposal identified any of the following research procedures?
1. Gathering information about human beings through: Interviewing, Surveying,
Questionnaires, Observation of human behaviour
2. Using archived data in which individuals are identifiable
3. Researching into illegal activities, activities at the margins of the law or activities that
have a risk of personal injury
4. Supporting innovation that might impact on human behaviour e.g. Behavioural
Studies
Have you considered the following? (tick boxes beneath for “YES”):
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ

Providing participants with full details of the objectives of the research
Providing information appropriate for those whose first language is not English
Voluntary participation with informed consent
Written description of involvement
Freedom to withdraw
Keeping appropriate records
Signed acknowledgement and understanding by participants
Consideration of relevant codes of conduct/guidelines

Are there other/additional factors that could/will give rise to ethical concerns? E.g.
language difficulties
None.

List of accompanying documentation to support the application:
(1) A copy of the research proposal
(2) The details of arrangements for participation of human subjects (including
recruitment, consent and confidentiality procedures and documentation as appropriate)
(3) A copy of all the documentation provided to the volunteer to ensure the clarity of
information provided
(4) Copies of appropriate other ethical committee permissions (internal or external) or
supporting documentation
(5) If appropriate: a list of proprietary drugs or commercial drugs to be used in the
proposed investigation including formulation, dosage and route of administration and
known adverse side effects
(6) A statement of your competence to carry out this research as a student or a brief
one page curriculum vitae for each applicant, including recent publications (staff only)
(7) Other documentation as advised necessary:
There are four possible outcomes from reviewing the activity against the procedures in
place:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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no ethical issues
minor ethical issues which have been addressed and concerns resolved
major ethical issues which have been addressed and concerns resolved
ethical issues that have not been resolved/addressed
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Authorisation
• The reviewer advises the SAB/REC of those activities in the first three outcomes.
• Activities in the fourth outcome are submitted to the Faculty REC for resolution
Signature of researcher / student

Date

Signature of supervisor

Date

Appropriate authorising signature

Date

This form complies with the DMU policy statement on Human Research Ethics, a full
copy of which can be found in the General Regulations and Procedures Affecting
Students.
A separate form is required for each project.
ADVANCE APPROVAL OF RESEARCH ACTIVITY INVOLVING HUMAN
RESEARCH ETHICS
1
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Research Questionnaires
Perticipant Questionnaire (PQ)

NAME: [Participant identities have been kept concealed behind a mask of
anonymity, but in order to collate all of the different questionnaires
participants were asked to put a name at the top of each sheet they
completed. So long as their mark was consistent across all questionnaires
this did not have to be their true name].
DATE OF BIRTH: [In order to
interpretation or engagement].

determine

if

age

has

an

influence

SEX (M/F): [In order to determine if gender
interpretation or engagement with works].

has

any

influence

on

on
the

ETHNIC ORIGIN (optional): [In order to find the impact of different cultural
backgrounds on interpretation or engagement].
PLEASE STATE YOUR LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE WITH:
MUSIC (e.g. Related qualifications (Music/Music Technology), instruments played etc).
[To evaluate the level of experience each participant possesses. Concerted
effort was made to recruit inexperienced participants who had no prior
knowledge of electroacoustic audio-visual music. However, it would have been
foolish to assume that knowledge and experience from other forms of music
and art would be benign in informing reception and interpretation. With a
record of these markers of musical experience it would be possible to draw
comparisons between visually trained, musically trained and those without
any training].
VISUAL ARTS (e.g. related qualifications (Fine art, Film, Video) etc).
[Same as previous, but for visual tastes].
WHAT IS (ARE) YOUR GENERAL MUSICAL TASTE(S)?
(You may state specific genres, e.g. metal, orchestral, indie, bangra, rock and roll, jazz etc;
and or specific groups, bands, artists, e.g. Elvis, Bloc Party, Beastie Boys, Miles Davis, Aretha
Franklin etc.)
[Similar to levels of experience, a person’s musical tastes and the music
that they choose to listen to, might have led to the identification of
certain trends in interpretations. Audiences with a predisposition towards
certain styles of music might find electroacoustic audio-visual music more
interpretationible to them].
WHAT IS (ARE) YOUR TASTE(S) IN VISUAL ARTS?
(You may state specific types you enjoy, e.g. film, video, painting, photography, graphic
design etc; or specific artists: e.g. Stanley Kubrick, Alfred Hitchcock, Andre Tarkovsky,
Kandinsky; or genres: Horror, Action, Abstract, Dada, Surrealist etc.)
[Same as previous, but for visual tastes].
HAVE YOU EVER HEARD OF THE FOLLOWING?
Visual Music [Yes/No]
[Yes/No]

VideoMusique [Yes/No]

Electroacoustic Music [Yes/No]

Audio-visual Music

Multimedia Art [Yes/No]

[Another test of participant’s familiarity with contemporary art and music
which may influence their interpretations to the work].
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Composer Intention Questionnaire (CIQ)

NAME:
DATE OF BIRTH: (dd/mm/yy)
SEX (M/F):
ETHNIC ORIGIN (optional):
COUNTRY OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE:
[This personal information was requested as part of the application process
following the call for works (see above, p106). The identity of the composers and
all of their personal information remained hidden from the participants, at least
until the end of the research session. The information was not provided to the
participants as an element of contextual information, due to its perceived
irrelevance to the research project].
COMPOSITION TITLE:
[Nearly all compositions carry a title, and this tool can provide a clear link to
the compositional intentions or source materials utilised in the creation of the
work].
SONIC SOURCE MATERIAL: (i.e. the source and context of collected/recorded sounds, e.g. sound of
water trickling, image of clouds etc.)
VISUAL SOURCE MATERIAL: (i.e. the source and context where the images were collected/captured).
[This information may provide audiences with something to hold onto (Landy 1994)
through knowledge of the original sources, or a measure against which the level
of abstraction or extent of processing might be judged].
INTENTION QUESTIONS
WHAT WERE YOUR INTENTIONS CONCERNING THIS PARTICULAR COMPOSITION? (What are you trying
to express within this composition? What is it that you would like to audience to receive? Please be
as specific and detailed as possible.)
[This was intended to provide a summary of the main ‘first level’ factors that
the composer felt most central to the work, before more specific questions
provided a deeper analytical assessment. Just as with P1DQ-1, including this
question early in the questionnaire sought to minimise the questionnaire itself
influencing the fashion in which the composer responded].
WHAT METHODS ARE YOU USING TO COMMUNICATE THESE INTENTIONS TO THE LISTENER? (e.g.,
Are you relying on the recognisable aspects of the materials to communicate meaning? Are you
using specific manipulations/techniques to communicate these meanings?)
[This question provided information on the strategies that composers employ in
order to communicate their intention to the audience. Where composers inferred a
direct communication of intent through the work, it would be possible to attempt
to correlate this with audience interpretation and to investigate how or if such
a communication operates].
IS THERE A NARRATIVE DISCOURSE INVOLVED? (The word narrative is not meant solely to imply
textual narrative, a story, but includes sound/structural/spatial/temporal-based narrative
discourses)
IF SO HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THIS NARRATIVE?
[This question sought to solicit information about any form of structure, where
narrative might otherwise refer to a story or theatrical discourse. Narrative
might be utilised as a tool for communication of intention, or the development of
a work. A narrative is not essential, but if identified might provide a
significant framework around which audience participants might build their
interpretation of the work.]
HOW IMPORTANT IS IT THAT THE NARRATIVE IS RECEIVED BY THE AUDIENCE AND WHY?
[In order to elucidate how the composer valued the narrative of the work and how
significant it might be to their intentions for the work.]
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WHERE DID THE INSPIRATION TO CREATE THIS PARTICULAR COMPOSITION COME FROM? (What
influences caused you to initially decide to create this particular composition?)
[The inspiration for a work might prove to be a significant element in aiding
audiences to make sense of works, information solicited by this question or in
combination with the following question might provide a framework around which
audiences might make their interpretation.]
TO WHAT EXTENT AND HOW, IF AT ALL, DID YOUR INITIAL INTENTION CHANGE AS THE
COMPOSITIONAL PROCESS PROGRESSED?
WHAT INFLUENCED THESE CHANGES OF INTENTION?
[This question sought to discover how original compositional intentions evolved
and developed over the course of the composition process. In combination with
interpretation data this information might be used to indicate how the
development or evolution of a compositional concept is with regard to audience
interpretations. For example: the original concept behind the work might become
obscured by subsequent development].
IS IT IMPORTANT TO YOU THAT YOUR COMPOSITION BE PRESENTED WITH YOUR INTENTIONS IN
MIND AND WHY (NOT)?
[Interpretations to this question sought to identify how the composer valued the
compositional intention information with regard to the interpretation of their
work, and how significant they believed the provision of information to an
audience might be.]
WHAT SPECIFIC COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES, IF ANY, WERE USED TO ASSOCIATE SOUND AND
IMAGE?
[Sound and image association were hypothesised to be a significant factor in
audience engagement, therefore it was important to identify how techniques of
sound and image association were valued by the composer. In some instances the
associations may be chance related, in others they may be directly structured and
explicit, while in others they might be carefully structured but intentionally
clandestine].
HOW DIRECTLY ASSOCIATED ARE THE SOUND AND IMAGE INTENDED TO BE PERCEIVED? (e.g. Did you
intend to create explicit sync. points for audio-visual correlation).
[This question sought to discover how the composer intended the audio-visual
relationship to be interpreted, and how significant the explicit association of
sound and image were in the constructed interpretation of the work.]
HOW IMPORTANT IS IT THAT THE TECHNICAL PROCESSES INVOLVED IN THE COMPOSITION ARE
RECOGNISED BY THE AUDIENCE AND WHY (NOT)?
[Allowed the composer to assign a value judgement to the interpretations on
technique in the previous two questions, and to demonstrate how important they
envisage them to be to interpretation of the work overall.]
DO YOU THINK THAT DETECTABLE TECHNICAL PROCESSES ARE AN INTEGRAL ASPECT OF THE
COMPOSITION’S OVERALL AESTHETIC? (Is it important in this composition that the listener is aware
of the technical processes?) IF YES, WHY? IF NO, WHY (NOT)?
[Some works may rely on specific technical or compositional processes, which the
audience may require knowledge of in order to be able to fully appreciate the
work.]
IS/ARE THERE SOMETHING(S) IN THE COMPOSITION THAT YOU WANT THE LISTENER TO HOLD ON TO
AND WHY? (e.g. a recognisable sound or image, structure, narrative, etc.)
[Outside of technical processes there might have been other elements that the
composer wished the audience to notice and utilise in their experience and
interpretation of the work. This may provide some interesting information when
compared with audience interpretations in order to ascertain whether the audience
were indeed able to hold onto these elements.]
AT WHAT POINT IN THE COMPOSITIONAL PROCESS DID YOU DECIDE ON A TITLE FOR THE PIECE?
HOW MUCH DO YOU RELY ON THE TITLE AS A TOOL WITH WHICH TO EXPRESS YOUR
COMPOSITIONAL INTENTIONS AND WHY?
[These questions concerning the title sought to discover how central the title
itself was to the development of the work, and therefore to assess its potential
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role within audience interpretation of the work. If a title is arbitrarily
applied at the end without any real association with the structures, materials or
development of the work, it may be less useful for audiences in informing a
coherent interpretation than for a title which formed a significant point of
inspiration for the development of the work.]
DO YOU RELY ON ANY OTHER ACCOMPANYING TEXT, IN THE FORM OF PROGRAMME NOTES, TO
OUTLINE YOUR INTENTIONS PRIOR TO THE LISTENER’S ENGAGEMENT WITH THE COMPOSITION AND
WHY? (Please also insert the text that accompanies your composition including a reference or date)
[Programme notes commonly accompany works, providing approved contextualisation.
This question aimed to discover how composers valued such texts and what
information they generally sought to provide].
WHO IS YOUR INTENDED AUDIENCE FOR THIS COMPOSITION?
(e.g. All audiences, the electroacoustic community, the new media art community, etc.)
HOW IS YOUR COMPOSITIONAL PROCESS INFLUENCED BY THE INTENDED AUDIENCE, IF AT ALL?
[If a work was intended for a specific audience it may require a certain level of
knowledge on behalf of the audience in order for them to understand and
appreciate it. These questions sought to discern how the intended audience
influences the compositional methods employed throughout the work].
UNDER WHAT PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS IS YOUR COMPOSITION INTENDED TO BE PRESENTED AND
WHY? (In stereo, multi-channel, through headphones, in a concert hall, in a gallery space, at home?
etc.)
IN WHAT WAYS DID YOUR PREFERRED PERFORMANCE ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCE COMPOSITIONAL
TECHNIQUES?
IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU EXPECT THE AUDIENCE’S EXPERIENCE TO BE CHANGED BY PERFORMANCE OF
YOUR COMPOSITION IN AN ALTERNATIVE ENVIRONMENT?
[The presentation and projection of a work can dramatically alter the audience
interpretation of it. These three questions sought to investigate if the
performance conditions were significant to the composer’s desired presentation of
the work and if they influenced the compositional process.]
ANY FURTHER INFORMATION THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE/FIND RELEVANT TO YOUR
SUBMITTED WORK?
[Any other information that the composer felt important, but that was not covered
by responses to the earlier questions, could be recorded here.]
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Phase One Directed Questionnaire (P1DQ)
P1DQ-1: What might this piece be about?
[An open question to begin, affording the participant an opportunity to note
down their initial interpretation, unsullied by their own responses to
previous questions. Designed to solicit interpretations to the perceived
meaning of the work (topic two)].
P1DQ-2: What sounds or images did you recognise in the composition?
[Designed to solicit responses with regard to the recognisability of sound
and
image
materials
(topic
one),
and/or
participant
interpretation/contextualisation’s of abstract materials and to assess the
1
significance of source bonding in engagement].
P1DQ-3: If you heard sounds that were strange and/or unnatural, please describe (if you can)
one/some/any of them?
[This question allowed participants to record interpretations to sounds, or
images, which they did not immediately recognise, but which may have been
significant in the formation of their interpretations and would not have
been recorded by responses to the previous question. Again this question was
intended to solicit information about the material properties of the work
(topic 1)].
P1DQ-4: Did the relationships of sound and image work to signify anything? If so, please
describe.
[Intended to provide information about participants’ constructed meanings
(topic two). Signification, formed through the combination of sound and
image, is a potent tool for the construction of meaning. This question was
included to allow participants to respond to any key audio-visual
associations, both specific events and more generally throughout the entire
composition].
P1DQ-5: Did the piece communicate a meaning? Did you have any emotional responses to the
piece? If so, please describe them?
[This question, and those following it, sought to discern a more detailed
picture of participant interpretations encouraging them to expand on
individual aspects, perhaps that had been introduced in responses to
question one. Having completed a number of questions on this directed
questionnaire to reach this point, it was conceived that the participant
might now be able to more clearly discern specific, as opposed to
generalised,
interpretations.
Thus
this
question
provided
a
second
opportunity for interpretations of meaning to be recorded, along with any
emotional responses or feelings that participants had to the piece. This
question
sought
to
collect
further
information
about
participants’
interpretations of the work (topic two)].
P1DQ-6: Did the composition suggest a narrative, be it a story or any other time-based
discourse?
If so what might this concern?
[This question was included to discover if participants formed a linear
narrative in order to help them understand or interpret works, and how
significant narrative structure was in the process of interpretation.
Intended to provide information about participants’ constructed meanings
(topic two)].
P1DQ-7: What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find most engaging in the composition?
[This question allowed for interpretations to be collated indicating certain
aspects of the work that most appealed and engaged participants. Responses
to this question provided the most explicit information in terms of
participant preference].

1

Denis Smalley devised the term source bonding to ‘represent the intrinsic-to-extrinsic link, from inside the work to the
sounding world outside. I define source bonding as: “the natural tendency to relate sounds to supposed sources and
causes, and to relate sounds to each other because they appear to have shared or associated origins”’ (Smalley 1997:
110).
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P1DQ-8: What aspects, musical or otherwise, did you find least engaging in the composition?
[Opposite of question 7, allowing interpretations to be collated
highlight aspects of the work that audiences did not find engaging].

which

P1DQ-9: Did the composition make you want to keep listening? Why?
[This question was intended to discern the extent to which participants were
engaged within the piece beyond taking part in the research session. A
positive response would indicate a personal willingness to continue
listening, and also allow for any factors to be identified which hampered
engagement or interpretation].
P1DQ-10: Do you think that having more information about the composition might help you
to understand it? If yes, why? If no, why not?
[Key question regarding the provision of contextual information. Allowing
participants to indicate their preference for contextual information before
having been presented with any].
P1DQ-11: Now that you have heard the composition, would you choose to listen to a similar
type of composition again in the future? If yes, why? If no, why not?
[As with question 9, assessed the participants’ potential engagement outside
of participating in the research sessions and their desire to seek out or be
presented with other electroacoustic audio-visual works in the future].
P1DQ-12: In what venue/situation do you think that it would be best to present these works?
[This question was intended to provide insight into the types of venue in
which audiences might expect electroacoustic audio-visual works to be
presented. Responses were anticipated to be of potential use in identifying
any particular locations or situations in which these works might become
interpretable].

Phase One Directed Questionnaire Two (P1DQ2)
P1DQ2-1: Has access to this information from the composer influenced your appreciation for
2
their composition? How?
[Open first question designed to solicit information on the effects that the
participant felt most prevalent from having access to the contextual
information. Responses to this question allowed an assessment of the extent
to which audiences appreciated contextual information and the impact that it
had upon their interpretation of works].
P1DQ2-2: Would you have preferred to have been given access to this information before
being presented with the piece?
[In partnership with question ten on the P1DQ, this question allowed the
preference for contextual information before and after presentation of the
work to be assessed].
P1DQ2-3: How do you feel about the volume and content of the information that was
provided?
[Assessment of both the style and extent of the contextual information
provided. Providing an evaluation of the types and content of information
that audiences find most useful in their interpretations of a work].

2

Appreciation is used by Landy and Weale to describe the recognition and respect for the investment and creativity that
is involved within the development of electroacoustic works (Weale 2005: 90).
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Phase Two Directed Questionnaire (P2DQ)

P2DQ-1: What might this piece be about?
[This question was directly retained from P1 providing participants with an open
question to begin, affording the participant the opportunity to note down their
initial interpretation, unsullied by their response to previous questions.]
P2DQ-2: Were there any sounds or images that you recognised in the composition?
How did these relate to your interpretation (q1)?
[This question was rephrased to reduce the directionality present in the P1
version. Replacing the phrase “What sounds or images did you recognise” with the
phrase

“Were

there

any”

makes

the

question

less

directed.

Allowing

the

participant to reflect and record any recognisable material that came to them,
rather than encouraging them to seek it out, as might have been the case with the
P1 version of the question. In the P1 results, perhaps due to the directed nature
of

the

question,

responses

to

this

question

did

not

always

relate

to

the

interpretation of the piece. By adding the final section of the question ‘how did
these relate to your interpretation (q1)’ the participant is encouraged to focus
their response with reference to their interpretation of the work. Not simply,
what did you see/hear? But also, why is it important.
In the P1 questionnaire, participants were also asked to record unnatural sounds,
however, there was a great inconsistency in responses to this question, most
likely due to a result of the auto contextualising nature of audio-visual events
within audio-visual music compositions. This question was omitted form the Phase
2 tests due to its ineffective nature].
P2DQ-3: Can you comment on the relationship between the sounds and images in this piece?
Do these relate to your interpretation (q1)?
[Developed from question 4 in the P1 questionnaire. As demonstrated by the mixed
results to the P1 question, the original phrasing of the question in P1 wrongly
assumed an understanding of the term ‘signify’ by participants. Responses to this
question in the first phase of testing were highly erratic and in many cases did
not

provide

the

information

originally

desired.

The

reformulation

of

this

question sought to more appropriately address the question of sound and image
relationships in an open and understandable way. Again participants were asked to
refer back to the initial interpretation provided in question 1].
P2DQ-4: Did you have any emotional responses to the piece?
Did these relate to your interpretation in any way?
[Emotional response proved to be highly informative in P1, however participants
did not always address their emotional responses due to the fact that it was
requested alongside communication of meaning. Greater levels of information about
emotional response might have been received had it been asked in an independent
question.

The

P2-DQ

sought

to

address

this

by

asking

participants

to

first

indicate any emotional responses and then to suggest how these responses fitted
into their interpretation of the work as a whole. This was anticipated to be
significant in assessing ‘depth’ and emotional engagement with the work].
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P2DQ-5: How would you describe the structure or form of the piece? (How the piece was
structured/ its architecture). Please elaborate.
[This question sought to discern if participants made any interpretation of the
structure and form of the piece. It was adapted from the question used in P1
(P1DQ-6) due to concern that the previous question might have encouraged specific
interpretations through listing specific structural forms (narrative, and story),
as opposed to remaining impartial and/or nonspecific. This question attempted to
remain

abstract

and

to

allow

participants

to

describe

the

form

that

they

interpreted without influence].
P2DQ-6: What aspects did you find most engaging?
[Questions on engaging aspects (P2DQ-6 and P2DQ-7) provided some of the most
significant responses with regard to participant preference and were instrumental
in

informing

the

development

of

the

test

composition

for

P2.

Therefore

the

questions were retained, with only minor simplification. The responses to P2DQ-6
and the P2DQ-7 are anticipated to provide significant details for informing the
re-composition process at the start of P3].
P2DQ-7: Which aspects did you find least engaging?
[Same as previous].
P2DQ-8: During the piece, did the composition make you want to keep listening?
[Largely replicated from the P1DQ, although some responses to P1DQ-9 gave the
impression

that

the

question

implied

there

was

more

of

the

piece

that

participants had not been presented with. Thus in P2 the question was altered to
indicate

directly

that

it

referred

to

the

composition

in

question

and

to

participants interpretations of it as it progressed].
P2DQ-9: Do you think that having more information about the composition might help you to
understand it more?
If yes, why?
If no, why not?
[As in P1 this question acted as key factor in determining audience preference
for the provision of contextual information. This question allowed participants
to

indicate

their

preference

for

contextual

information

before

having

been

presented with any].
P2DQ-10: Do you think that you would like to watch/listen to a similar type of composition again?
If yes, why?
If no, why not?
[Just as in P1, and alongside Q8 this question sought to assess the potential
engagement of the participant outside of the research session and their desire to
seek out or be presented with other electroacoustic audio-visual works in the
future].
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Phase Two Directed Questionnaire Two (P2DQ2)
The second directed questionnaire for Phase Two was nearly identical to the second directed
questionnaire from the first phase (P1DQ2), only it contained one extra question. Due to the
identical nature of the majority of the questionnaire only the final question is rationalised below:

P2DQ2-4: Do you feel that you need more information? What type?
[In P1 participants were asked to judge the information that was provided
to them but were provided no explicit opportunity to comment on the
information that they would like to be provided with. This question
allowed participants to comment, after having received some information,
on the type of information that they would ideally like to receive in
future].
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Phase One: Experienced Participants
Contextual Information Response Data
Work A
Experienced Participant Responses
Work A – P1DQ-10
Participant

RESPONSE

EXP1-1

/

EXP1-2

3 Me no but others who are less familiar with the genre yes!

EXP1-3

5 No

EXP1-4

2 yes, it provides clues to the composers intentions + offers interpretations and purpose of the
work. In this case however the methodology of the composer appears intuitive and experimental.
For me there is no strong sense of structure.
5 No I think it was well structured and comprehendible

EXP1-5
EXP1-6
EXP1-7
EXP1-8
EXP1-9

Knowing the composers thoughts and ideas is fine but I am not sure how it affects the enjoyment
of the piece
5 I had enough interpretations
Generally I prefer situations in which I don't need much additional information about the particular
works of art. However a piece of information may influence my understanding of the given work.
4 Not really. It has to work musically before I'd be interested in reading more about it.

EXP2-1

5 No the information that was provided was not particularly helpful. Piece didn't have any
sparkles!
3 Possibly

EXP2-2

1 Yes but only the intention of the piece, although I liked using my imagination instead.

EXP2-3

2 Possibly yes I might notice more connections

EXP1-10

Experienced Participant Responses
Work A P1DQ2-2
PPT
EXP 2-1
EXP2-2
EXP2-3

Response
4 Not really but I didn't think it would unduly influence me in any way
5 NO
4 Not Necessarily but it's probably good to know after

Experienced Participant Responses
Work A – P1DQ2-1
PPT
EXP 2-1
EXP2-2
EXP2-3

Response
Not really it was surprisingly similar
In this instance no.
It has reinforced what I was thinking, I hadn't noticed that sparkle was such an important part but I
guess it’s often a feature in still life art.

Experienced Participant Responses
Work A – P1DQ2-3
PPT
EXP 2-1
EXP2-2
EXP2-3

Response
Find the expression 'must be perceived as magic' problematic as perceiving means seeing
understanding and magic avoids the understanding.
About right
Fine/maybe narrative isn't well justified.
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Work B
Experienced Participant Responses
Work B – P1DQ-10
Participant
EXP1-1
EXP1-2

Again concept of understanding problematic. At this particular case references to the personality
of the woman we're interested in.
5 It speaks for itself, no need for more info. Author’s intentions were not always realised by the
piece. Piece is very clear on its own

EXP1-3

5 no everything was evident

EXP1-4

5 NO I think we were given enough information and would prefer to interpret on my own terms
5 no my biggest concern is over the composers concern for the reception of the narrative. The
video is primarily a tool for communication - it impart a message/ idea yes I feel the opportunity is
missed to direct the audience through a clear structure. Good in terms of technical study +
emotion however narrative could have been stronger.

EXP1-5

EXP1-6
EXP1-7

5 No, I find it self-explanatory.
5 no. Pretty straight forward due to recognition of visual images and even ambiguity. As composer
says this is like David Lynch.

EXP1-8

5 not really - it does not need it, its quite effective without it.

EXP1-9

3 Possibly. Further explanation of the reasoning may help to explain the 1st section.

EXP1-10

5 There was enough information. Perhaps not necessary to describe the sonic materials.

EXP2-1

3 Maybe yes if it is a good explanation!

EXP2-2

3 Possibly

EXP2-3

1 yes the sound and image seemed to work in opposition early on.

Experienced Participant Responses
Work B – P1DQ2-2
PPT
EXP 2-1
EXP2-2
EXP2-3

Response
4 not really
5 no
4 Not necessarily but its good to know after

Experienced Participant Responses
Work B – P1DQ2-1
PPT
EXP 2-1
EXP2-2
EXP2-3

Response
I agree with 'David Lynch' influence on his work but I feel that the more abstract quality sends it further
back into early surreal cinema.
Yes a fuller understanding of their intention helps remove some of my miss giving’s for the piece.
It’s interesting, it matches my thoughts but also explains the ending its part of a conflict.

Experienced Participant Responses
Work B – P1DQ2-3
PPT
EXP 2-1
EXP2-2
EXP2-3
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Work C
Experienced Participant Responses
Work C – P1DQ-10
Participant

RESPONSE

EXP1-1

No. We had sufficient info

EXP1-2

No. Copious amounts of info provided by composer

EXP1-3

No. Images + music are sufficient themselves.

EXP1-4

No. It stands alone.

EXP1-5

No. Programme notes were too long.

EXP1-6

No. Difficult to answer, somehow the piece felt unaccessible to me.
No. Because the media 'speaks' for itself. Nevertheless it was interesting to know about the
inspiration and the processes used to create the materials.
Not necessarily. It leaves an impression, affords you insight bur don't want to spoil the effect by
learning too much about it.

EXP1-7
EXP1-8
EXP1-9
EXP1-10

Maybe, but having read the blurb it didn’t make he piece sound any better.
Don't think so, piece would probably work equally well with or without notes. Didn't get the
moon/space reference though -> found that more confusing as I was looking for a link.

EXP2-1

3 Possibly

EXP2-2

4 Possibly but I don't need to. I enjoyed my interpretation of it.

EXP2-3

4 possibly not - its very abstract

Experienced Participant Responses
Work C – P1DQ2-2
PPT
EXP 2-1
EXP2-2
EXP2-3

Response
4 not really
5 no
4 not necessarily but its probably good to know after

Experienced Participant Responses
Work C – P1DQ2-1
PPT
EXP 2-1
EXP2-2
EXP2-3

Response
A well written and descriptive and informative written with depth and understanding.
No Too technical
Its interesting particularly the Vipassana reference. Narrative isn't seen as so important

Experienced Participant Responses
Work C – P1DQ2-3
PPT
EXP 2-1
EXP2-2
EXP2-3

Response
Excellent
Too technical
Very complete
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Appendix

Proposed Matrix for Real Time Evaluation

Matrix for Potential Real Time Evaluation of Works

This matrix was developed for real time tracking of: audience impression of audio-visual
cohesion within the work, versus overall reception of the work.
The audience participant should begin with their pen on the centre spot and then draw towards
the extremes of each axis as their opinions change with regards to their reception of the piece in
real time. It is an analogue example of MEDS by R. Kendall based upon Likert-type rating
system (Kendall 2006).
This grid would provide very rough data concerning audience opinion of audio-visual cohesion
and their subsequent reception. More cells could be added to increase value of data, but this
would also make it more difficult for the participant and would increase error levels.
Such a system was not utilised within the audience response sessions of the current research
project, due to concerns that such a methodology was obstructive to the experience of
listening/viewing the work in question, and that the data provided would not be beneficial
enough to warrant such obstruction. If the participant were to utilise such a matrix within the
research session then their experience of the work would be very different from that of a normal
concert setting, with a proportion of their attention directed away from the work and towards the
completion of this matrix mapping.
Kendall, R. (2006) Music Experiment Development System (MEDS). [Available from:
http://www.schoolofmusic.ucla.edu/pages/Kendall/meds.htm]
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